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inc in Basingstoke. Thanks.

From John Prosser [Basingstoke]
In addition to UK visitors to Qatar needing a visa prior to their
departure from the UK (Scoulight Issue 39), it is likely that the
same requirement may be imposed for UK visitors to Bahrain,
Kuwait and the UAE, although no official announcement has
been made by these three countries. For the UAE it may be
introduced early in May.

With effect from 1st May, Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick (Thailand)
will be at the following address:
17th floor, One Pacific Place
140 Sukhumvit Road
Bangkok 10110, Thailand
Tel: 00 662 254 4202-4
Fax: 00 662 254 4205

From Ray Casey [Security, BasingstokeJ:
The facts about faxes:
Too many digits Not enough digits Somebody else’s digits
Telephone numbers instead of fax numbers Private telephone
numbers of persons not connected with the Firm No time
limits advised on header pages (consequently disturbing some
poor old soul from their slumber) Recipients’ fax machines
not switched on or permanently engaged Recipients’ answer
machine service connection not advised.
Problems with TACIS group connections:
For several weeks without success, Security has tried to
transmit various TACIS faxes during the day and night and at
weekends. It seems that the given numbers are either
permanently engaged or no connection can be achieved. My
thoughts are why not send all remaining outstanding faxes to
Jan Tomczyk at Almaty (main office) on 00 7 3272 423974 and
ask him to use an inland courier method to respective
recipients, especially as the time limit is drawing near?
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From Kit Chick /Basingstoke]:
Could project managers please ensure that full names appear on
JIFs. Initials only can cause problems in identification and
delay prompt return. Thanks.
From Nicola Gordge [Basingsioke]:
Come and support our own staff who are kindly volunteering to
present a lunchtime seminar for the benefit of others.
Following his item in Scouhight Issue 39 concerning
Eurocodes 1 and 7 (basis of design/loading and geotechnical
design), David Webb, along with Alistair Tyler, has prepared a
seminar to share the learning and experiences involved with the
project. It will be held on Wednesday 8th May at Scott House
in conference room 2A and 2B at 1:00pm.
Anybody interested in sharing their own experiences as well
is invited to join David and Alistair. Although this
listening
as
is an open invitation to all employees, this subject will be 01
particular interest to structural and geotechnical engineers.
Please let me know on ext 350 if you would like to attend.
From Anna Evans [Basin gstoke]:
Could all members of staff who know of any awards or who
receive information about them please send details of them to
-

-

From Peter Frankhiam [London]:
Easier on the atlas this time! We have been appointed by HOK
(architects) for the structural and civil works design of the new
rapid transit railway station in St Petersburg, Russia. This
complex also has offices, hotels, retail premises and car
parking. The construction contract is valued at around 200
million dollars, so our fee is scale A.
Foundations in the St Petersburg area were a challenge for
Peter the Great, and could prove interesting for project manager
Jim Ambridge!
From Bob McGowan [BasingstokeJ:
Simon Thomas reported in last week’s Scoulight that we have
been appointed to carry out a feasibiLity study for a port in
Uruguay by North Ltd, an Australian industrial organisation.
Simon highlighted the various factors which helped to secure
the appointment, not least being global cooperation. The other
aspect of interest is how first contact with our new client came
about, It came to SWK as an ‘out of the blue’ phone call to me
from Perth, Australia, several weeks ago. During the call I
established that North Ltd had never heard of us until they asked
the Association of Consulting Engineers for names of suitable
consultants. Well done ACE! They will, of course, have
provided other names hut not, you may be sure, the names of
some of our competitors who have recently withdrawn from the
Association. The Ac’E tells mc that its Nomination Service
receives several enquiries a day. This is a benefit of member
ship which is difficult to quantify and which is not generally well
enough known or appreciated by ACE members, including us.
From Ron l all [Telford]:
We have received a letter from a client Birmingham
Heartlands Development Corporation expressing satisfaction
br work we have undertaken Lo date for a £7 million grant
funding audit commission involving design auditjvalue
engineering/risk assessment in respect of their flagship project
Star Site Reclamation in Birmingham. They enclosed a fee
-

-

-
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cheque paid well before the due date and in reference to this
said that they have pleasure in making the payment. We need
more clients who get their pleasure in this way!
Special thanks go to the project manager Roger Edwards at
Telford. The quality of the work undertaken on this project has
no doubt influenced the Corporation in awarding SWK a
further similar commission for another of their prestige sites in
Birmingham.

small claims writs and general administration. Experience in
industry particularly cash collection is essential, and
knowledge of foreign collections would be useful.
If you are interested in this position please contact Sally
Mason in Personnel (ext 210) having first spoken to your Head
of Section.
-

-

Idea of the Week

Congratulations!
Congratulations to Otgontsetseg, one of our key translators/
interpreters in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, on the arrival of her
3.8kg baby boy (that’s about 8lbs 6oz to us non-metric thinking
people) on 16th April.

Moves-- Moves-

-

Moves--’ Moves

LEAvERs:
Brian Burton (Basildon).
Niail Kavanagh of the London office is leaving on Friday 26th
April. He’s taking some time out of the rat-race to travel
through South East Asia and Australia.

From Gerry Goodman [Derby Southern Bypass]:
With more than 40 issues (including Specials) of Scottlight to
date, storage and retrieval of certain information can start to be
a time/cost problem. I would like to suggest an index sheet at
Issue 52 for those items of information that the Directors think
staff should retain, in the interests of staying informed and to
the cost benefit of the Firm.
From Tim Cuell [Basingstoke]:
Why not have a file retrieval sheet, relating to each paper file,
which is kept alongside such files? On removing the file the
sheet could be initialled and dated, and similarly so upon
replacing the file. This would create a good ‘audit trail’ for
those seeking the elusive but vital file.

Elaine Overend will be returning to the Peterborough office on
13th May after her maternity leave.

aiulthe pIy of the Week

SPORTS & SOCIALS
From Alex Baker [Basin gstoke]:
Ouch, ouch, ouch is a sure sign that I finished the London
Marathon (see item in Issue 39)! Thank you very much to all
those of you who kindly sponsored me. Fight for Sight, the
charity I ran for, will be receiving a cheque for £750 as a result.
...

A Credit Controller is required in the Basingstoke office.
Duties will include dealing with debtors and cash forecasts,

To Anna Evans (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week

From Cohn holmes /Basingstoke]:
David Smith suggesLs providing a spreadsheet on the Vax
system in his Idea of the Week in Scottlighi Issue 39.
Unfortunately the better spreadsheet packages are only
available Ofl PC systems and not on the Vax. This is due to the
graphics capabilities of PCs, which are missing from Vax
terminals.
Replies to the Ideas from Bob Hill (Issue 39), Martin Wheeler
(Issue 36) and Simon Thomas (Issue 37) will be printed over
the next few issues.
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Issue 42

We are introducing a new section for Scottlighi which will
contain information supplied by the Holdings company.
News on the ‘state of the business’ corporate developments,
decisions, new policies, etc will be featured here. Like the
rest of Scottlight, this section is part of the effort to ensure
that staff are kept regularly informed of what is going on
within SWK. It will appear monthly. As yet we have no title
for it, so watch this space!
To start with, here is the first item:
-

-

From Phil Green [London]:
I have been persuaded that at least once a month the Holdings
Board should through Scoulight advise/inform on matters
of a corporate nature. This, therefore, is the first of what I
hope will be a regular feature. The first item, one that is
current, is the work that is being done on Business Plans.
• Business Plans part of an annual cycle
Since the Cape Town Conference, at which draft documents
were discussed, the International Board has agreed a Strategic
Plan for the Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick Group. This plan sets
out in broad terms the Group’s long-term goals, and activities
for achieving them. A Regional Strategic Plan has been
developed in support of the International Plan, which sets out
the goals and strategies pertinent to the Europe region.
Though Strategic Plans have long-term time horizons they are
routinely monitored and formally reviewed at least once a
-

-

-
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From Peter Guthrie [BasingstokeJ:
This is the first edition of Scottlight which will go to everybody
who has joined the SWK Group from Cobharn Resource
Consultants welcome to all the new members of staff. The
merger, which took effect on 1st May, resulted in the formation
of Scott Wilson Resource Consultants, which in addition to
everybody from CRC includes Water, Environment,
Geotechnics, Coastal and Information Systems as an operating
division of Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd.
Three launch evenLs were held in London, Edinburgh and
Manchester on 15th, 16th and 17th April when staff from CRC
met SWK people, and many key clients of both firms were
introduced to Scott Wilson Resource Consultants. We have
had very positive feedback from many of the guests at these
events and there seems to be a strong interest in the new
organisation. SWRC can offer clients a new and much
enhanced service now, and there needs to be a lot of time and
energy spent in the coming weeks communicating the range of
skills on offer. Ex-CRC staff need to understand what expertise
is available in SWK, and particularly SWRC, and SWRC and
-

-

-
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year. It is this framework of an annual cycle of strategic
planning at international and regional level that leads into
business planning at operating company level.
What is a Business Plan?
It is “a written statement of the objectives of an organisation
in pursuit of its goals, that reflects and reports on past
performance, looks forward to the next one, three and five
years, examines the market and establishes financial targets
used to monitor progress.”
In SWK, Business Plans have a one to three year time
horizon and list specific actions to be carried out and specific
responsibility for those actions. Progress and performance
against the actions and timescales detailed in the plans is then
closely monitored.
All operating companies in the Europe Region have been
developing their Business Plans for the financial year 1996/7
and most of the Managing Directors are to make
presentations of their Plans at the SWK Holdings Board
meeting scheduled for 10th May. Once approved, these
Plans become the baseline against which the businesses and
those who run them are measured.
The cycle begins again next year with businesses
reflecting and reporting on performance against the current
year’s plan as the starting point for developing the next
year’s plan.

SWK stalT need to learn more about the impressive portfolio of
expertise, clients and experience that comes from CRC.
Although there are plans for extensive exchange of
documentation and literature, it’s good to talk. Several senior
staff are embarking on ‘internal’ marketing of available skills
around various ollices. So that everybody knows who to
contact about what, a directory of key people is being
developed. Ex-CRC’ staff have already received a list of some
useful numbers.
There will be confusion, and mistakes will be made, but in
the process of transition everybody should feel free to ask for
help. If the usual lines of communication break down and
there’s no ody else to ask. call me in Basingstoke on 01256461161.
Future issues of Scoiiliçhi will feature the resources and
talents ol the various parts of Scott Wilson Resource
Consul lam
.

From .Stcp/wn lince,u /BasingstokeJ:
TEAM-IT: Management, Teamwork & InformationTechnology
Is anybody interested in participating in a pilot for an
innovative training course? The. University of Reading is

running a course enabling participants to learn management,
teamwork and IT skills through practical exercises based
around the impact of QA and CDM. The course starts on
Friday 17th/Saturday 18th May, followed by a 6-week
interactive case study on the Internei, and concludes with a
workshop on Friday 28th June.
We are looking for a broad cross section of everybody
involved in the construction industry to participate. SWK has
an option on some reduced price places, as I have been helping
to develop the course. If you are interested, or know any
clients, architects or others who might be, please contact Nicola
Gordge ASAP (ext 350).
From Nicola Gordge [Basin gstoke]:
Basingstoke Central Library is hosting a talk by Peter D
Wickens entitled ‘The Ascendant Organisation’ on Thursday
16th May at 7:30pm. Mr Wickens has had over 30 years of top
executive experience of British, American and Japanese
multinationals and was Director of Personnel at Nissan (UK).
In his latest book, Mr Wickens challenges many widely
accepted management concepts including total quality
management, empowerment and lean production, and he
introduces his new concept the ‘Ascendant Organisation’.
This is well worth attending and is good CPD.
For further details, please contact Elizabeth Read on
01256-63793.
-

From Chris White [Basin gsioke]:
It may have escaped your attention, as it had mine until
recently, that BBC 2 has been programming through the night
(Monday to Thursday) under the title ‘The Learning Zone’. For
example, at 5:00am every Monday there is a programme on
business which I recommend. This week dealt with counselling
in the workplace as part of a series dealing with management
development.
Individuals are free to video any of the programmes for
their own study, but businesses cannot legally video them for
use as training aids. All programmes are supported by other
materials the BBC publishes commercially. Self study of these
programmes constitutes CPD: 6 hours of study equals I day’s
worth of CPD.
From Anna Evans [Basin gstokeJ:
• Environment Award for Engineers
The deadline for this Award, which recognises good practice in
the protection of the environment, is Friday 17th May. Please
let me know ASAP if you would like an entry form (ext 297>.
• British Construction Industry Awards
• Civil Engineering Manager of the Year Awards
The deadline for both these Awards is Friday 31st May. If you
are interested, please contact me for further details and entry
forms (ext 297).
From Sieve Brundle [Basin gsioke/:
Do you have project management skills, experience,
qualifications or even aspirations? II so, please let me know. I
am trying to establish the full extent of our project management
capability and in particular to identify specific skills or
experience in areas such as value engineering/management,
project risk management, cost consultancy, etc. Please contact
me on ext 353 if you can contribute.

Further to the note in Issue 40 detailing the new address for
SWK Malaysia, the new telephone and fax numbers are as
follows:
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick (Asia-Pacific) Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603 254 1008
Fax: +603 254 5862
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603 254 7009
Fax: +603 254 5871
These numbers will he valid from 2nd May. If you have
any difficulties getting through during the first week, please use
the old numbers uel: +603 651 089$; fax: +603 651 4899).
-
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From Ian I/o ward /Reigate!:
Demolition Services Available.
Chris Brown has entered into an agreement with SWK for
provision of specialist consultancy services for demolition,
decommissioning and explosive engineering works.
His experience since graduating in 1965 extends over a
wide range of projects including major building developments
and refurhishments, bridge works, temporary constructions and
failure investigations carried out both with consulting engineers
and national contractors.
Chris has extensive experience of decommissioning and
demolition contracts in the UK and overseas with special
expertise in the project control, engineering assessment, safety
management and design of explosive collapse strategies in the
demolition of buildings, tall blocks and industrial structures.
As a leading expert in the explosive demolition of high rise
blocks, he has been involved over the last 12 years with some
two thirds of all the blocks ever demolished in the UK,
providing project management, techr’ ical support and planning
supervisor services to many client authorities as a consultant
over this period. Prior to this, Chris worked directly with a
leading specialist demolition contractor br a number of years.
In addition to being a Chartered Civil Engineer (FICE),
Chris is a Fellow of the Institute of Demolition Engineers, a
Member ol the Institute of Explosive Engineers and on the UK
Register of Experi Witnesses.
He i. workmnn Ihrouc!h the Reigate ol lice

1rom Tim 11 illiano / Plvmnouih/:
As Devonport Management Ltd prepares br future refitting
work of nuclear submarines, various existing clock structures in
Devonport Dockyard are being assessed lor hydrostatic and
seismic loadings to meet the latest requirements of regulating
bodies in the nuclear industry.
Peter Webb in Basingstoke is undertaking independent
technical assessments (ITA5) of various engineering design
work h oilier consullanLs related to orthotropic steel plate dock
lap gales. 1 he fte scale is C.

Irom Kim Candler /Soul/iainpion/:
An article I wrote concerning the modernisation of stores
within Portsmouth Naval Base has been published in

Construction Soul/i (Vol 4 No 3).
The Royal Navy needs facilities to store items of every size,

continued overleaf...

from buttons to Olympus engines, and SWK has been
extensively involved in the new General Purpose Store, 100
Store and the Portsmouth Distribution Centre. If anybody
would like to read the full article (which stretches to just over a
page), copies are held in Marketing in Basingstokc: please
contact Anna Evans on ext 297.
From Richard Field [Southampton]:
Swanage Pier Restoration
Those of you who read last week’s NCE will know that the
Victorian grade 2 listed pier at Swanage is due for restoration
on a rolling programme. The Southampton office has just been
informed that we are to be the Engineer for Phase I works, ably
assisted by Reigate. The pier is controlled by the local Trust,
and is a popular attraction used by tourists, anglers and subaqua divers throughout the year. Small boats regularly use the
pier, and there are occasional visits by the paddle steamers
Waverley and her sister MVBalmoral.
Phase 1 works, funded through a National Heritage Lottery
grant, are to include the replacement of around 50 of the timber
piles, and renewal of superstructure timber and decking. SWK
is also engaged as Planning Supervisor for the works.
So, if Kevin Province from Basingstoke or I are spotted
heading out of the office on a hot sunny afternoon this summer,
with bucket and spade in briefcase, you will know that we’re
off to dig trial pits at Swanage!
If anybody has experience of extracting rotten timber piles
in a marine environment I would be pleased to hear from you.
From Leighton Williams [Basingstoke]:
The Environment Agency in Reading, which has now taken
over the duties of the old National Rivers Authority, has
appointed SWK to carry out two Post Project Appraisals
(PPAs). The aim of the PPA is to obtain the maximum benefit
from lessons learned and experience gained at all stages of the
Agency’s projects, and thus improve future design,
management and construction. The process is based on a
critical look at a project’s objectives, including its expected
costs, timing and environmental impact, and how they are being
met.
Peter Mansell will be looking at the Purley Flood
Alleviation Scheme to protect some 450 properties near the
River Thames about 4 miles west of Reading. This project did
not proceed past feasibility study stage because of construction
cost arid public concern about visual impact. Jane Smith will
be reporting on flood defence environmental enhancement
schemes at four sites in the north east Thames catchrnent. The
works include bank protection, removal of silt from gravels and
creation of wetland areas all aimed at improving habitat.
This is the third such commission from EA(NRA). In 1995
we completed an appraisal of the River Crane Flood Alleviation
Scheme in West London, and in 1994 the delightfully named
Slippery Gowt embankment in Anglia. The fee for the current
job is scale E.

the birth of their new baby boy, James, on Saturday 20th April.
He weighed 7lbs 9oz.
Elinor and David Magowan (Basingstoke), who have become
the proud parents of a baby girl. Angharad Laura was born on
Sunday 28th April weighing a hefty 9lbs 6oz.

Moves

Moves’

Moves-i

-

Moves

Nuw Srim:
Julie Prouten and Amanda Greatrex both started work in the
Basingstoke office on Monday 29th April. Julie is a Clerk
Typist with the word processing section, and Arnanda is an
Assistant to Senior Secretary Sue. Blanchflower.
MainLine says ‘hello’ to Ian Moore, Andrew Steele, Richard
Starhuck and CIuv Everiti, and welcomes back Dave Hubie.
LitAvl:Rs:
MainLine says ‘coodhyc and good luck’ to David Jukes, Mark
McMahon, Robin Gell, Darren Sharp and Hazel Tilbury, with
many thanks for all their hard work.
MainLine also wishes a long and happy retirement to Phyllis
Leeson.
Denis Williams (Chesterfield) left SWK on 26th April after 7’/2
years to join Mason Pittendrigh at their Arnershain office. He
wishes all his former colleagues well.
Melanie Harris left the Basildon office on Monday 29th April.
Joanne Martin has left the Chesterfield office, but will be
returning to do holiday cover. She will be missed by all her
friends and colleagues.
TiNsI:uRs:
Renia Lopez moved back to the Reigate. office from Croydon
on Tuesday 30th April.

SIORTS & SOCIALS
From Stuart L)un .‘i on/i IS/ie/twldJ:
• While >n holiday in Scotland over Easter I spotted an unusual
road sien at the head of a country road. The familiar dead end
‘T’ sign as displayed, with.., not ‘I mile’, not even ‘5 miles’
written underneath hut /8 miles! This must be the longest
signed cul-de-sac ever! Lnlessanybodv else knows better).
—

• As part of the organised events surrounding the. Institution of
Highways Incorporated Engineer’s Annual Conference and
AGM. here I ill he installed as President, a golf competition
v ill be held. Ii is hoped that teams of pairs from consultants,
contractors and l’ello Institutions will participate.
The competition ill he held at Beeston Fields Golf Club,
Nottingham. on Friday 28th June, with first tee-off at 9:00am,
The rules, I am reliably infonned, will he ‘4 hall, better ball,
Stableford. For further details, please phone Rob Gillespie
(COLAS on 01392-58201. or his secretary Wendy Pring.
‘.

(‘ongratuIation.s! ‘r
It must be spring, at least in Basingstoke, as there have been
some new arrivals...
Congratulations to:
Pam Masson (Basingstoke Personnel) and husband lain, on

continued overleaf...

From Don Briggs [Basingstoke]:
Now that the lighter evenings are here, the start of the SWK
Basingstoke cricket season is not far away. In fact, the first
match has been arranged for Thursday 9th May, against old
adversaries Berk House, and further fixtures have been
arranged throughout the summer.
Would all interested players please contact either Mike
Selley (ext 243) or me (ext 277).

Scott Wilson Resource Consultants are looking for a Graphic!
CAD Technician. The successful applicant will have good
graphic skills and experience of AutoCad. He/she must be able
to produce both computer-generated and free-hand plans and
drawings.
If you are interested in this position, please contact Mrs C
Kerry at Avalon House, Marcham Road, Abingdon, 0X14 lUG
(tel: 01235-555535), having first spoken to your Section Head.

1
WXoT’ j)1

In principal the idea is a good one, whether you use a card
system or a retrieval sheet. Ii saves time: therefore it saves
money.

Itfea of the ‘J4eef

From Richard Lecett fBasingsioke]:
How about a noticeboard in each office’s reception area to
make visitors and staff aware of things like meetings to be held,
visiting groups and local information such as times of fire
alarm tests, dc’?

Yopft Mu?

From Ann Crawford [Reigate]:
In response to the Idea of the Week from Tim Cuell in Issue 41
regarding a file retrieval sheet to keep track of files, we already
try to operate a similar system in Reigate.
Staff working in the main office have been issued with
named cards to put into the suspension files when job files are
removed, and taken out again when files are returned. The
cards are green so they stand out from the orange files we use
in Reigate, and the name stands proud of the suspension file
making identification and location obvious. It seems a simple
enough system, you would think, and an easy one to
implement, but getting staff to remember to use it is another
matter!
When the system was first introduced it was just before a
QA audit and proved to be approximately 75% successful.
However, now that an audit is no longer looming it has dropped
to about 25%. When several people are working on a job, time
is wasted in locating files. It can be expensive depending on
who is doing the looking!

--

Date’

To Anna Evans (Basingstoke)
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From Bernie Roome [Sheffield]:
A seminar on the subject of surface water drainage by CAMAS
Building Products will be held during lunchtime on Wednesday
15th May between 12:00 noon and 2:00pm, and will include a
buffet lunch. Due to the size of the Sheffield office, conference
room numbers will be limited. CAMAS will provide a
certificate of attendance to all participants.
Please let me know by Friday 10th May at the latest if you
wish to attend, so that catering arrangements can be fin alised.
From Anna Evans [Basingstoke]:
Woridaware Business Awards
These awards aim to encourage British business, by recognising
its achievements, to play an expanding role in supporting
sustainable economic and social progress in the developing
countries of Africa, Asia and Latin America.
There are various awards, depending on company size and
type of business.
The deadline for entries is Friday 28th June. Please let me
know on ext 297 if you would like further details and/or an
entry form.
• British Consultants of the Year Awards
These awards are presented to member companies of the BCB
who have excelled in the provision of consultancy services
worldwide. There are 2 categories for which SWK is eligible:
British Consultancy Firm of the Year, which recognises the
achievements of companies of any size, their subsidiaries and/
or individual departments.
British Individual Consultant of the Year, which is presented
to an individual who has played an outstanding role in a
project.
The deadline for entries is Friday 19th July. Please let mc
know on ext 297 if you would like an entry form.
-

-

SWK Holdings Ltd now has c-mail. The address is:
pagreen@swkhl.demon.co.uk

9th May 1996
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From Bob McKittrick [Chesterfield]:
Many staff will be aware that we recently closed the
Nottingham office and transferred the building structures
section to Sheffield and the transportation section to
Chesterfield. Mail for the staff previously based in Nottingham
should now be sent to Sheffield or Chesterfield as appropriate.
In spite of the closure we can continue to state that there is
an SWK office in Nottingham by dint of the fact that SWK
(PE) is based there.

•

-

-

From Graham Little fBihar Plueau Project, India]:
News from Ranchi...
Far from wallowing in antipathy in the style of British local
elections, in Ranchi we are bracing ourselves for the final act in
the 11-day process of the Lok Sabha election, when South
Bihar goes to the polls under the watchful eyes of police and
soldiery. The governance of India gives powers to the
authorities to appropriate vehicles to assist in the administration
of polling, so along with assorted contractor’s vehicles (water
bowsers et al), we have temporarily lost 9 jeeps which has
restricted movement on, off and at site somewhat.
The works progress (with the Biharian complexities of
administration to tease the patience in the pre-monsoon
swelter), hut with 5 of the current 10 contracts now past their
40% milestone, and 8 new contracts due for award at the
beginning of July, things, as they say, are beginning to hot up.
With the next batch of contracts, the total value of work under
SWK supervision will rise to some 500 million rupees (1()
million), comprising 350km of roadworks and I ,800m of
bridgeworks. Staff will increase to 129.
Without previous experience of monsoon conditions in this
area of Bihar, there is a certain air of anxiety as to whether the
murrarn-surlaced (for the uninitiated, ‘murram’ is the local
moderately plastic gravel used both as a sub-base and a 50mm
surfacing over a ‘Telford-style’ bottoming) water bound
macadam, the myriad of culverts placed in dry nallahs and the
many multi-spanned bridges erected over seemingly empty
flood plains will survive the annual onslaught of the elements..!
Watch this space.

.‘(

_‘(

Cangratutation.s! .‘r

Following the Basingstoke baby boom in last week’s issue,
love is in the air in Edinburgh...
Andrew Aikrnan and Julia were married on 12th April at the
Braid Hills Hotel. Edinburgh: all SWK staff had a great time at
the reception.
Bruce Lunn got engaged to Jillian on 28th April.
Sharon ER nn got engaged to Alex on 30th April.
-

-

-

Moves

Moves’

Moves- Moves

Ncw Sr.ci:
David Veal, an experienced transportation planner, has joined
the Basingstoke Planning Team. David is assisting with our
continued overleaf...

work on Heathrow Terminal 5 in the lead-up to SWK’s
attendance at the Inquiry.
Alan Richardson joined M&E in Scott House as a Senior
Electrical Engineer on Monday 22nd April.
Robert Carr joined Stuart Coventry’s team in Basingstoke on
Monday 7th May as an Environmental Specialist.
TNsFaRs:
David Hubie (Chesterfield), Frank Marshall (Basildon) and
David Blythe (Chesterfield) have all mobilised (in rather a
hurry) to the Hong Kong office where they will remain until the
end of May.

Harriet Rooke has left the Basingstoke office, also for Hong
Kong; her move will be for at least 12 months.
LEAvERs:
Terry Woodward and Sue White (both Basingstoke) will be
leaving on Friday 10th May.

SpOftT5 & SOCIALS
From Alan Oliver [Glasgow]:
Commitment to the Firm was taken to new extremes (matched
previously only by Alan Frew and Peter Adams) when Duncan
Hamilton kept goal for the SWK team in the ICE Graduates and
Students 5-a-side Competition. Duncan broke a bone in his
wrist while making an acrobatic save, but bravely battled on to
complete the game.
The team’s results were mixed. An impressive 4-2 victory
over the Babtie team was followed by a particularly heavy
defeat (of ‘Rangers in Europe’ proportions) to a strong Crouch
Hogg Watermann side. Duncan’s injury, pitch conditions and a
dearth of talent emerging from grass root level are among the
explanations offered for the defeat.
From Richard Cooper IBasingstoke]:
The pre-season golf match as advertised in Scottlight in issue
38 has been organised for play on the afternoon of Wednesday
15th May at the Test Valley Golf Course, 2 miles off the A303
close to Overton, which is 10 miles west of Basingstoke. The
round will be £14 and although organised previously to get
SWK’s Basingstoke players out on the course, we would also
welcome anybody from MainLine. Please let Di Clarke (exi
304) know if you are interested. The response at present is
poor, and there is a danger that the event will be cancelled.

SWK: John Nutt and John Saunders
others: Barry Haworth, Tim Slade and Dave Porter
This year’s winners for the second time were
Nottinghamshire County Council, beating close rivals and last
year’s winners Leiccstershire County Council.
Anybody wishing to join our team squad next September
would be most welcome SO come all you young ones, let me
hear from you at SWKPE)!
-

SWK (PE), in conjunction with Loughborough University, has
a vacancy for a Research Assistant for 28 months, to conduct
laboratory investigations and fieldwork on the assessment of
subgrade and capping materials for highway construction. The
duties will he varied and include reporting and presenting to the
project team and the client. The post represenLs a significant
opportunity to participate in developing pavement design and
construction monitoring standards for the 21st century.
The position would suit a graduate or highly motivated
technician with an interest in geotechnics and some practical
experience.
If you are interested in this position, please call Robert
Armitage at Pavement Engineering on 0115 922 9098, having
first spoken with your Section Head.
M&E, London, is looking for a Secretary/Office Administrator
to work in the London office. Good administration skills are
required, together with the ability to operate Wordperfect 6.0,
Microsoft Works and other database and spreadsheet packages
competently.
Those interested should contact Caz Spencer in Personnel,
Basingstoke (ext 209). having first spoken to their Section
Head.

Idea of the Week

-

-

From Chris Jennison [SWK(PE)]:
It is with great satisfaction that I have to report that SWK(PE) +
SWK finished a credible 3rd in this year’s Institution of
Highways & Transportation (Midlands) Squash League
competition.
The 5 matches are played from September to March against
local authority and private sector teams, culminating in the
presentation of the Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick Trophy to the
winners at the IHT (Midlands) Annual Dinner, usually the last
week in March.
Team Squad Members:
SWK(PE): Richard Elliott, Cohn Ibberson and Chris Jennison

Train Ott icr Green wood [Basin gstokeJ:
Couldn’t Scottlight he put onto the network as an ASCii file
under the news and views section of the network menus’? This
would save on paper and cut out the distribution and printing
costs ftr all UK ollices. I realise that overseas would need the
paper hard Cop\ hut Closer [I) home it would he very easy to
implement.
Added advantages of the computer-based Scoulight include
the ability to copy the file to a person’s U:drive, where they can
edit out the relevant bits and hence keep a personal copy of any
articles relevant to the specific reader. It also encourages use of
the network and the file sharing options. If anybody truly
needs a hard copy on paper they could simply print it off via the
nearest net\vl)rk printer.
Also froii Ott icr:
What about an Internet Web Page on our web address? This
could he used to promote the company by showing recent jobs
won, services offered, Q&As, and promotional information on
completed jobs. Most client organisations are Internet
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compatible arid this could only increase our status in the IT
field. If the page is linked to the marketing library of jobs won,
it would only take a small amount of time to set up and need
only be updated monthly.
From Mark harrison [Basingstoke]:
Automatic indexing, a facility both on Word and Wordperfect,
should be encouraged so that in the inevitable rush job the
index would have updated itself, thus saving a fair amount of
time going backwards and forwards between word processing
and/or the section secretaries.
Winner
The winner of April’s Idea is Gerry Goodman, for his
suggestion for an index for Scoulighi. Please contact Anna
Evans in Basingstoke (ext 297) with your choice of prize (vino
or chocs).
—

-

anc[t& RcpIy of the Week

From Phil Green [London]:
Gerry Goodman’s Idea in Issue 41 concerning an Index for
Scoulight articles is a logical one. I’m told that Anna Evans
has been asked several times whether she can recall if an item
has been featured, and, if so, in which issue. Obviously, it
would be useful if there was an index to which staff could refer
Therefore, Anna will be putting together an index for the
first year of Scottlight, which we hope will appear in Issue 52
(11th July), as suggested by Gerry. Most items featured up
until this issue will be listed, apart from those which have no
lasting relevance, such as notices of meetings/seminars, staff
moves, congratulations, vacancies, etc. Following this first
index, we hope to be able to produce one at the end of each
month.
Staff should note that Anna keeps a copy of each issue 01
Scoulight, so if there are past items to which you would like to
refer, and you have not retained your own copy, please contact
her in Basingstoke, ext 297.

-

To Anna Evans (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is
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ALL STAFF!”

From Alan Morton fBasingstoke/:
For the particular benefit of newcomers to the group, I wish to
advise that the SWK tax office details are:
HM Inspector of Taxes, Portsmouth I
TSO, Lynx House
1 Northern Road
Coshain, Portsmouth
P06 3XA
Ref No: 581/S2
Tel: 01705-706706.
Also from Alan:
I have recently been advised that Bill Turner passed away in
January this year. Bill was 55 years of age and many staff will
remember him as being a very capable Materials Engineer. F-Ic
was employed by SWK for about 4 years until June 1 9Q4,
working in Africa.
I have also this week received a letter from the daughter of
WJ (Bill) Wilson, informing SWK that her father died on 2nd
May, after a long and painful illness shortly after his 87th
birthday. Bill worked for SWK in the London office (which
was located at Victoria Street, first time around) as a Senior
Technician/DraughLsrnan from 1945 until his retirement in
1974. Should anybody who knew Bill wish to contact his
daughter, her address is 59 Rickman Hill, Coulsdon. Surrey.
CR5 3DT (tel: 01737-554723).

Issue 44

•

16th May 1996

Fri,m -) nan ,) 1l( 0 lB oiii
kc/:
The Transportation Planning section in Basinostoke has
acquired a liceiice or the programme (( RISK. It is an add—on
to Excel (or Lotu using Monte Carlo simulation. Ii is used to
estimate the level al risk in an output. given levels of risk in the
input variables. It has general applications relating to project
appraisal and protect management in situations of uncertainty.
It is Windos s-driven and very user-friendly. I believe the
Glasgo oIl ice ret R Bissland) also has a licence.
I have been asked to remind readers that we also have the
software Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS), a
powerlul user-friendly Windows-driven tool for statistical
analysis if anvbud is interested.
i’RA’s’Ei, ,\RR\\GlOOIgc[S

Scottli/u will now be keeping stall inlorTned of overseas travel
arrangements. ith the help ol some of the secretaries. If you
have documents or messages, etc, to be sent to these locations,
please contact the travellers to see if they are able to take such
items with them.
Country
Traceller
Date
Philippines (Davao) Martin Wheeler
19th May
India
( i I Thomas
26th May
Vietnam
Flu (‘hi \linh
\lec Patterson
27th May
.

What’s Going On?
From Stephen Leach /Basingstokc/:
The Reflection computer package has recently been released on
the technical PC file server in Basingstoke ([iNTERPRISE).
Reflection allows PCs to be used as Vax terminals and allows
files to be transferred between the Vax and PC systems. A
short demonstration of the software will he held in conlerence
room 2 on Thursday 23rd May at 1:30pm. All Basingstoke
users who would like to learn how to use the softx are are
invited to attend. In order to help judge numbers. plea\e book a
place with me on ext 323.
From Pete Mart’esson /BasiizesiokeJ:
5 files were received over the modem link from I-long Kong on
2nd or 3rd May. They are:
SWKITK.AR.J
SWKIIK.AOl
SWKIIK.A02
SWKI1K.A03
SWKIIK.TXT this contains a message: ‘For ERM From
SWK (Two)”
If anybody wants these files please contact me on ext 247.
-
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Trupi Ri /iarJ i u-ncr Bi,inc,siuke/:
Tony Hold.-vorth. 5\\ K ‘s Mechanical Electrical Engineer
dealing ‘xiii \IeN •lesicn reviess s and installation supervision
on the Gerede—Anhara ‘Ankara Peripheral \Iotorwav project in
Turke\ ha submitted 10 ,Scotiii/ii a Synopsis of this project’s
\ 1c E x ork A h cli is un fortunately too large br normal
mel us on. Ii nes erthe less a valuable record of the
eumpi’elieiiis e S\\ K \I&E capabilities and experience being
applied to ihi conti’act in respect of pos er supply: highway
liehting: eniercei:cv telephones and control centres: hiilding
services: and. loot nliportantl\ all aspects 01’ toll collection
and toll rail ic ntrol systems, and computerised monitoring
and accounting ‘s stems. Tons ‘s lull notes will be circulated in
die o nire to all SW K highway ol’l’ices for their information.
7 iun subntission is a timely reminder 01’ the wide range of
design and construction activities being supervised by SWK on
this 2311km dual I hreel our lane Trans European Motorway
Protect. Ii cli also includes multi—span steel viaducts designed
and prel jhrmcated in Russia,
The ‘i’ teem mar’ted in I )X7 o I it completion expected in
.

‘
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1998, by which time all the SWK project experience will have
been collected together into a suitable comprehensive project
presentation document by the project staff in Turkey.

From Mike Thomas [Basin çstokej:
South Africa: N4-Maputo Toll Road BOT Project
SWK is providing contractor Kier International with design,
construction and maintenance advice in their bid preparation
for this contract to eventuall upgrade the exIsting 430km
national htghwav between Johannesburg and the \lo.’amhican
port of Maputo to a rolled dual carriage\vav (luring the 31) year
concession period.
A joint SWK/Kier site visit has been undertaken by Richard
Rawson (Johannesburg), Phil Simpson (Zimhahwc and myself.
Further advice on DBFO contracts, tolling strategy and
operations, and whole life project costing has been offered to
the contractor — which draws on the experience of the Glasgow.
Basingstoke and Pavement Engineering offices - as an
extension to our current brief (fee scale D).
From Jim Baldwin [BasingstokeJ:
The water section will provide technical assistance on the
World Bank-funded Punjab Integrated Rural Water Supply and
Environmental Sanitation Project in India. The work is being
undertaken in association with Water and Power Consultancy
Services (India) Ltd, and covers the fields of expert peer review
of the whole project and development of a project-spec ihc
geographic information system. SWK India will provide
logistic support to this input. The fee scale is C.

From Geoff Dc wick [East Midlands Airport siteI:
SWK’s Airports section is involved in a comparatively new
method of airfield construction, an undertaking that should be
made known to our clients. It involves constructing a concrete
pavement using a slip form method instead of the traditional
fixed form. Although used extensively in the LiSA, slip
forming airfield pavemcnLs has not been widely used in this
country because previous attempts did not achieve the required
tolerances. Improvements to the concrete mix and paver have
now overcome this and Pavement Quality Concrete (PQC can
now be produced to the required spec ilication.
A recent project using slip form paving has been
successfully completed at East Midlands lnternauonal Airport
(the technique has also been tised at Birmingham and
Bournemotith International Airports). The s ark at FEal
Midlands involved constructing 48.(X)() nt- of concrete
pavements with associated earthwork.s and drainage. This
provided additional stands for hoth passenger and freight
traffic. It was undertaken on a Design and (‘onstruci contract
with SWK acting as the Employer’s Consultants.
The average daily production rate has been about 5(11 )—( 1(1
, dcpendina on site conditions. although a nut \ I m nut output
3
m
3 was achies ed in an e\lended shilL at l:.tsi \ lidlands
of I ,100m
Airport. This compares s ith a rate at 0l (—3(1(1 ii isi ii the
traditional hand la method.
The main advantages of the s
p form technique has been
1
the consistent finish, larger daily outputs. high strength gain al
the concrete and a reduced paving window. It also provides a
cheaper unit production than sad itional methods — an mi poriant
criteria for clients.
Editor’s note: this has heefl shortenL’/t. the ‘oinplete art/to
can he o/nainedj}’om Geoff I in flhili 1 hon ihrou h the I elford
office) or traIn Anna Leans Ba,sinc.siake. cxl 97i.

From Martin Edge /Rei gate!:
We recently advertised in Scottlighi (Issue 39) for interest from
S\VK staff for work in Bosnia and l—Icrzegovina. At the time
we had two rather spec ialised opporttinities tar staff which in
the event could only he satisOed from outside the Firm. There
will he an enormous program me of reconstrtic tion in
transportation and ni rastructure sectors in Bosnia now that
peace is being established. The road to Sarajevo is already
thick ss ith consultants )llo\s no in the steps of SWK seeking
their share ci work.
\\ e have noss placed ts’. a engineers in Sara jevo with the EC
ollice. These ate hot—ierm appointments to assist the EC with
its emergenc\ preraniine tI Infrastructure Rehabilitation and
Rehousing al Displaced Persons. The eneineers were sourced
O’om the Specialist Reaister. the SWK database of consultants.
Both have ss orked in Bosnia dun ng the ssar period with
humanitarian relief aeenc es and with the ODA. Both were
accepted hr the E(f a..ialnst competitive oilers from other
consultants.
I ss ould like to record thanks to Anna Evans who
demonstrated that the database cart be made to work, to Car in
Personnel and to Ken (.Ioodingham, both of whom reacted very
rapidly to get David Hardman and Charles Pallant mobilised
ss thin tlavs 1 being interviewed.

Also from .farto:
It appears thaI I has e a namesake in Chesterfield, whose Job
Cost Reports I keep receiving. Martin. can we meet to discuss
ss ork—sharmno’? \\ommld on like to visit the Caspian Sea?

( Itqratu[’atiorkc! r

‘c

‘(

David Hamilton married Jill on 10th May at Lenzie Parish
Church SW K stall who attended the service and the reception
at the (Irosycnor I-hotel. (1 la.sgow. had a ss hale of a time.

Moves

.

.

Moves

Moves

Moves

Circa I/c’n’ Ba n e.siikeJ:
Miss Sai’antunoalac. ‘ir \ltngolian alice coordinator for the
World Rank—lunded :‘anpori Rehabilitation project. will he
leasing a the cute t \!ar to eminence an \IBA itt the
Australian \aitouj, its ersmtr in Canberra. We wish her every
success and hank icr or her e\tremnel\ ‘.aluable assistance,
both on his roec in.l s tilt respect io S\\’K activities in
\lonoolia in general
a s deane \lr \ (liulmitinhat to tic SWK office in
\ loncalia
S,iij
cuhacammieni.

[r

-

& SOCIALS
0 Plui.se
I .)fl ( li/K/i
heir ..iike-on-l’rentJ:
PattI Sssimlcs. SARE Roads on the A50 \leir Tunnel Contract at
Siokc thought he had kept his 40th birthday secret. However,
on Thurdar 2nd \lar he duscovered to his dismay that the site
oil ice ‘.s a Jecorimied s oh posters and ‘oral fin’, and his own
ol lice ss a tilled ss Ut balloons and streamers. leaving him in no
r’t an sItC!
doubt that it is s err dillictilt to Lee1’ a
la ccl hi’ ass n back he made es er b dr cat a cream cake in
.

.
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the afternoon and a few evenings later forced the site team into
a local pub where they were made to drink ale.
Finally a warning to the rest of the site staff at Meir who
have a milestone birthday coming up. It is no longer a secret!
Your days are numbered!
Editor’s note: Cohn’s item was sent with a f)lWtO f Paul at his
desk with a cheesy grin on hisface. Unfortunately we can’t
reproduce it here, not because it’s rude or anvthinj,’, but
because the photocopied version tttade Paul look like David
Dales did in Issue 30. Suffice to say that Paul’s in-tray sported
a sign with the followint,’ disconcerting declaration: ‘Over 40
Whatever ii is, if you haven’t done ii, it’s too late.’’

excellent, didn’t Kofta packet (which was a real Boohna) and
Naan of us were left disappointed. Let’s hope this is an event
which Curries on.
The organiser. Sharon Farmer, can give herself a Chapati
on the hack!

-

from Alan Fr,’,, /G1isi,’oivJ:
It seems, as a fbi la’s -up to last week’s article from Alan Oliver
on Duncan Hanti tan’s injury, that many others have suffered
similar fates. at-s e and he\ and the call of duty.
For instance. apparently David Riach dislocated his
shoulder while passmc a telephone to Bill \l nrray (and you
thought all Seotnien crc big. burR tough guys he was
heard to cr\ ) ‘It. could crush a craf\’
Perhaps others
around the empire ‘s ould care to relate their episodes of
exceptional comm i tuient to S \V K.’
.

From lain Snail/i [Basini,stoke!:
A strange fax arrived late last week from a couple in France
addressed to Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick (so it wasn’t as if it
should have been sent to another organisation. Roughly
translated, ii said: “We are looking to adopt a child /‘rom
Rwanda. Could you please inform us of any person )‘OU might
know who deals with this kind of thing in Africa.” SWK has
accomplished many amazing things, as we all know, hut this
request might jllst be a little beyond our powers!

‘‘(

Scott Wilson Resource Consultants is urventlv looking for an
Office Adminisn’ater Secretary for their small hut hectic Leeds
office Applicaiii should he ‘s illing to ‘muck in and tackle
anything’
If you are interested in this position. please contact
Stephanie Pea\ ni (III 3-24( I 544. having first. spoken to your
Section Head.
.

From Alan Frew [Glasgow]:
Around 30 of the Glasgow staff went out for an evening of
‘staff bonding’ last Thursday night. We were all enticed by
Sharon Farmer’s memo promising ‘the sweet exhilaration
experienced when looking forward to long golden summer days
frolicking amongst the dunes to the sound of crashing, rolling
waves, accompanied by that music from the Old Spice adverts’!
Instead we headed for a quick beer in the Blob Shop (at LI a
pint who cares about the name) and on to the Bombay Blues a
strange mixture of a curry shop set to the theme ola deep south
Louisiana blues ghetto (where (10 they get their ideas lrom’?
Still, a good time was had by all well, almost all Chris
Curley was called from his pakora to rush out and stop the
Kingston Bridge falling down. Oh, to he so strong! Like all
the best superheros, he even managed to rejoin u.s in time for
the chicken korma.
We all then headed on to enjoy the delights of the
Horseshoe Bar and the Red Lion har well, almost ‘all’ your
hapless correspondent went to the Horseshoe Bar while
everybody else went to the Red Lion. I onder if the\ re t.r\ inc
to tell me something’? Still, I made lots of nev I riends.
A further confession: somebody l’)olish decided that. I
should be entrusted with the ‘team photo’ for oitv ard
transmission to Scotthiehi. IJnlortunatelv. under the influence
of one—too—man wine gums, the pokirod remained in nv shirt
pocket all the way home and through a l’ull QO C’ c dc of the
washing machine. Still, I’m sure the photo neer caught mr
best side. I guess we’ll have to arrange a bib’s -up an\
volunteers?

WcT (1111 \OjiR \ILfl
From Nicola Gorth,’e /Basingstoke]:
In response to Phil Green’s inaugurate communication
regarding the ne’s section in Scottlihii on corporate business
communications Issue 42): what an excellent commitment!
Let’s see more of it. In an ever changing business environmeni,
communication is the key to the development and success of so
many issues, which tocether lbrm the bigger picture, ie., a
successful business and a ‘prelerred employer.
With regards to the strategic group and regional business
plans. I hope these lone term ohjecties ‘sill be cascaded
throughout empla’. ecs \ ia the appropriate departments (team
briefings’. thus rr’ iiing imlividitals s oh the knowledge of the
camp:ut\ a nt
:e. :1 visions and ‘he .ihi I it\ to coordinate
s ark appropriate: .nariue such nI’rniation provides the
opportiint’. or ‘ni! o\ecs to locus au shat is required,
includine aknic :‘ej’s’nsibilit\ bar appropriate (‘PD
‘ant inning Pral e—’ooual De\ elopment i and enabling greater
nergr :,inancsu departments and individuals working together
to :ichie\ ci’mnion goals A lack of business plan inlbrmaiion
can. bar c \auiple. cause unnececsar duphcaiion of work,
unsuuable ‘A ark and la’s morale. Roil on shared vision!
lit the n:eantinte. I ha\ e a fe’s suggestions for the new
section
Btituic’s \ isiO
(‘ant pin\ ,.\ t lairs
(‘ ‘rpouale \ i ion
The Corporate Eve
etc. \os
F,tinorro’s

-

-

-

-

‘.

-i’

From Richard Cooper [BasingstokeJ:
Due to lack of interest, the pre-season golf match (S:ottlighi
Issues 38 and 43) has been cancelled.

-

—

‘

-

-

.

.

Following is Stuart Logan’s version !1 the nti’hi am..,
It didn’t Tikka much to persuade a Large Portion ol the
Glasgow office staff to Poppadom down en-lassala IC) a citr
Indian restauranL After a few refreshments. it wasn’t long
bel’ore the stresses of our Delhi work were ebbing front our
bodies like ‘s ater off a Bombay Duck’s hack. The meal ‘s as

.

I r ‘a: v’ i, a co ‘ii the .\lt,:k,c’ IC/art ir’rfL’ldj name .tupphied:
Reternn: a i)f ier Green’s ood’s comments in Issue 43, could
he pis’ts
.nn Ii us the folIo’s inc e’itiputinc terutic:
let..’
internet ‘s eh flags’
-

.

-4’
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web address
ASCii file
U:drivc
IT field (and our status in this).
As we are still linked up to the ‘steam Vax’ (or is that a form of
carpet cleaner?), last week three old PCs blew up on us whilst
we were trying to create and print a spreadsheet.
We would also like to have an explanation of the words
‘e—mail’ and ‘Word’, which appear quite frequently in
Scottlight.
We agree that viewing Sconhight on the ‘news and views
section of the network menus’ (whatever that is) would save on
printing and distribution costs, and it would be wonderful (and
oh! such a luxury) if every Friday morning we could switch on
and view the week’s news from our own personal screen, hut
out here in the sticks, until we are plugged in to the super
highway, this is still a dream. In the meantime, to save on
printing, perhaps we could have Sconlight beamed up into the
sky over Chesterfield (like the Batman signal) on the. command:
‘Beam it up, Scotty’.
In view of the company’s new catch-phrase ‘think global’.
perhaps we could make a start by first ‘thinking local’, or is it a
case of keeping the natives in the dark for fear of them taking
over the empire?

amithe R,çpty of the ‘I4)ee

(‘olin II’ ime.c fBa.cingstokeJ:
Bob I-Till asks about the possibility of purchasing a computer
through t Firni in his Idea of the Week (Issue 39). This is in
tact alread\ pssihl and takes place reasonably regularly.
Anybody scr)ou\l\ interested should contact Stephen Leach in
Rasingstokc ci 323i ho will explain the exact procedure.
l-1o C\ cr. picae note that we are ul ikelv to beat the rock
bottom pricc ‘or clone computers that on ill see in some ol
the maga/lnc. tia’ e also take into account robustness,
cc rn cal support and arrantee arrangements.
upgradahi Ii
Also, althoult \ c do net good discounts l’or bulk buying, we
buy on credit term s ruttier than cash—with—order, so the prices
that e are oft’rcd are not quite so keen as they could he
surprise. urirrm c
From

—

‘[here’s a cIei’inite Basingstoke bias again this week. What
are the rest ol you all imp to’?’?

fd’ca of the ‘I4)eek
An oreanm’at rn char l’or Personnel l’ollows...

From Caroline Moore fBasingstokeJ:
Why don’t we have a number of ‘guest’ log in usernames and
passwords for people who are working in our ol’fices
temporarily? This would prevent problems associated with the
use of other people’s log ins, such as disclosure of password,
only one connection allowed at a time, etc.

F )u

To Anna Evans (Rasinostoke)
My Idea of the \\‘eek

is ‘nrtru

on .t p.Ir.H

r’c

ii

/

:
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-i’r

(You do not have
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it!!
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All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Anna Evans in Basingstoke
by 5pm Monday
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ALL STAFF!”

From Chris White [Basingstoke]:
The Board of Management of the SWK Foundation is pleased
to announce the Awards for 1996/97. Many congratulations to
the following members of staff:Fellowship
A Fellowship has been awarded to Martin Birt (Scott Wilson
Resource Consultants, Basingstoke). Martin is to study for an
MSc in Urban Planning at Oxford Brookes University. This is
usually a two-year full time course, but Martin has gained
exemptions which will allow him to complete the course in one
year, commencing October this year.
PIP Awards
The successful applicants for Awards are to receive financial
assistance to help with the costs of studies they have personally
committed their own resources (time and money to pursue. By
Region, they are:
SWK Holdings Ltd
• Martin Austin (Manchester Airport), who is reading for a
Henley Management College distance learning MBA in Project
Management.
• Seamus O’Sullivan (Southampton), who is studying
through the Open University for an MBA.
• Caz Spencer (Personnel, Basingstoke), who is in her final
year of studies for the JPD’s Diploma in Personnel
Management at Famborough College.
• Chris Tolley (Overseas Roads), who is on leave of
absence reading full-time for an MBA at Bath University.
SWK Africa Ltd
• Greg Huggins (Durban), who is reading for a PhD in
Social Anthropology.
• Garth Sims (Durban), who is studying for an Advanced
Certificate in Projc.t Management.
SWK Asia Pacific Ltd
• Michael Chan Siu-keung (Hong Kong), who is rcadin
for an MSc in Civil & Structuldi Engineering.
• Edwin Chiu Kung-ming (Hong Kong), who is reading for
an MSc in Civil & Structural Engineering.
• Robert Fenton (Melbourne), who is reading for an MBA
in Technology Management.
• Steve Fitzhenry (Sydney), who is engaged in a researchbased MSc in Coastal Studies.
• Lewis Leung Kai-wah (Hong Kong), who is reading for
an MSc in Construction Management.
• Barry Wc9g Chi-shing (Hong Kong), who is reading for
an MSc in Civil & Structural Engineering.
The total value of the Awards made is USS 52,000, which is
approximately £34,000.
Thank you to everybody who submitted an application.
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From Chris Skeichley [Basingstoke]:
The Cardiff office closed with effect from 30th April, and Chris
Taylor has transferred to the Plymouth office. We have
retained telephone answering, fax and mail receiving!
forwarding services, together with conference room facilities as
needed. All matters relating to projects in South Wales should
be referred to John Maidment.
From Robin Dawson / ChesterfleldJ:
We were saying to ourselves in the Construction Section that
there is no forrnalised system within the Firm for reporting
problems with the materials out of which our designs are built.
The USC of Scottli.Qh has been suggested, so here’s the first
problem, reported by the Derby Southern Bypass site:
T40 reinforcement, supplied by Alphasteel Lid of Newport,
has been found to have longitudinal cracks. Some have been
found ovur the full length of the bar and others over short
lengths only. The cracks appear to be laminations that are
inclined to the surface of the bar and have been traced to one
80T batch. The CARES identification mark for Alphasteel is:

The main contractor, Tarmac, discovered these defects and has
had tIe xi e I laid aside.
lro,n Ricliwd Leveit /BasingstokeJ:

Request for help
As part of a World Bank-funded project, which includes the
purchase of 1GB equipment, we have been asked if we can
provide two days’ site experience for 5 Mongolians, to include
seeing JCB equipment in operation. The’ are particularly
interested in seeing (in action):
JCB SCX-2T Excavator Loaders
Phoenix Engineering Bitumen Loaders
Errut Plale Compactors
Do we have any sites that will be using this or similar
equipment in July (ideally mid July)? The Mongolians will be
accompanied by Done Tong and an interpreter.
Pk’acc contact mc on ext 321 if you can help.
A iso troin Richard:
Road Management for Senior Engineers
17th 2fih June 19%, Worth ing, Sussex
For any overseas projects with spare cash in their training
budgets this joint SWK/TRL/Crown Agents course will soon
he starting in sunny Sussex at a fee of £2,400 (fully residential).
Application forms are available through Crown Agents’
local ol fi s or honi Debra Power in Basmngstoke (ext 321).
-

-

From Lc.\ Edwards /!?eiate/:

Should anybody have any trouble getting to sleep at night, there
is available a research paper entitled “Factors Influencing
Organmsattnal Risk Perception”, which was produced by the
continued overleaf...

Institute of Risk Management’s Research Faculty, of which 1
am a member. If you would like to see a copy, please contact
Anna Evans in Basingstoke on ext 297.
From Bob McKittrick [Chesterfield]:
All UK offices will now keep a press cuttings file on display in
reception areas. Copies of the sheets included in these files will
be pinned to the noticeboards for the benefit of staff.
From Alan Morton [Basin gstoke]:
Sadly, I have to report the death of Graham Gibbs. Only 43
years of age, he passed away on 11th May after suffering from
cancer. Graham had worked for SWK in the Middle East for
about 15 months until mid 1992.
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

Country
Traveller
Abu Dhabi
Ron Bisset
Belgium
Brian Empnngham
Washington
Peter-John Meynell
Uganda/Ethiopia
Tony Simms
Latvia
John Trinik
Egypt
Ralph Cobham
Nepal
Gareth Hearn
Malawi
Lindsay Thomas
Kenya
Ron Bisset
Egypt
Ron Bisset
*
provisional bookings

Date
25th 29th May
28th 29th May
28th 31st May
28th May 5th June
28th May 14th June
28th May 28th June
28th May (1 month)
31st May *
2nd6thJune*
7th 12th June *
-

-

-

no longer be relied upon! In this case we were asked to sign
the contract less than one month after the submission date.
From David Dales [Peterborough]:
Rob Noble, Resident Engineer on SWK’s river bank
stabilisation project at Spalding, has been congratulated by the
River Welland Boat Users’ Association for his ‘positive and
professional attitude’ and his constructive way in dealing with
problems. The £0.5million project includes rock revetment,
gabions, sheet piling and boat moorings, and was designed for
the Environment Agency by the Peterborough office.
From Martin Wheeler [Basingstoke]:
We (Scott Wilson Resource Consultants) have been asked by
Thames Water Property to advise on the possible conversion of
a slow sand filter bed to a water feature (a village pond) at a
proposed residential development at Hampton, London.
Further work and drainage design may follow.
This is one of the first post-merger projects which have
resulted from the combined experience offered by SWRC.

-

-

-

-

II What’s Going On?
Scale: A: £100,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999; C: £10,000 -£49,999:
D: £5,000 -£9,999; E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

From Hamish Goldie-Scot [Basin gstoke]:
The HRD Section in Basingstoke is overseeing an integrated
series of studies for Malawi’s newly established ‘Road
Maintenance Initiative’ Committee. Funded by the European
Development Fund, these studies, involving a total of 26 staff,
will cover institutional development, funding mechanisms,
training, axle load control, road safety and plant & vehicle
organisation. As things stand, some 88 man-months of expert
inputs, all based in Malawi, have to be packed into a 12 month
period staring in late May. 25% of input is being provided by
existing SWK (UK) staff, 23% through SWK Malawi, and the
remainder by independents or associated consultants including
Nordic Consulting Group and TRL. Some of the independents
are nominally being provided through IBERINSA, with whom
we were jointly short-listed.
Strict EDF conditions include financial penalties for staff
substitutions or late submission of reports, and flO allowance for
fee-earning time outside Malawi. Key SWK staff being
provided for over 4 months from the UK include Graham
Williams (currently in Uganda) and Stuart Dungworth
(Sheffield), with shorter visits by Lindsay Thomas
(Basingstoke), David Bovill and Martin Oaten (both London),
and myself as Project Manager. The Team Leader is Hans
Stromberg of NCG (Stockholm). Mark Stevens (SWK Malawi)
is providing much needed local management and coordination.
The fee scale is A.
Anybody preparing proposals for EDF-fundcd projecLs
should note that the EU’s reputation for bureaucratic delays can

From Ken Weir [Chesterfield]:
Stuart Bums (A50 site) recently attended the Third
International Conference on Bridge Management held at the
University of Surrey. He presented a paper on the assessment
and strengthening works for the Wilsthorpe Lodge Bridge, set
up a poster display, and included a paper on the assessment and
computer modelling of the Sandiacre Interchange Bridge. Both
structures, dating from the 1960s, are concrete overhridges
spanning the Ml in Derbyshire.
The lecture and the display hoard were both well received
by the conference delegates.
From Derek l4’ebb [Basin gstoke]:
SWK has won a project from the Ministry of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food to use remote sensing to assist with the
validation of claims (IACS) made by farmers for their crops.
The team formed for this work is drawn from SWK, Earth
Observation Sciences Ltd and Remote Sensing Applications
Ltd. A secure area was needed for the work, so M&E was
invite(l to return to the 2nd floor of Scott House and the MAFF
project now occupies half their floor space in Berk House.
Each year in May farmers submit their applications to
MAFF for payment of subsidies, and MAFF carries out a
number of checks on these applications. Some arc made using
interpretation of satellite imagery and this is the work being
(lone in Berk House. Tasks include verification of the areas of
cultivation or those set aside; crop type; and by use of
imagery from earlier years that set aside areas and grassland
rules have been complied with.
The project team members are Richard Metcalfe, Mike
Selley, Nick Blake, Sue Clegg, Jo Stanbury, Daniel Scotting
and Robert Carr. The task in front of them is to process a large
number of dossiers by 15th August, hence a two shift system is
in use (6am 2pm and 2pm 10pm)!
Editors note. Derek also supplied .come technical information
with thi, (Irtlele. 4nna Et:ans has the ñdl details f anybody
eoith1 like 0 see them.
-

-

-

-

From Eddie Foster /BasingstokeJ:
SWK, as lead firm in association with BCEOM of France,
has just been commissioned by the Asian Development Bank to

undertake the study, final design and tender evaluation for the
Ho Chi Minh City to Phnom Penh Highway Improvement
Project. This important link connecting Vietnam and
Cambodia is a step towards the realisation of a Trans-Asia
highway, this being a section of the Vung Tau (Vietnam’s
major southern deep water port) to Bangkok route.
This is the biggest regional technical assistance project to be
funded by the Bank and is part of an overall plan to encourage
regional cooperation in the Greater Mekong area. The total
route length is 240km. While most of the road will follow the
existing alignment, investigations will cover the possibility of
several bypasses in both countries, a grade separated
interchange and major new bridge crossings.
As well as the responsibility of liaison between the
Vietnamese and Cambodian authorities, the project includes a
legal review of the cross border issues between the two
countries. Another issue requiring attention is the problem of
unexploded ordnance (land-mines, bombs and so on) which is
present in some areas alongside the road in both Cambodia and
Vietnam. To quantify the future risk for contractors and to
assist in protection for the project survey work, a British firm of
explosive ordnance disposal experts GSG is being employed.
Both SWK and BCEOM have considerable experience in
this region: we have just completed an Investment and
Maintenance Study of the road network in Vietnam and are
about to start a training project for the Vietnamese National
Construction Council. BCEOM has been very active recently
in both countries, and is providing the local Project Manager,
Jean Salles, because of his strong links with the region. The
Deputy Team Leader supervising engineering matters is Achille
Calzetti from our Athens office.
Work began on 1st May and is expected to last 19 months.
We will be having an Anglo French team of 18 travelling to and
between offices in Ho Chi Minh City and Phnom Penh.
I expect you will hear further on this in Scoulight from that
intrepid traveller and man of letters Bob Weekes, who will he
based in Cambodia intermittently for the next year. Our other
‘long timer’ is Alec Patterson who leaves for Ho Chi Minh City
at the end of the month with his wife and daughter.
Editor’s note: in next week’s issue there will be the second part
of Eddie’s article, which gives some interesting background
information on lfe in Cambodia and Vietnam.
-

Parsons, Carol Byrne, Josie Walls and Philip Deaves.
TiNsFFRs:
Achille Calzetti has started a 12-month assignment as Team
Leader on the Phnom Penh to Ho Chi Minh City Road
Rehabilitation project. Achille will be based in Vietnam.
David Hobbs has returned to Nepal as one of the CREs on the
Third Road Improvement Project.
Leighton Williams is, once again, back in Nepal for about a
month. His braces must have got stuck as he keeps going back!
David Judge has returned to Mongolia for a period of 2 months.
LEAvnRs:

MainLine says goodbye to Dave Owen and Paul Davies, who
are going to pastures new.

SOftTS & SOCIALS

-

c (‘ongratu1ations!
Congratulations to Kim Simmons and Graham Handy (both
Basingstoke), who got engaged on 12th May.

From Jenny Spiller [Manchester]:
A Manchester office team of Paul McEvoy and Jim McNally,
together with James Roberts from the Derby Southern site
office, entered the recent Cheshire Bikeathon. This involved a
26 mile cycle ride around the Macclesfield hills (not all of
Cheshire is flat!) Fortunately it is intended as a leisurely ride
rather than a race. David Lyon provided both encouragement
and tales from his days of cycling around the Lancashire
countryside (details available on request).
We joined them at the start and waved them off, with a
promised return time of two hours. Some time later than this
(the precise details of which I am unable to disclose) the three
returned triumphant. The delay may have been due to the
distraction from the fancy dress entrants (was it the clowns, the
monks or the St Trinian’s girls?) but was more likely the lack
of training by the eldest team member. Nonetheless, a grand
time was had by all and £170 raised for Leukaemia Research.
-

For Sale & Wanted
Scott Neale has an overhead projector surplus to needs, which
is available for ‘long-term permanent loan’. If anybody is
interested, please contact Joyce Dickson in Basingstoke, ext
331 (intercsk’d jarty to collect).

Debra Childs (Basingstoke) married Michael Power on a cold,
wet Saturday (18th May). We wish them both every happiness
and some welcome warmth as they jet off to Majorca for a short
break.

Moves— Moves-

-

Moves-- Moves

NEW STAFF:

MainLine welcomes Marion Thomas, who is now a permanent
member of staff after working as a long term temp.

An Administrative Assistant is needed in the Highways section
in Basingstoke. Duties will include general administration,
preparini’ cost monitoring spreadsheets, assembling documents,
copying, maintaining the section library and filing systems,
assisting with maintaining the QA system and general
assistance to engineers.

Applicants should have a good standard of computer
literacy. he competent with spreadsheets, databases and WP, be

MainLine also welcomes Alan Clegg, John Caddick, Stuart

self motivated and able to work on own initiative, and have a
continued overleaf...

good standard of English and maths preferably A’Level.
Anybody interested should contact Sally Mason in
Personnel, Basingstoke (ext 210), having first spoken to their
Section Head.
-

The Hong Kong Firm has an urgent requirement for an
Engineer with 2 years’ post-chartered experience, for a period
of 2-3 months. The work involves designing large culverts/
manholes on their newly-acquired Rivertrade Terminal project.
Interested parties should contact Caz Spencer on ext 209,
Basingstoke, having first spoken to their Section Head.

A
1
Yop. Mui
From David Green [Peterborough]:
Graham Thompson put forward his thoughts on standard details
in his Idea of the Week in Issue 32. Is it indicative of the lack
of attention to standard details that no reply was ever
published?
Thousands of pounds per year are being wasted by
individuals in one office re-inventing wheels which have been
created in another office sometimes the same office.
If work is seconded to another office, how do we know
what standard details that office is using? It is not cost
effective to keep copying standard details around the country.
Surely a coordinator can be appointed to oversee the
production of SWK’s standard details, which should he on A4
or A3 sheeLs so that they can be photocopied (A2 standard
details are expensive to reproduce on fee-based work).
Please can we have a response to what was a very serious
Idea of the Week, one which will save money in the long term?
Editor’s note: you’re right this one did slip through the net. A
reply will be forthcoming as soon as possible.
-

-

I6ea of the Week

From Pam [tare [Plymouth]:
I would like to offer two suggestions:
1) That locations are added to all circulation Lists some have
names only. This would avoid the need to find out where
people are in order to forward documents.
2) That locations are added to leave cards to ensure they reach
the right destination.

NOW. The first steps are easy:
I) Find out about the very few courses available.
2) Find the presently qualified arbitrators in SWK who are
prepared to become adjudicators.
3) Match (1) and (2).
4) Let everybody know what is happening.

and the Rcpcy of the Wee

From Geoff French IBa.ringstoke]:
In answer to Richard Leveit’s Idea in Issue 42 to have noticeboards in reception areas publicising fire alarm tests, etc, it is
already the task of Scottlight to disseminate information to staff
of a business, general and social nature. Separate notice-boards
to publicise similar information would minimise the impact of
Scottlight and confuse personnel as to which would be the
definitive source.
Scottlight has a proven team producing a now wellestablished newsletter serving the whole company. Noticeboards in each office’s reception would necessitate the
involvement of numerous individuals, compilation of
information and a notice-board arbiter.
Any information which staff would like publicised should
be forwarded to Anna Evans in Basingstoke; but remember, the
editor s decision to include is final!
From John Bean fBasingstoke]:
The response to the suggestion from Peter Frankham regarding
foreign currency expenses (Scoulighi, Issue 37) will have
become apparent to those whom it affects, in that not only do
we believe the suggestion to be helpful but that we are already
implementing the idea. The only limiting factor is the number
of characters available for the entry, but Accounts will do their
best to accommodate the need.

Overleaf is a copy of a very complimentary letter received
from Hampshire County Council by Clare Harpur, a
Principal Landscape Architect at SWRC. Peter Guthrie
asked Scottlight to reproduce it in full.

From Les Edwards [Reigate]:
The Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration Bill is due
to become effective at around the end of this year. It requires
every contract (with few exceptions likely to affect SWK),
including sub-contracts and contracts for professional services,
to include an adjudication procedure.
There are presently very few trained adjudicalors in ihe UK
and rates are likely to be high, similar to arbitration.
1) It will affect SWK on almost all contracLs and therefore
everybody should know what’s involved.
2) It looks like being a key source of income to firms that can
provide adjudicators (on a par with CDM consultancy work?)
My Idea of the Week is that we do something about it

continued overleaf...
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Clare Harpur
Scott Wilson Resource Consultants
Hems Court
Longbrook Street
EXETER
EX4 GAP
Date
Enqwries

10

Direct Line

The Castle
Winchester

8 May 1996

Merrick Denton-Thompson

My Refe’ece

01962-846826

tour
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Dear Clare

scorr WILSON RESOURCE CONSULTANTS

Hampshire
S023 8UE
Tn Ic phone
01962 841841
Facsimile

01962 846776

I do not mind admitting to being very surprised at the announcement on the 30th
April that Cobham Resource Consultants had joined forces with Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick. You will not be surprised when I confirm my admiration for the
outstanding services that Cobham Resources have provided over the years. However,
you may not know that I have a very high respect for Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick, as an
engineering consultancy. It is so rare, even in these days, to find an engineering
company that is so sensitive to environmental issues and these are precisely the
qualities that I believe that Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick have.
All this points to my real interest in the combined forces of two practices that are held
in high esteem. May I wish you and your colleagues all the very best for the future
and please do keep in touch.
Yerei

Merrick Denton-Thompson
Assistant County Planning Officer

To Anna Evans (Basingstoke)
My Idea of

the Week is (continue on a separate page f necessary):

(You do not have to fill in this part

Name

Date

f you do not want 10)

Location:

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Anna Evans in Basingstoke
by 5pm ‘Ionday
This is an SW1< I-Inklings oublicatian distrtiited to all staff in the noaratino associated and subsidiary cnmnanlec in the ilk and °rnra S is nor In, nritsidn ci,nI;latnn
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From Ray Casey [Basingstoke]:
Update to my ‘Facts about faxes’ (Scottlight Issue 41):
1) Old fax numbers are still being used, in spite of information
contained in previous issues of Scottlight.
2) Hand written faxes are sometimes illegible, even with the
aid of a magnifying glass!
3) Non-use of header pages leads to there being no room for
use of a receiving stamp (and vital text ends up being covered).
Editor’s note: Ray had some ideas concerning faxes see Idea
of the Week.

•

30th May 1996

for entries is Wednesday 31st July.
From Diana Clarke [BasingstokeJ:
Another scrap paper run was made on Saturday, raising a
further £24. Thanks to everybody who is making this possible.
Could I just reiterate that NO COLOURED PAPER should
be put into these collection boxes. When they were emptied
out at the recycling centre I had to remove all coloured sheets
to enable a decent price per tonne (coloured paper halves the
usual rate for white heavy paper).

-

From Jancis Smith [Abingdon]:
I would like to introduce staff to the information unit based at
the Abingdon office of the newly formed SWRC.
We have an established collection of books and literature
that reflects the disciplines and areas of expertise of Cobham
Resource Consultants namely landscape design and
management, forestry, ecology, planning, sustainable
development and leisure and tourism which complements the
existing subject collections at Basingstoke and Chesterfield.
The aim of the unit is to assist staff in obtaining information
both for their jobs and marketing work, and to provide an
ongoing current awareness service. We have access to the
national network of academic and specialist libraries via our
British Library membership, and can obtain books or journals,
listings of material on particular areas of interest, local and
national policies and plans, or contact names and addresses. In
addition to specific journal subscriptions, we receive a variety
of ‘subject’ update lists provided by government and specialist
libraries, which are obviously useful sources for keeping up
with developments.
Each month I produce a list of library additions, future
copies of which I will send to the Basingstoke and Chesterfield
libraries. If any other offices would like to receive this list each
month, please contact me. The unit is staffed three mornings a
week (Monday, Wednesday and Thursday) but I can also be
contacted at home if necessary.
Office:
Tel: 01235-555535 Fax: 01235-553203
Home:
Tel: 01235-850775 Fax: 01235-851324.
-

-

From Anna Evans [Basingstoke]:
Rowen Travel Award
Entries are invited for the above award which enables members
of the Institution of Structural Engineers to spend 4-6 weeks
abroad studying current practice or trends related to the use of
structural steelwork in construction. Preference is given to
younger members.
So, if you would like to follow in the footsteps of John
Tubman in Chesterfield, who was one of the winners in 1994,
please contact me on ext 297 for further details. The deadline

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

Country
Traveller
Date
Bahrain
Alan Coomber
31st May
Czech Rep (Prague) Martin Duris
3rd 9th June
Dubai
Julian Foster
31st May
lain Calder
3rd June
Hong Kong
Martin Jacobs
31st May
Martin Nielsen
2nd June
& Paul Starr
RC Watts
2nd 15th June
Gareth Hearn
14th July
India
Jim Baldwin
3rd June
Kota Kinabalu
via Kuala Lumpur Simon Thomas
lstJune- 16th Aug
Malawi
Hamish Goldie-Scot 10th June (2 weeks)
Malaysia
Nigel Winter,
Mike Lipscombe,
Mark Lewis
& John Perkin
2nd June
Philippines
Steve Metheringham
& Mike D’Alton
8th June
Jake Piper
15th June
Zimbabwe (Harare) Rob Morris
7th June (3 months)
-

-
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From David Riach and Alan Frew [Glasgow]:
The Roads Section in Glasgow has been commissioned by
Lanarksh ire Development Agency to implement a Design &
Build competition for a £5 million interchange on the A8 to
serve the EuroCentral enterprise zone at Mossend. The scheme
will provide a grade-separated interchange from the main trunk
road between Glasgow and Edinburgh into the 345 hectare
EuroCentral development one of the largest ever inward
investments in Scotland. The scheme, which will also allow for
the subsequent M8 DBFO contract, will be managed by Alan
Frew, under the direction of Ronnie Hunter.
-

,‘rnfni ir4

The works have to be procured to a very tight timescale,
with completion required by September 1997 to meet political
commitments to major inward investor Chung Wa of Korea,
who is establishing a television components factory at the site.
The commission to fee scale B represents the culmination of
the Section’s long and ongoing input to the project in the form
of feasibility studies, traffic reports and professional advice.
From Cmdre AC Maihotra [India]:
SWK India has been commissioned by one of the largest
construction companies in India Larsen & Toubro Ltd (ECC
Group), Madras to assist them in the preparation of a BOT bid
for a 32km section of the Bombay-Pune highway (Vadagaon to
Khandala) in Maharashtra State. The work will include the
strengthening of an existing carriageway and provision of a
new carriageway, together with designs of approximately 100
minor bridges and culverts, and two major bridges. The road
passes through both flat and hilly terrain. The fee scale is D.
-

-

From Cohn McKenna [Basin gstoke]:
SWK has been appointed by the ODA to report on the
replacement of some 200 bridges in the Philippines. We are to
verify the results of a detailed study already carried out, and
recommend a strategy for implementation of the work in
packages. Team Leader for the 3-week visit is Mike D’Alton,
with additional input covering bridges, environmental, social,
contractual and geotechnical aspects being provided by staff in
Hong Kong, South Africa and even Chesterfield and Abingdon.
Global cooperation at its finest! I am the (non-travelling)
Project Manager, and the fee scale is B.
From Les Edwards [Reigate]:
At the IBC one day conference entitled ‘Learn how to
implement an effective Risk Management Procedure’ on 22nd
May, I gave an introductory talk on commercial risk
management. If anybody would like a copy of my notes, pJease
contact Anna Evans in Basingstoke (ext 297).
There is also an article in the May 1996 issue of InfoRM,
the journal of the Institute of Risk Management. Again, please
contact Anna Evans if you would like a copy.
From Eddie Foster [Basingstoke]:
Indochina Revisited
Following on from last week’s description of our major road
rehabilitation project in Vietnam and Cambodia, no true
travelogue would be complete without a few less technical
details. So if you do not enjoy reading travellers’ tales, please
skip this article!
I cannot claim the distinction of being the first SWK man in
Cambodia (Ronnie Thomson has this honour), or of being the
first on Vietnamese soil (many have made the trip and we have
a representative office there headed by Lawrence Reddaway),
but I can claim to be the first to return to Cambodia! I must
admit my first visit to Phnom Penh was made with some
apprehension, but this was quickly dispelled on my arrival and I
have very much enjoyed each subsequent visit.
Anybody who remembers The Killing Fields will know
what a harrowing time the Cambodians went through during the
heyday of the Khmer Rouge, and their legacy still remains,
although in the city great steps have been taken to remove any
reminders. This is not easy with so many buildings abandoned
or destroyed, and with a whole generation of educated people
‘removed’ (ie, displaced to the country, escaping overseas or

executed) during the mid 1970s.
The Khmer Rouge was eventually forcefully removed from
power by the Vietnamese but remnants still exist most notably
the infamous Pol Pot in the north and western areas. These
areas are definitely no go and in fact the British Embassy warns
travellers about all journeys outside the capital. However, the
region we are working in south east to the Vietnam border is
considered the safest in the country and with certain
precautions we do not anticipate any problems, except perhaps
for the odd mine or bomb!
Cambodia has been described to me as two counthes
Phnom Penh and outside Phnom Penh! Inside you can get just
about anything that is available in the west, often much
cheaper. No doubt a black market exists but there is no need to
ask questions in the well stocked supermarkets that accept US$
for payment. Eating out is a treat with a great selection of
eastern and western foods. Here and in other matters the
French still have a big influence. Outside the city be careful,
but if you are sensible about where you go and what you do, no
problem!
-

-

-

-

-

-

Ccrngratu(ations!
Congratulations to Kevin Province and Don Briggs, who passed
their NEBOSH (National Examination Board in Occupational
Safety & Heath) exams taken in March this year.
From John Maidment [Plymouth]:
After serving on the Committee for 4 years, André Evans
(Plymouth) has been elected Chairman of the Concrete Society,
Devon & Cornwall Region.
From Chris Jennison fSWK(PE)]:
The first recipient of the Annual Chris Rigby-Jones Award is
Martyn Jones, a graduate engineer from the University of
Nottingham who has been working with us for 18 months.
Martyn was presented with the award to the value of £100 by
John Nutt prior to the Management Meeting on 23rd May.
Congratulations to Martyn from all staff and Directors at
SWK(PE).
John and Elizabeth Gorham’s son Joshua arrived on 22nd May.
John timed his leave from Karachi perfectly! Congratulations
and best wishes for the family when they join John in Pakistan.

Moves*— Moves-*

-

Moves--

Moves

NEW sTAFF:

Joanne White started as a Credit Controller in the Basingstoke
office on 28th May.
Cyril Maude has started in India as a Contracts Measurements
Adviser, replacing Graham Little. This must be one of the
quickest overseas mohilisations, as he flew to India only two
days after receiving his offer, despite the Indian Embassy trying
its hardest to make life difficult!
John Emmonds has started in Al Am as Project Manager on the
Town Centre Project. His appointment is for 6 months initially,
continued overleaf...

but this is likely to be extended to a 3-year term. John was last
employed in Tanzania on the Dar-es-Salaam container terminal
project.
TRANSFnRS

Chris Hicks transfers back to Plymouth on 28th May.
Peter Mansell will be working as a Sanitation Engineer on the
Davao Airport Project in Manila for about 6 months.
Alec Patterson will be working as a Highway Engineer on the
Phnom Penh to Ho Chi Minh City road project for about 2
months.
Andrew McCracken, a recent graduate from Paisley University,
has joined the Roads Section in the Glasgow office on
secondment from IDG, with whom he spent the sandwich
periods of his degree course.
Julian Foster is leaving the Foston-Hatton-Hilton site on 31st
May to fly out to the UAE.

Water Supply from China Beyond 1994, stage 1, and the North
Lanlau Water Supply Scheme. Both projects are administered
from Hong Kong’s joint venture partner’s office, Pypun
Engineering Consultants Ltd, Hong Kong.
Interested parties should contact Caz Spencer in Personnel,
Basingstoke, ext 209, having first spoken to their Section Head.
Basingstoke has a requirement for a full-time temporary Print
Room Operator to cover for Mavis Dedman in her absence.
The requirement is for approximately 4 months, starting as soon
as possible. If you know anybody who may be interested in
this post, please contact Sally Mason in Personnel (ext 210) or
Mike Sales in Admin (ext 226).
MainLine in Swindon has a vacancy for a Credit Control Clerk.
Previous experience in this type of work and a general
know ledge of finance are required.
If you are interested in this position, please contact Diane
Goddard on 01793-5 15262, having first spoken to your Section
Head.

Idea of the Week

Simon Thomas (Reigate) goes to Sabah, Malaysia, on 1st June
for a three-month spell as study manager for a new port near
Kota Kinabalu
Paul Starr (Reigate) moves to Hong Kong (Tsuen Wan) for 1
year from 3rd June.
Peter Stebbings (Reigate) has returned from his one month’s
sojourn in Hong Kong working on a project for Esso.
LEAvERs:
Elaine Gray (Peterborough) leaves us on 31st May.

SPORTS & SOCIALS
From Nicky Giles [Basingstoke]:
Following the fax received from a couple wishing to adopt a
baby from Rwanda (Scottlight Issue 44), ‘Mr Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick’ has now had a letter from a 17 year old boy in
Ghana, who would like to be his pen-friend! If anybody is
interested, Anna Evans (ext 297) has a copy of his letter...

For Sale & Wanted
From Richard Metca(fe [Basingstoke]:
Does anybody know of a room to let in Basingstoke? We have
somebody working on the MAFF project who is looking for
accommodation from now until the end of August. If so, please
contact me (ext 342).

n
The Hong Kong Firm has a requirement for a Senior Engineer
with a water background ideally, and claims and contract
finalisation experience (this is essential). This post will likely
be for a period in excess of 12 months. The projects are the

From Ray Casey [Basingstoke]:
Although Reception holds a list of regularly used fax numbers
it is not exhaustive. New and/or prospective clients are not
usually included in the list. Perhaps a more comprehensive list
could be created on a database with regular updates, then hard
copies can be made available by request to the individual
responsible.
There are times when Reception receives requests to re
transmit faxes sent from other fax machines which are located
on other floors. In order to minimise a prolonged search, why
not add to the existing header page a location prompt? Then
the fax originator can simply add to this a location letter.
For example, add to the header page an extra box entitled
‘FML’ (fax machine location). The fax originator could then
enter a letter denoting the appropriate floor (eg: A = reception;
B = 1st floor: C = 2nd floor; D = 3rd floor).
From Anan Allos [Basin gstoke]:
Faxes are becoming more commonly used as correspondence
and filed as such. It seems much more convenient to have A4
envelopes for internal distribution of faxes: easier to use, they
don’t bend the paper and can hold long faxes.
From Stephen Vincent [Basingstoke]:
A thought for discussion why don’t we extend our working
week to 40 hours, but give the individual complete freedom to
decide how best to use the extra 2’/2 hours? The extra time
could be spent:
• Receiving training, including videos, seminars etc (then the
training budget is just for actual costs)
• Giving training (what do you know that somebody else
could benefit from?)
• Marketing (keeping in touch with clients and friends,
investigating market opportunities, etc)
• Working on projects (that extra quality that normal hours
don’t permit, or just keeping project costs competitive)
• Doing nothing but recorded as such (an indicator to the
-

-

I

Directors of where morale and commitment is low).
Hence everybody could establish their own balance between
using extra hours to extend their skills to improve their work
and their usefulness to the Firm; assist in finding work; or just
work more cost effectively. Also... if we should get a pay rise...
why not allocate half the pay rise towards personal training
costs for the next year? In the long term a well-trained member
of staff is much more valuable!

aiu[tFie T<cp(y of the

Week

From Peter Innes [Basingsroke]:
A reply to Pam Hare’s Ideas in Issue 45:
Both your ideas on the addition of office location to standard
distribution lists and to leave cards are excellent. We will try
and get these done at the next printing in each case.

-
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ALL STAFF!”

From Stephen Vincent, Oliver Greenwood and Nicola Gordge
[Basingstoke]:
Two companies GB Designs and Link IT (Engineering
Technology) who are at the forefront of 3D modelling
technology, will be giving demonstrations to show how 3D
modelling and simulations can benefit SWK. They will
demonstrate on two separate lunch-times for /2 hour. These
will be followed up with a seminar which will act as a forum to
discuss the benefits, disadvantages, possible uses and any other
comments on the technology as presented by the two
companies.
If you are interested in attending one or more of the above
seminars, please contact Nicola Gordge (ext 350), so we can
get some idea of numbers. These seminars are f training,
and sandwiches will be available, so please book quickly.
Dates and times are as follows:
• Thursday 20th June 1:OOpm-1:3Opm GB Designs
• Wednesday 26th June 12:30-1:OOpm
Link IT
• Thursday 4th July
1:OOpm-1:3Opm discussion seminar
If you would like further information, please contact Oliver
Greenwood (ext 296).
-
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conference room bookings in Scott House. Her daily duties
require that she is away from her extension (295) during parts
of the day. The best times to make contact with her are
10:00am 11:00am and 3:00pm 4:00pm. Sue Blanchflower
will continue to take bookings for the visiting Directors’ office.
-

-

-

From Anna Evans [Basin gstoke]:
SWK’s client magazine, SWK Today, complete with new
design, will be making an appearance early in August. I am
looking for ideas for articles; interesting photos; news on any
new developments or techniques that SWK is using, or has used
recently; and any other items that you think would be of
interest, particularly to clients.
If you would like to contribute, please let me have your
articles and/or photos by Friday 28th June. This gives time for
editing, designing, printing and distribution, which can take
three or four weeks.
Please try to contribute if you can. Articles need only be as
long as those that appear in Scottlight. Photos or other
illustrations are especially important, as they are far more
attractive to the eye than page upon page of text. If possible, we
would also like to use a particularly good photo on the front
cover, so if you’re in a David Bailey frame of mind, get snapping!
Thanks for your help. Please call me in Basingstoke on ext
297 if you have any queries.
From Andrew Emberton [Basin gstoke]:
Scott House staff: please do not put empty envelopes back in
the section out-trays (apart from the re-usable fax envelopes).
It’s annoying (and a waste of time) sorting such envelopes for
distribution, only to find there’s nothing in them.
From Mike Sales [BasingstokeJ:
As from Tuesday 11th June, Nina Day will be responsible for

From Helen Ratokla [Basin gstoke]:
Found! A credit card-sized ‘musical’ calculator. If anybody is
missing it, please contact the Marketing section on ext 297.
From Louise Curme [Basingstoke]:
Scalpels have been disappearing regularly from the studio,
never to return. If you must use them, please do not take them
away with you, on pain of... well pain!
-

From Anna Evans [Basingstoke]:
Could I please remind staff of two awards deadlines?
• Woridaware Business Awards Friday 28th June
• British Consultants of the Year Awards Friday 19th July
Please let me know on ext 297 if you would like entry forms.
-

-

Richard Denton-Cox has been appointed Managing Director of
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick Asia Pacific, with effect from 1st May.
Simon Davies transferred from Hong Kong to Kuala
Lumpur at the end of May. He will be taking on the duties of
Regional Business Development Director, as well as Resident
Director, for the operations in Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam.
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

Country
Bahrain
Hong Kong
India
Malawi
Thailand (Bangkok)
*
unconfinned

Traveller
John Buck
Martin Jacobs
Gil Thomas
David Bovill
Jeremy Buck

Date
10th June (1 week)
8th June (3 months)
9th June (1 week)
10th 21st June *
8th June (1 week)
-

IJ What’s Going On?
Scale: A: £100,000-i-; B: £50,000 -£99,999; C: £10,000- £49,999;
D: £5,000 -£9,999; F: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

From Alan Frew [Glasgow]:
Following on from last week’s review of Scotland’s recent
involvement in the design build (DB) field, we can report that
we are continuing our close involvement with Balfour Beatty in
this regard. The SWK/BB team has been successful in several
previous DB schemes including the M8 St James Interchange,
A8 Gogar Interchange, M8 Extension and M8 Widening.
Susan Briggs (under the direction of Ronnie Hunter), who has
worked closely with BB on each of these schemes, is

continued overleaf...

continuing the relationship by spearheading our input for the
next batch, including the M8/M9 Newbridge Interchange and
the A96 Blackburn Kintore Bypass. Tenders for the £10
million Newbridge Interchange scheme, which will further
relieve congestion to the west of Edinburgh, are due to be
returned in July. The £30 million Blackburn Kintore Bypass
is intended to alleviate tmffic and safety problems on the notorious
Abenleen Inverness trunk road. SWKJBB have prequalified for the
DB competition, and recently received the tender documents.
-

-

-

Also from Alan:
SWK Scotland is currently undertaking a Value for Money
assessment of the 100km M6 DBFO scheme. The assessment
has been subdivided into 2 sections, with Russel Bissland
evaluating the user-disadvantages (QUADRO, NESA) aspects
and myself on construction, operation and maintenance costs.
Ronnie Hunter is Project Director.
The assessment has included a series of workshops aimed at
identifying the risks associated with the scheme. Denise
Ritchie then applied these quantified risks to the base cost
estimates by Monte Carlo simulations using the HARM and
@RISK systems. The resulting estimates will be compared
with the DBFO tenders received to ensure that DBFO is indeed
providing best value for money.
From David Webster [Glasgow]:
More value for money!
SWK Scotland is examining the use of Value Management
procedures in trunk road route selection. The Scottish Office
has asked us to undertake a VM workshop on 5th/6th June with
a view to identifying a preferred route for the A96 Fochabers
Mosstodloch Bypass. (If you don’t know where Fochabers is,
just think of Baxter’s world famous soups and jams!) As
Project Manager, I will let Scottlight know how successful the
workshop turns out to be. Watch this space!
-

From Mike Brown [M&E Basingstoke]:
Is everybody aware of the existence of SWK(M&E)? ,.We are
an enthusiastic mechanical and electrical engineering division
located in Basingstoke and in need of the assistance and
support of the SWK Group as a whole, in order to develop our
workload and further enhance our skills using the potential
available within the organisation. We do get regular support
from many parts of toe group for which we are extremely grateful.
However, we note from Issue 44 of Scottlight that Richard
Cooper is writing on the skills of Tony Holdsworth, SWK’s
Mechanical & Electrical Engineer, in handling a variety of
M&E problems associated with the Turkey Motorway Project.
As the M&E experts within the group, we had no knowledge of
the events in Turkey, but we would have welcomed the
opportunity to provide some level of control or input in respect
of the works, to add to our expanding track record. Does
anybody else have work on the horizon requiring and M&E
input? If so we would be delighted to hear from you.
From Geoff French [Basin gstoke]:
I would like to apologise In all those people who were quietly
watching the BBC 6 o’clock and 9 o’clock news on Thursday 30th
May, and suddenly found they had to look at and listen to... me.
We learned last Tuesday (28th May) that the BBC was
coming to Basingstoke, and reacted very quickly in getting a
film crew to Scott House. Peter Jay and two others visited the

office for about an hour on Wednesday, planning and filming
the short piece.
I’d like to thank everybody who helped in the preparations
at very short notice. Special thanks go to Phil Machin for
arranging CAD sequences that the BBC didn’t use in the end;
Helen Ratokla for changing the presentation boards in
Reception (and which the BBC wouldn’t film because they
thought they were too much like an exhibition!); and Paul Eeles
for having to put up with me trying to pretend I knew
something about Kilimanjaro Airport.
The clear intention was to get ourselves some (free)
publicity and this was achieved quite successfully I think.
[Editor’s note: please see the itemfrom Bob McKittrick below].
Just for the record, I would like to assure all staff that I will
not let the cartoon in the NCE Consultants’ File and this TV
appearance go to my head. However, applications for the post
of my agent are now being sought!
From Bob McKiurick [Chesterfield]:
On the wider front of total media exposure, SWK International
Holdings Ltd has been employing Barrett Byrd Associates
since the beginning of this year to assist with media relations
throughout the world. Both Ty Byrd and Nick Barrett are very
well respected journalists in the construction market and Ty
was for many years the Managing Editor of NCE. The majority
of articles featuring SWK which have appeared in the
construction press this year have been as a result of Barrett
Byrd’s work.
I am SWK’s prime contact with Barrett Byrd, and I rely on
Directors and others making me aware of topics which could be
developed into good articles for the media. This is not always
easy, as some stories which we may think of as being of no
interest could well be seen by Barrett Byrd, as journalists, to be
of great potential. They can also negotiate with journals and
newspapers over ‘exclusive stories’ whereas we do not have the
credibility to achieve this on our own.
Please feed any potential stories, through the Director in
your discipline, to me in Chesterfield.

Congratu(ation.c!
A rather belated wedding congratulations to Mike Sales and
Barbara Pellett (both Basingstoke), who tied the knot on 4th
May.
Congratulations to Kevin (Basingstoke) and Annmarie
Province, whose second baby was born on 19th May. Named
Georgia, she weighed 7lb 3oz.
From Alison Gurr /Basingstoke]:
I would like to thank staff at Basingstoke for my wedding
present and card.

Moves

Moves

Moves-- Moves

sTAFF:
Derby Southern Bypass welcomes two new staff members:
Steven Pye, who started as Inspector of Works on 2nd May, and
Kevin Hill, who started on 13th May as a Junior Lab Technician.
NEW

continued overleaf...
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MainLine welcomes back Mark McMahon (on 20th May) and
Steve McCormick (28th May).
LEAVERS:

Trudi Peters left MainLine on 17th May.
Sheila Banks has left the Chesterfield office’s Environment
Section. She and her husband David (who was a former
employee of SWK) have recently left to work in Norway.
Stephen Briggs has left Derby Southern Bypass.
Zoe Winters, a Graduate Engineer, has also left. She was on
secondment to Birse Construction.
TRANSFERS:

Nigel Winter, Mark Lewis and Mike Lipscombe (MainLine)
are all travelling to Malaysia to work on the Kuala Lumpur
International Airport Express Rail Link. Nigel will be away for
2 months and Mark and Mike for 8 months.

SpOftT5 & S°C
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From Richard Cooper [BasingstokeJ:
Staff are reminded that the Measor Mashie will be held at
Dummer Golf Course on the afternoon of 10th July. The
course lies about 5 miles south west of Basingstoke, just off the
M3. The match is open to all SWK golfers (at £21) and a
dinner and prizes are provided by the Firm after the match.
Those interested should send their names to Di Clarke.
From Cohn Smith [Basingstoke]:
Old hands may remember George Lobb, who was Purchasing
Officer and general factotum at 47 Victoria Street and at
Winsley Street, London. I visited him and Margaret recently in
Padstow, where they have settled (back to his roots for George)
after a rather unhappy sojourn in Québec. George is his old
bright self and still photographing keenly, but both are now in
indifferent health and George has an electric trolley to go any
distance. He can, however, manage the walk to the local hostelry!

D

VCC

A Draughtsperson is required immediately for Derby Southern
Bypass site office, to prepare as built drawings for some 70
structures. He/she will also assist in preparing the extensive
Maintenance Manual for this £110 million contract. The post
will be for 12 15 months and the workload will be quite
intensive. Conventional draughting skills are required and
experience of highways structures would be a distinct advantage.
Anybody interested should contact Jill Postlethwaite in the
Chesterfield office (ext 216) having first spoken to their Section Head.
-

Placement wanted!
Graduate Engineer on site (2’/2 years’ experience) seeks an
office placement ASAP, possibly in exchange with a graduate
of similar experience.
If you can help, please contact Saara Pinnell, West Section,
Derby Southern Bypass (tel: 01332-691694, ext 221), or Jill
Postlethwaite in Chesterfield (ext 216).

WXcvr’6
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From Chris White [Basin gstoke]:
Stephen Vincent’s Idea in last week’s issue, which suggested
that we extend the working week to 40 hours and have the
option to volunteer part of any pay rise towards training costs,
was the subject for many a heated discussion in offices
throughout the empire. Needless to say, Scottlight has received
a few rejoinders from near and far; the majority were not
supportive of Stephen’s views, as is expected when contentious
issues are aired.
Scotthight would like to present a balanced response to
Stephen’s suggestion, and, as well as acknowledging those who
have already written in, would like to invite further comments
from staff, particularly those who are in favour. A round-up of
opinion will be published in a later issue.
Incidentally, Stephen’s item should have been published in
the ‘What’s On Your Mind?’ section, rather than as an Idea, as
he was putting forward a subject for discussion. Therefore,
there will be no formal reply from a Director.

Idea of the ‘J4”ee

From Saara Pinnell [Derby Southern Bypass]:
As most graduates require a variety of work experience, and
tend to change sections approximately every year, my Idea of
the Week is to use Scottlight to advertise proposed swaps!
moves between offices and sections, especially, say, in
September, January and April, when most moves are imminent.
As I am currently in need of another placement, I have
advertised my requirements in the ‘Vacancies’ section.

andtFieRcp(y of the Week

From Cohn Holmes [Basingstoke]:
A few replies to some Ideas of the Week:
Oliver Greenwood suggested in Issue 43 that an electronic
copy of Scoulighi should be available on the network. An offer
from Computing Services to do this was made when Scouhight
first started, but as yet no computer files have come from the
publishing team.
Editor’s note: starting with this week’s issue, the Scottlightflle
will be sent to Computing Services. When we have been
advised that everything is up and running, could those members
of staff who have access to the PC network and no longer need
a hard copy of Scottlight please notify Anna Evans in
Basingstoke (ext 297).
• Mark Harrison (Issue 43) reminds users to try to use the
automatic indexing facilities in word processors. I agree
entirely.
• Caroline Moore suggested in Issue 44 setting up ‘guest’ log
in usernames on each PC fileserver for those working
temporarily in our offices. The confidentiality of passwords is
a major part of any computer security policy, so any publicly-

continued overleaf...

known usemames and passwords would have to be treated with
care. However, it is possible to set up some form of temporary
username with very restricted rights, and Computing Services
will investigate this matter further.

—

‘Winner

—‘

There is no winner for the May Idea. Please could we appeal to
staff, particularly in offices outside Basingstoke, for some
inspiring brainwaves? Perhaps there could be some thought as
to how we can improve our services and client relations? To
encourage those cerebral juices to start flowing, the prize for
June will be doubled.

Scoulight has been asked to reprint the Personnel Department’s
organisation chart, as the copy quality of Issue 44, in which it
appeared, made it partly unclear. This chart is attached
accordingly.
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This is the second of the monthly reports from the Holdings
company. As you can see, this section is no longer nameless!
From Phil Green [London]:
INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORS’ MEETINGS
With the incorporation of the firms on 1st May 1995 it was
decided that the International Directors (IDs) of the two
international holdings companies would meet quarterly. The
last such meeting was held in Hong Kong at the end of April
which fortuitously coincided with retirement parties for two
Asia-Pacific Directors David Butler and Vincent Chan! It
also happened to be the end of the Firm’s financial year.
Many subjects were covered in three days of discussion.
There were formal reports dealing with Group finances, human
resource development, marketing/business development and
operations. Discussions took place on tidying up the legal
documents resulting from incorporation, and agreement was
reached on a series of policy papers dealing with the role and
organisation of the holding companies and strategic planning.
Some of the issues which were discussed will start to have
an impact on your day-to-day lives over the next few months.
The IDs approved a major project with the aim of formulating
and implementing a framework for career development
throughout the Group more on this in a forthcoming Special
Issue of Scoulight. Attempts will be made to enhance IT
facilities and, in particular, to establish e-mail in all SWK
offices as a matter of high priority. Work is also under way to
explore how the Firm should create an image to match its
vision and mission.
Finally, the IDs discussed reports submitted by the
discipline groups. These groups were set up in Cape Town in
November 1995 to coordinate and develop specific aspecLs of
the Firm’s business (eg, aviation, bridges, etc) on a worldwide
basis.
The next two meetings of the IDs will both he held in the
UK, the first at the end of July in London and the second in late
October (venue to be announced).
-

-
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From Andy Scott [Basin gstoke]:
There is a CIWEM visit to the Lower Colne River Corridor on
Thursday 20th June. This £18 million Environmental Agency
scheme will provide an improved standard of flood protection
to over 2,500 residential properties, and hundreds of businesses
in the Colne Valley between Rickmansworth and Staines. The
scheme stemmed from a study carried out in the mid 1980s
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which identified a comprehensive solution to the numerous
individual flooding problems occurring on the various rivers
within the Lower Colne system. The study was one of the first
to include environmental disciplines alongside engineers on the
study team, and the resulting scheme is notable for its
environmental considerations.
If you would like further details of the visit, please contact
me on ext 242. Non members are welcome. SWK is very
active in the Central Southern Branch of the CIWEM, with
Mike LeGouais as Chairman and myself as Secretary. Your
support for this and future events will be welcome.
From Mike Sales [Basingstoke]:
The windows in Scott House will be cleaned on Sunday 16th
June, so please clear these areas in preparation.
From Barbara Sales /BasingstokeJ:
Urgently reguired:
All overseas site returns and travel expenses to 30th April 1996
must be submitted. (Auditors looming!)
From David Ashion [Glasgow]:
Water Pollution Control on Highways
Oil Interceptors and Operational Monitoring
Established initially to monitor oil spillages within bunds for
oil-cooled transformers in the electricity industry, Aqua
Sentry* is marketing a product aimed for use in conjunction
with oil interceptors, and which is having increased application
at airports and petrol station forecourts to contain and monitor
fuel spillages.
This same product could be of potential use on highway
schemes (council operations and DBFO schemes) where
monitoring of contamination at outfalls is required. Oil
interceptors do not necessarily have to be used, and other
containment facilities might he considered, much depending on
the location, land availability and other environmental
considerations.
I would be interested to hear from others with ideas on use,
installation, practicality, etc. I’m on ext 457 in Glasgow.
(* this information is from Aqua-Sentry in Brighouse, W
Yorks. Contact Mr DJ Mellersh, tel: 01422-370938).
From Oliver Greenwood [BasingstokeJ:
As mentioned in last week’s Scoulight, the Basingstoke office
is running three seminars on Virtual Reality, ‘Walk throughs’
and 3D modelling with reference to all areas of engineering.
Demonstrations with reference to structural, airport, highway
and environmental engineering are to be included.
If you are interested in attending one or all of these
seminars, please contact Nicola Gordge on ext 350. These
seminars are fj training, and sandwich lunches will be
available. It would he a great shame to cancel these seminars
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due to lack of interest. Dates and times are as follows:
• Thursday 20th June
1:OOpm-1:30pm
GB Designs
• Thursday 4th July
12:3Opm-1:OOpm
Link IT
• Thursday 11th July
1:OOpm-1:3Opm
Discussion

She weighed in at a healthy 81b 2oz and her parents would like
to thank all those in the Glasgow office who contributed
towards the card and flowers.

From Barbara Sales [BasingstokeJ:
All personnel requiring advances for overseas travel must have
a petty cash advance form (Q62) signed by a Director before
passing to me for action.

5 & SOCIALS
SOftT

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

Country
Traveller
Date
Russia (Moscow)
David Farthing

l6th-2lst June
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From David Hughes [Chestetfield]:
We were interested to read David Webster’s note on Value
Management in Issue 47. We have recently completed a pre
Statutory Order Publication Value Engineering (VE) exercise
into the A6 Derby Spur North trunk road scheme. This project
is being designed in Chesterfield and will connect the existing
Derby Ring Road with the Derby Southern Bypass which is
currently under construction. The estimated cost of the project
is £15.9 million. Our client is the Northern Operations
Division of the Highways Agency, based in Manchester.
The VE exercise was run by a Facilitator, who is a senior
engineer within the Agency. It consisted of a briefing meeting,
a 2-day workshop and the production of a final report. Our
input consisted of preparation of all the workshop material,
including 4 volumes of scheme information. We made
presentations on the scheme proposals to the workshop, which
also included a hectic brainstorming session and subsequent
preliminary evaluation of ideas. 25 people attended the
workshop, including SWK’s team of Allen Flatman, Ken Weir,
Liz Sheerin, David Cragg and me.
Over 100 ideas for Value improvements were generated,
ranging from additional structures and roundabouts to Park &
Ride schemes. These ideas were subjected to more detailed
review following the workshop, arid 15 were identified which
are worthy of further development. Many of the ideas were
radical and would alter the nature of the scheme; eg, by the
adoption of urban design standards. The potential cost savings
identified totalled £2.3 million. The debriefing meeting took
place four weeks after the workshop and we are now to prepare
detailed reports which will assist the Agency in deciding which
ideas to accept.
The Facilitator complimented SWK on the quality of our
work during the exercise, which was considered to be a
worthwhile part of the development of the project.

* congratu1ations!
Ernie Crawford (Glasgow) and his wife Brenda were delighted
recently by the birth of their first child, Anna, who arrived on
her due date of 20th May (who says women are always late?)

From Jan Howard [Reigate]:
‘Fighting Cancer with Fun’
1996 Macmillan National Karting Team Challenge
Sunday 23rd June.
The event takes place at karting tracks all over the country to
help raise money for Macmillan services. Individuals are asked
2 hour
to find between 5 and 10 drivers to take part in a 2V
Endurance Race. The winning team will then go on to the final
at Buckmore Park, Kent, in September. Entry cost is £200 per
team a reduced rate made possible due to the generosity of the
circuits. Individuals are encouraged to raise sponsorship for
themselves, and approximately half of the £200 entry fee goes
direct to the charity.
If you fancy going karting and fighting cancer with fun,
then please get in touch with either myself or Martin Edge in
Reigate (we are both on the Reigate & Dorking Committee of
Macmillan Cancer Relict). I can provide details of how to
obtain a full sponsorship pack, register your entry and local
track details. Participation of one, or several, SWK teams
might make an interesting article for clients to read in SWK
Toda’!
-

/J

An Administrative Assistant is needed for the HRD section in
Basingstoke. The successful candidate will be computer
literate and have experience of Word and Excel. He/she should
also have excellent communication skills, a good telephone
manner, be able to work on own initiative, he flexible and a
good docurnentalist.
A Technical Assistant is needed in the Environmental section in
Basingstoke. Responsibilities will include preparation of
marketing material, production of proposals and drawings, field
surveys and data collection as well as wide-ranging
administration. Candidates should have a sound administrative
background as well as good word processing skills. Although
this position is based in Basingstoke the successful candidate
may he required to spend short periods away from the office.
A Technical Clerk is required in the Airports section in
Basingstoke. ApplicanLs should be educated to at least A’level
standard, preferably in an engineering-orientated subject, be
computer literate and have experience of an engineering office.
The main tasks will include preparation of Expressions of
Interest, proposals and control of projects, particularly
maintenance of databases. A small portion of time will be
taken up with filing, photocopying and general administration.
Anybody interested in the above positions should contact Sally
Mason in Personnel (ext 210), having spoken to their Section
Head.
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So far there have been no further responses to Stephen
Vincent’s suggestions in Issue 46, either in favour or otherwise.
We will give staff until the end of this month to put pen to
paper before presenting the promised overview.
From Roy Burley [Derby Southern Bypass]:
What’s on my mind? Why, the Secretary and Trustees of SWK
RDBS, and AVCs... not that I’m approaching NRD or anything
like that you understand.
However, any chance of an update soon on the AVC
information notice appendix A, using new actuarial
assumptions? The present ones seem rather too close to those
splendid offers that the postman brings, viz:
great!
10% pa
Rate of return on investment
Rate of increase in salary
wow!
8% pa
hold on, is
Rate of pension increase
5% pa
that still so?
-

-

-

Idea of the Week

From André Gilleard [Basin gstoke]:
When producing or copying reports, tender documents, even
some letters, etc, do staff consider printing them double sided?
Not only could this save a vast amount of paper, it could also
save on filing space. Also, the weights of documenLs and
hence postage costs could be reduced. Maybe a question or
reminder to this effect could be put on print order forms and/or
near photocopiers.
Apologies if I’m preaching to the converted!!

regular meeting place to eat our sandwiches and exchange
information (communicate!) across the Firm. With any luck we
could get somebody to sell us sandwiches there as well!
The rooms already there would be idea for running half hour
seminars and workshops as a regular, everyday event. We
could tell each other about the projects we do in different
departments, discuss marketing techniques and efficient ways
of putting quality proposals together, consider how to apply
information technology cost effectively, and even debate the
latest management and organisation techniques that we must
compete with from other firms.
As an investment, I suggest that we also buy a couple of
domestic video cameras (one for the speaker, one for the
projector screen), so that seminars can be recorded for
disthbution to other SWK offices interested in any seminar. It
would also be prudent to staff a telephone line at the facility
throughout the lunchtime, so that for two hours (12:00pm2:00pm) it would be an extension of Scott House, and staff
could leave their desks even if waiting for an urgent telephone
call.
PS: Why not make it a ‘cyber’ staff lunch facility? Use the
Internet to check out those World Bank project status lists and
country reports in Washington over a sandwich lunch with a
few colleagues!

atul the pIy of the Week
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From Stephen Vincent [BasingstokeJ:
Why don’t we utilise the spare office space at Berk House in
Basingstoke for a staff lunch and education facility? All it
needs are a few cheap tables and chairs, and there could be a

From Peter Innes [Basingsioke]:
A reply to Saara Pinnell’s Idea in last week’s Scottlight:
While I acknowledge that it is in every graduate’s own interest
to be proactive in obtaining varied experience, I do not believe
that a ‘free market’ is the best way of achieving this. The
correct medium for arranging moves will always be through the
companies’ training officers, advised by Supervising Civil
Engineers (under the ICE scheme), Delegated Engineers and by
staff requirement notifications from Directors and Associates.

To Anna Evans (Basingstoke)

Date

-

My Idea of the Week is

(continue on a separate page if necessary):

(You do not have to fill in this part

Name:

f you do not want to)
Locaiiorr

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned I hrougli to Anna Evans in Basingstoke
by 5pm Monday
This is an SWK Holdings publication distributed to all stall in the operating, associated and subsidiary companns in the UK and Europe. It is nor for outside circulation.
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ALL STAFF!”

From David Dawson [Swindon]:
MainLine now has facilities in SWK’s Birmingham office.
John Williams will be spending at least one day per week in
Birmingham initially, and will increase his time there to meet
the needs of our developing market. John will have his own
dedicated telephone number which will transfer calls to
Swindon when he is not in Birmingham. This Birmingham
base will enable MainLine to have close contact with our
important clients in the Midlands. The second major purpose is
to serve as a springboard in the development of a full
nationwide site supervisory service for railway construction.
The new Birmingham base, together with the joint IDG/
MainLine outlet in Manchester, greatly enhances our ability to
service our clients throughout England and Wales.
From Mike Sales [Basin gstoke]:
Car parking at Network House has been withdrawn. The
overspill car park for Scott House will now be the old Dc La
Rue car park as before.
From Jancis Smith [Abingdon]:
Further to my note in Issue 46 of Scottlighi concerning
SWRC’s Information Unit, I am pleased to say I have had a few
enquiries about the current awareness service. At the end of
this issue is a copy of the slip that I send out with information.
If anybody would like to be kept informed, please fill in this
slip and send it to me.
From Elaine Overend [Peterborough]:
The Peterborough office has received a 42-page photocopy of
the 1996 Membership Directory of the Survey Association.
This arrived without directions for intended recipient or sender,
but is believed to originate from an SWK office. Will the
owner please contact me to advise as to its disposal?
I should point out that the Directory is protected by
copyright and the flysheet notes that “No part of this
publication may be copied without the express permission of
the Publishers”. For future reference, Peterborough has a copy
of the published Directory and would be pleased to provide this
on loan on request.
...

From Brian Robertson [Glasgow]:
The Glasgow office has successfully installed a PC network.
Seven machines in the Admin Section were networked in
December and an additional number of machines have now
been connected. As well as gaining access to the lull range of
programs available within MS Office Pro, we now have the
facility to fax directly from the network.
An ISDN server was installed to provide connection to the
new Scott Wilson IDG office where the financial package
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Conquest was already in use. This server also provides
connection to other offices within the Firm.
John Kelly, the IDG IT Manager, provided the network
programming and technical assistance in connection of
equipment. Unfortunately, John has been attracted away from
the Firm and left us on 10th June. We wish John every success
in his new position.
Network development is likely to be constrained for a
period hut we are now also connected to the Internet our
address is swk_scotland.co.uk.
-

From Anna Evans [Basingsioke]:
The Institution of Structural Engineers
Special Awards 1996
These Special Awards are made for ‘structural engineering
excellence, as expressed in a physical form in an existing
building or structure’. Structures must have either been
completed in the last 12-15 months, or are likely to be
completed during 1996. Entry is not restricted to members of
the Institution and structures do not have to be in the UK.
The deadline for submission of applications is
Friday 13th September. Please contact me on ext 297 if you
would like further details.
From Les Edwards [Reigate]:
Could I add to the recent contributions on the BBC/media
exposure?
Sue Bourne, a researcher at the BBC who is involved in
preparing a series on interesting engineering projects/events,
contacted me last month to see if SWK had anything to offer
the series, She ideally wants information on large, exciting (to
the public), individual projects from start to finish, with lots of
angst, personalities, innovation, pressure, etc. She has had
North Sea jackets, engineering aspects of rock concerts,
demolition, an overnight motorway closure to install a new
crossover bridge, etc, suggested by others.
Has anybody any ideas? It seems too good a chance not to
follow up. We must he doing something interesting in SWK!
If you can suggest what it might be, please send a brief
summary to Bob McKittrick in Chesterfield, with a copy to me.
Also from Les:
I would just like to point out that my article in InfoRM,
mentioned in Issue 46 of Scottlight, concerned the use of surety
bonds to limit an employer’s risks during construction. This
was not made clear in the initial item. If you would like a copy,
iIeasc contaci Anna Evans in Basingstoke, ext 297.
From Bob Weekes I Cambodia]:
We have established an office in Phnom Penh in joint venture
with BCEOM (French consultants), for the Phnom Penh to Ho
Chi Minh City Hiehwav Procct. We now have a fax, and are
continued overleaf...

looking forward to re-establishing communications with the
outside world. The number is: +855 23 724113.
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From Norman Wyld [PeterboroughJ:
I would appreciate information about projects undertaken in the
last 5 years that have been aimed at or contain a reasonable
element of design for the disabled. The projects can be in any
discipline and activity, and cover any disability. The object is
to assemble as much information as possible to support a bid.
If you can help, please contact me in Peterborough. Many
thanks.
From Mike Thomas [Basingstoke]:
In April 1995 SWK was informally asked if we had the
capabilities to design a new Formula 1 Grand Prix racing track
in the Middle East, and we confidently (tongue in cheek)
confirmed positively.
Last week, out of the blue, we were asked to review
conceptual track design budget costing prior to a promoter!
client meeting scheduled for l8th/l9th June in Dubai.
Following meetings in the UK offices of our particular Formula
1 Team Headquarters, we progressed discussions with
Basingstoke, Glasgow and Dubai staff, and were able to
provide opinion on construction costs both in the UK and the
Middle East within 2 days of receiving this latest enquiry.
The proposed development would involve a totally new
Formula I Grand Prix circuit with a multiplicity of other
facilities including five star spectator/hospitality areas at a cost
possibly in excess of £60 million.
Whether this spectacular project goes ahead and whether
SWK has any further involvement is anybody’s guess, but we
will watch with interest. Fast track design no problem!
-

From David Dawson [Swindon]:
• SWK (Malaysia) has been appointed as lead consultant,
geotechnical and civil consultant for the 53km Express Rail
Link at Kuala Lumpur International Airport. MainLine’s role
is twofold: the design of the route alignment and the provision
of key personnel in the design management team to coordinate
and manage the overall design process, including all external
interfaces.
The bulk of the design management team will be provided
by MainLine; Nigel Winter, Mark Lewis and Mike Lipscombe
flew out on 2nd June and Martin Brandon will be following on
2nd July. Nigel will be returning in 2 months and the others
will probably be there until Christmas. John Perkin is
managing the route alignment design.
This is a significant commission (fee scale A) for MainLine
and a major move into the international market.
• London Bridge Station development MainLine has just
been awarded scheme development, input to Transport and
Works Act submission, detail design, specifications and site
supervision for railway civil engineering and permanent way
works, as well as CDM planning supervisor for the overall
scheme. MainLine will work as sub-consultants to architect
-

Terry Farrell & Partners. Dick Watts is the Project Director
and the fee scale is A.

MainLine has been appointed by Railtrack to put forward
detailed proposals for the development of Great Western Zone
M&E Infrastructure and to carry out design and implementation
work. The project should contribute significantly to
MainLine’s income for the next 15 months.
The work includes poinLs heating; MAS stand-by
generators; fibre optic applications; remote monitoring of
points machines; and heating and integration of monitoring and
control software. The Project Leader is John Harper and all
MainLine disciplines will have a part to play in this important
work.
• MainLine has just been awarded the survey and detailed
design of Northallerton Junction by Railtrack London and
North Eastern. The work includes permanent way, signalling,
OHLE and points heating design, and is the first complete
package of this type to be awarded to us from Railtrack MPD in
York.
John Perkin is the Project Leader and the value of work is
fee scale C.
• Stuart Dickson presented a paper at the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers Young Members’ evening on 15th April.
The paper, entitled ‘Computers in Engineering’, was well
received by an audience of engineers from most of the railway
industry companies in Swindon. The paper included Stuart’s
current work on new design packages in CAD and software
development for remote monitoring of M&E railway
infrastructure.
From David Webster [Glasgow]:
Value Management Workshop
I promised to keep Scoulight informed about our Value
Management Workshop on the A96 Fochabers Bypass Project,
which was mentioned in Issue 47. The workshop was held at 6
Park Circus on 5th/6th June and was attended by the client (the
Scottish Office), SWK (David Stephens and myself) and our
environmental sub-consultant Holford Associates. The
facilitator br the exercise was Value Management Ltd (part of
the EC Harris group).
Following 11/2 days of intensive discussion, although a
prelerred route was not identified, a number of useful ideas
were developed and are now being examined in detail. Thanks
go to all, especially the ‘girls’ who kept the coffee supply
topped up

-‘

congratu1ation!

Well clone to Paul Garcia (Swindon) for the assistance he gave
to Railtrack when he was called out to the waterproofing job at
Chippenham Viaduct cm the night of Good Friday to give
advice, following the discovery of unexpected concrete beams.
The Project Manager, Chris Bouch, wrote to Paul expressing
his appreciation.
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NEW STAri:

Following his 3-month temporary post, the Glasgow office
officially welcomes Gordon Blair as a Graduate Under
Agreement. Gordon is currently working in the Highways
Section. All the best from all of us!
M&E is pleased to welcome the following to the Firm’s most
northerly sites:
At RAP Saxa Vord (Shetland Islands):
Joan Thomson and Cohn Clark
At NRTE Vulcan, Thurso:
Hugh Meildejohn, Julian Harrop and Illa Robertson.
Dr Kaz Tabrizi joined SWK(PE) mc, USA, on 1st May as Vice
President. Kaz has worked for the New Jersey State DOT for
the last 12 years on both project management and geotechnical/
pavement engineering studies. He is a registered Professional
Engineer in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, and will be working
alongside Geoff Rowe (Technical Vice President) to enhance
SWK(PE) Inc’s engineering and marketing expertise along the
2 weeks in the UK
East Coast of the USA. He recently spent 2Y
in Nottingham and visited other SWK offices.
TINsiRs:

John Andrews (Croydon) returned to Basingstoke and joined
the Geotechnics Section on 17th June.
Dave Rawson (Croydon again), also returned to Basingstoke,
and joined the Airports Section on 18th June.
Peter Rodd (yes Croydon as well) has flown off for 2 weeks to
Hong Kong, and will return to the Geotechnics Section in
Basingstoke on 1st July.
-

LEAvIRs:

Erika Lowe leaves SWRC, Manchester on 28th June, but as she
is taking a few days’ leave her last working day will be 19th
June.
Mavis Johnson, a Director’s Secretary who has been with SWK
for a truly remarkable three decades, retires on 30th June. She
joined SWK in London in 1966, and when the Firm relocated to
Basingstoke in 1974 she commuted from Surrey for two years
before moving to live locally. She has been a well respected
member of staff, and in honour of her retirement the
Basingstoke office decided to celebrate in style!
On 19th June, therefore, she was picked up from her home
by Don Johnson (who’s better known for fixing flickering
lights and sticking down loose carpet tiles than chasing drug
dealers in Miami Vice) and chauffeur-driven in Bob
McGowan’s company car (registration number SWKIR!) to
Scott House. She was then guest of honour at a buffet lunch for
invited guests. Even the Basingstoke Gazette helped make the
day special for Mavis by sending a photographer along to
record the occasion.
Best wishes for a happy retirement from us all.
From Joyce Dickson [Scott Neale, ret’ dl:
I would like to convey my sincere thanks to all friends and
colleagues who contributed to my retirement present. The
beautiful figurine has pride of place on my manteishelf and will

always remind me of you.
My grateful thanks also to Pam McIntosh and Di Clarke
who continually managed to surprise me and make it a
memorable occasion.
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From David Dawson [Swindon]:
A 5-a-side football team represented MainLine in the ICE
(South Western Association) football tournament in Exeter. A
draw and three straight wins saw them progress into the semi
finals as Champions of Group A.
In the semi-finals, the-team led 2-1 at the interval, but there
was a late equaliser. The sudden death penalty shootout was
won when the MainLine keeper dived to turn the opposition’s
penalty around the post.
On to the Grand Final and after a titanic struggle, MainLine
lost 1-0 to the Water Buffalos. Congratulations to Andy
Davies, Shaun Merrifield, Alex Falvey, Steve Brierley, Chris
Brookes and Nigel Sulley who gave their all and established
MainLine in another specialist field!
From Tanya Ball [Basingstoke]:
An offer you can’t refuse!
As some of you atready know, I have just thrown myself totally
body, mind, heart, soul and spirit into an 8-month part-time
Diploma Course in ‘Sports and Remedial Massage Therapy’
with the London School of Sports Massage. The aim is to
a) develop my own active involvement in athletics; b) assist
other sports people more effectively; and c) further specialise in
one of the key fields: ‘Sports Injury Prevention/Rehabilitation’.
Fine, you say, but what’s in it for us?
Well, apart from being strongly advised to gain as much
practical experience as possible, all trainees are required to
complete a log of 50 treatment sessions during the course. In
other words, I’m looking for ‘victims’!
Therefore, all of you with muscular tension, soreness or
aches and pains as a result of sporting activity; tight, tender
shoulders, necks or backs from a poor posture when sitting in
your cars or at your desks; or general tension and aching as a
result of gardening, DIY or general/specific stress here is an
opportunity not to be missed. There is no restriction in the
number of times the same person can be treated, so if you came
and found the session effective, you would always be welcome
to come hack for more.
May I ust remind anybody who, though perhaps interested,
might have some concerns or reservations on the matter, that
besides being extremely effective in what it achieves, Sports
and Remedial Massage carried out correctly is a totally safe and
sound form of therapy, the principles of which go back several
thousand years.
Please do contact me for further information/discussion,
and/or if you would like to give it a go. I can guarantee you
won’t regret it! My extension number is 314, or you can
contact me at home on 01256-477562 (tel/fax).
-

-

-

From Richard Cooper /Basing.ciokeJ:
Interhash 96
As a lollow-up to an article that appeared in the Sunday
Telegraph on 16th June regarding the ‘drinking club with a
running problem’, 3,500 runners (!) from 80 countries
assembled last week in Cyprus for the Interhash 96, a biannual
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event. The run described in the article was in fact a short
option of the main run which lasted 1 hour 45 minutes in shade
temperatures well in excess of 35°C in hostile arid mountainous
territory. Les Edwards from Reigate and yours truly attended;
were there other SWK hashers that went unnoticed in the
throng?
For the record, SWK staff were instrumental in starting the
Hendek Hash House Harriers in northern. Turkey in 1989 and
the Turi HHH in the Kenya Highlands in 1992. To my
knowledge SWK staff working overseas have run in
Kazalchstan, Iraq, Mongolia, Kenya, Hong Kong, the UAE,
Nigeria, Uganda, Nepal, Malaysia (the origin of the Hash in
1938) and Turkey (are there any more?)

J

D

M&E needs an Electrical Engineer to be based in the London
office, providing support for the M&E term maintenance
contracts. Responsibilities for this primarily field operation
role will include supervision of routine and unplanned works,
providing a small works/remedial works design and progress
facility, attending meetings with and for the client.
Successful candidates will be at least HNC qualified in
electrical engineering, and have practical and design
capabilities. Experience of computers would be useful but not
essential.
Anybody interested in the above position should contact
Caz Spencer in Personnel, Basingstoke (ext 209), having
spoken to their Section Head.

WXcvr’
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From lain Calder [London]:
At a meeting I attended last week with the design team and
contractor, information shown on one of SWK’s sketches was
being discussed. It turned out that the contractor had been
scaling from the sketch using the noted scale and had come to a
conclusion on the robustness of the element which was
different from our own.
It transpired that the vertical scale had been exaggerated in
the faxing process and this would not have been noticed had not
this issue been discussed and opinions differed.
Certainly in London from now on and I would suggest it
be adopted by all offices a 2-dimensional scale bar is
incorporated on sketches indicating the original dimensions.
-

-

and the R.çply of the ‘Week

From Peter Guthrie [Basingstoke]:
In further response to Saara Pinnell’s Idea of the Week in Issue
47, she is ahead of her time! Members of the Graduate and
Students’ National Committee recently presented a paper to the
ICE Education, Training and Membership Committee along the
same lines. The proposal was for graduates Ofl site to get in
touch with graduates in design offices for exchange via the
ICE. Scottlight seems a very sensible addition. Graduates

should also use their Regional Liaison Officer to help find
suitable experience. Naturally, all of this should take place in
addition to the excellent support provided by Personnel.
From Bob McGowan [Basingstoke]:
In Issue 45, Les Edwards raised the prospect of the proposed
Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration Bill (better
known in legal circles as the Hugh Grant One Wedding or Two
Funerals Bill), providing a possible source of income to the
Firm through the provision of adjudicators.
The final provisions of the Bill and the likely date for
implementation are not known. The draft Bill has been heavily
criticised by very competent authorities. Some unofficial but
well informed commentators expect to see some fundamental
amendments and delays to its progress through the
parliamentary procedures. Nevertheless adjudication, along
with conciliation/mediation, is becoming more popular as a
method of resolving construction disputes. Adjudication is
already included as preliminary procedure before arbitration in
the ICE 6th Edition and the New Engineering Contract, among
others.
Dealing now with the specific points raised by Lcs:
1) Dispute Resolution by court action, arbitration,
conciliation/mediation or adjudication already exists in every
contract in with SWK is involved, so everybody in the Firm
who is involved in contracts should know or should get to know
the mechanics of dispute resolution to some extent.
2) Converting that knowledge into a big source of income
for the Firm is more difficult. Adjudication appointments are
more akin to arbitration than to CDM planning supervisors. It
is the individual who is appointed in arbitration and
adjudication, not the Firm. Nobody else in the Firm will derive
fee-earning work from the appointment and indeed, the nature
of the appointment will require total confidentiality from
anybody else in the Firm.
3) On the subject of courses in adjudication there are
several already available with plans for many more in the usual
way of organisations jumping on the bandwagon of new
legislation, but I would suggest they are in two categories:
a) for general interest and professional updating
b) those leading towards acceptance on an approved list or
panel of adjudicators.
Currently I believe the only creditable adjudicators list is
that maintained by the ICE, but the Chartered Institute of
Arbitrators is also in the process of compiling a list.
4) Les suggests that we ‘find the presently qualified
arbitrators in SWK’. If by qualified he means those on the ICE
list of Arbitrators or the Charted Institute of Arbitrators panel
of Arbitrators then we do not have far to look. Gordon
Bathgate in Glasgow and myself are the only two that I know
of Ofl both lists, with the exception of retired partner Peter
Mornement, who is also on both lists.
5) Finally, Les says ‘let everybody know what is
happening’. I hope the preceding paragraphs help. If anybody
would like more information, please speak to me, or if they
would like to know how to get on the ICE lists of arbitrators,
conciliators or adjudicators. they should speak to Mrs E Stanton
at the ICE.
Apologies for this lengthy reply, but it is difficult to provide
an answer to all the point.s raised any more briefly.
Editor .c lioli’ :ftr those who perhaps do not know, Bob
McGowan has been Chairman of the ICE Arbitration Advisory
Panel for the past two years arid is also on the ICE
continued overleaf...

Conciliation and Adjudication Advisory Panel.
From Geoff French [Basingstoke]:
A few replies:
Graham Thompson (in Issue 32) and David Green (in Issue
45) have both raised the question of the use of standard
construction details throughout the Firm. It would be easy to
say that this is a good idea but first I thought I should try and
understand why the existing system that already incorporates
this idea isn’t working.
The problem to date seems to centre on the lack of an
identified individual to collect ideas, decide which should be
incorporated as a standard detail and inform all interested
parties ie, to act as the coordinator as suggested by Dave
Green.
I’m delighted to say that we now have a ‘volunteer’ for that
position in Alan Coomber in Basingstoke, so all good ideas on
standard details should be sent direct to him please.
-

André Gilleard’s suggestion in Issue 48 that reports should

be produced double sided is one that has to be supported. All
members of staff should consider this, as well as whether
unnecessary copies are being taken, every time they think about
photocopying (and printing). A reminder to this effect could be
put on the print order forms and next to the photocopiers.
• Stephen Vincent suggested in Issue 48 that we use the spare
office space at Berk House, Basingstoke, for a staff lunch and
education facility. I’m delighted that the heated response to
Stephen’s previous suggestion hasn’t put him off putting
forward other ideas. In this case I’d positively welcome
feedback from people in Basingstoke as to whether such a
facility would really get used.
In examining this issue we will also need to consider
whether current spare space at Berk House is likely to be
required for projects in the next few months.
Editor’s note: let’s have some comments concerning Stephen’s
Ideas both this one and his previous suggestion regarding
working hours and training. Scottlight will publish a round-up
of opinion in the first issue in July.
-

Below is Jancis Smith’s form for requesting information.

SWRC INFORMATION UNIT (Abingdon Office)
Current Awareness Service
One of the services I provide is keeping an eye on subject areas for consultants
and advising them of interesting developments/publications.

Ifyou would like me to do this for you either on a regular basis or for the duration
of a project, please advise me accordingly
SUBJECTS:

I

I
Name:

Office:

Date:

Jancis Smith Tel: 01235-555535 Fax: 01235-553203

L

.

•

:

A thought:
Not only is Friday 21st June the longest day of the year, it is also National ‘Go Home From Work On Time’ Day.
Now that’s something that should be supported!
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From Peter Innes [Basingstoke]:
The Directors are pleased to announce the promotion to
Associate of:
Dr Peter Ansell (Telford)
Stuart Coventry (Basingstoke)
Richard Heard (Telford)
Tony King (Basingstoke)
Dr John Tubman (Basingstoke)
with effect from 1st July. Brief résumés of the new Associates
are given below.
Peter Ansell gained his Doctorate at Nottingham University
in 1977 and worked for a number of other consultants in the
UK and overseas before joining SWK in 1989. Since then he
had headed up the Geotechnics/Land Reclamation Section in
the West Midlands. His work for the Firm has included the
geotechnical aspects of highway schemes; airport developments
at Manchester and Birmingham; derelict and contaminated land
reclamation; commercial buildings and infrastructure, as well
as expert witness and loss adjustment commissions.
Richard Heard graduated from Southampton University in
1978 and worked for a number of local authorities in the West
Midlands before joining SWK in 1989. Since then he has
designed and managed major transportation, infrastructure and
airport projects including Birmingham Metro Line 1,
Shrewsbury Relief Road, Much Wenlock Bypass and several
airports including the developments at Birmingham, East
Midlands and Newcastle. He has prepared several full
environmental impact statements, including the Black Country
Spine Road, and was involved in the development of IMOSS in
SWK and its interface with our CAD systems.
Stuart Coventry joined SWK from Oxford University in
1982. Between 1982 and 1991 he worked in the UK and
Nepal, and spent 3 years in Hong Kong working on port
developments, major landfills and environmental projects.
Since 1991 he has played a key part in the development of the
Environmental Division, taking lead roles in port projects
including Devonport; rail projects including the Channel
Tunnel Rail Link and Robin Hood Line; and airports, including
Manchester, Birmingham, Kuala Lumpur and Lisbon. He has
also been responsible for the production of best practice guides
for CIRIA on the subject of Waste Minimisation in
Construction.
Tony King joined SWK from Southampton University in
1980. Since then he has worked for the Firm’s Transportation
Division in Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Hong Kong and the UK, with
brief stays in India and Nepal. His major projects have
included the Baghdad Transport Study, Al Archway Road, the
High Capacity Transit Study for the Holy Areas in Saudi
Arabia, the Bombay-Pune Expressway in India, the
HASQUAD Study in West London, Shanxi Highway in China,
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DBFO Highway projects in the UK, the Channel Tunnel Rail
Link and Access studies at Heathrow, Manchester and
Birmingham Airports.
John Tubman joined SWK (Scotland) in 1984 after
completing his Doctorate at Glasgow University, and worked
on major bridge projects in Scotland and England. In 1988 he
took up a lectureship at Sheffield University until he rejoined
SWK in 1990. Until 1996 he was based in Chesterfield,
engaged on several bridge projects including the prize-winning
Adelaide Road Bridge refurbishment in Leamingion Spa. He
has also continued with part-time lecturing as well as serving
on BSI, EuroCode Highways Agency and CIRIA standards and
technical committees. He has recently transferred to
Basingstoke and will be responsible for developing a Special
Projects Group for the Firm (see John’s item in ‘What’s Going
On?’).
From John Pro,cser [Basingstoke]:
Visits to the UAE
The Middle East Economic Digest of 31st May stated that
“British passport holders will not require a visit visa to enter the
UA.E, despite the introduction by the UK of a visa requirement
for local nationals travelling to the UK... A study [is] under
way on the possibility of removing visa formalities for all EU
nationals.”
From John Tub,’nan [Basingstokej:
Calling all JTs!
The plethora (epidemic?) of JT initials is now causing serious
problems, at least in Scott House. On site at Coulport in the
mid 1980s there was a problem with JT (John Toal now in
Park Circus) and JT (me). This was eventually resolved by
mail for me being marked JTu. This seemed to work tolerably
well. In Chesterfield I used to receive occasional mail intended
for JT (John Taylor in Basingstoke). Naturally this used to
cause near cardiac arrest as it was invariably QA related.
Now that I am also in Basingstoke, you can imagine the
confusion! In an attempt to resolve the problem could I please
ask that anybody using initials to direct mail to me uses JTu
(Ba) and thai JT (Ba) continues to be used only for John Taylor.
To date we are not aware that Basingstoke’s other JT (Jane
Thornton) has become embroiled in the Scott House saga.
JT (Jan Trask) in Reigate is asked to provide at least 6
months’ warning if she ever contemplates a move to Scott
House!
Many people may have found that they receive mail meant for
other people with the same initials and/or surname. Perhaps
we could all make an effort to keep this in mind, and if in doubt,
label any mail using the recipient’s whole name!
-

From Diana Clarke [Basin gstoke]:
A paper recycling run was made last Saturday and £33 was
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made. I have recently purchased for the children at Loddon
School a sandpit with sand (although it has been filled with
water from the hose-pipe by one of the children!), plus a
paddling pool, buckets and spades, a set of plastic skittles and a
watering can to enable the children to water the pot plants.
These toys are for four children who have moved into their own
house at Sherfield called ‘Church View’.
These toys have been greatly appreciated by the children.
Thanks to you all.

areas cannot be ignored: therefore we are under no illusions as
to the straightforwardness of the task.
I would be very pleased to speak to anybody in other
disciplines either in th UK or overseas who feels he/she might
be a pdtential collaborator or indeed customer for our services.
All suggestions welcome the more ‘off the wall’ the better if
you think there is a market out there! My extension number in
Basingstoke is 284: personal callers can find me on the second
floor in Scott House.

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

From Simon Thomas [Malaysia]:
The Maritime Division in Reigate has been providing most of
the key staff to SWK (Malaysia) for the planning and design of
a new port to handle the majority of container traffic for the
State of Sabah. The appointment is from local turnkey
contractor Sri Dayabena, but the Firm is also working closely
with project owner Sabah Ports Authority. SWK’s local
associates for the project are Jurutera Perunding Kinakota.
The new terminal is needed to provide long term capacity in
a rapidly growing economy, and is planned to be ready before
the existing port at Kota Kinabalu (KK) becomes congested. It
will be located in Sapangar Bay, a natural harbour with
sheltered deep water about 9km from the present port.
The first stage (planning and preliminary design) is being
carried out almost entirely in KK in the project office
established by our client, who has also generously provided the
team with a house and his wife’s car. It is not known whether
placing the office above the Good Luck billiard saloon was
deliberate!
As Study Manager, I arrived at the beginning of June and
am being joined at various times by port planner Vance
Butcher, environmental adviser Stuart Coventry and specialists
in regional economics, traffic forecasting and port operations.
The project marks a return to the region by Vance and myself
(we worked together on a major container port study in
Singapore) and by the Firm to KK, where we are still
remembered for the international airport completed in 1986.
UK involvement will continue when the detailed design of
the maritime facilities is carried out in Reigate.

Country
Bahrain
Belgium (Brussels)
Madagascar!
Mauritius
Thailand (Bangkok)

Traveller
Chris Sketchley
Ron Bisset

Date
30th July-lst Aug
I lth-l2th July

lain Snaith
Jeremy Buck

lst-lith July
2nd July-l6th July

IL What’s Going On?
From John Tubman [Basingstoke]:
Accompanied by wife, two children and a veritable array of
cardboard boxes, I have just transferred from Chesterfield
(Bridges) to Basingstoke. The main cultural shocks so far
discovered are:
1) the fur epidemic which affects the interiors of all kettles
Earl Grey tea might as well be Typhoo.
2) the shortage of good, reasonably priced DIY outlets in
deepest Hampshire
3) the number of ants in the garden and, for the arachnophobes
among you, the size of the spiders!
In addition to emptying the boxes and ridding the bathroom
of spiders, my task in Basingstoke is to set up and run a new
Special Projects Group. The Group, which will be quite small
(at least initially), will have a predominantly structural bias.
The reasons for, and objectives of, the venture are broadly as
follows:
I) recognition that small but key niche and potentially
profitable markets exist for specialist high level structural
expertise (not only in the UK but also worldwide)
2) recognition that such specialist structural expertise is often
required in-house
3) recognition that SWK already possesses staff with the
necessary high level specialist structural skills. The Group
will act as an identifiable focus for these skills.
4) to help raise the profile of SWK in the structural market and
the awareness of clients to the wider range of services on
offer.
The scope of the Group’s activities is initially likely to be:
1) specialistj’one off’ structures
2) hardened/blast resistant structures
3) impact and structural dynamics
4) specialist rehabilitation
5) forensic engineering and expert witness work
6) materials technology (the Group will also be responsible for
the Master Specification)
7) involvement in internal and external training
8) research projects.
Other areas may develop in due course.
The existing strength of some of our competitors in similar
-

-

From Geoff French [Basin gstoke]:
From rapid deployment to client satisfaction...
On 25th March, André Evans and Stuart Coventry met
Westward Developments in Tomes who had identified a need
to present evidence to the Torbay Ring Inquiry scheduled to
start on 16th April. The client’s development land and home
were affected by Devon County Council’s road proposal, and
initially [he client requested evidence relating to environmental
impact. By the end of that first week we had agreed a £25K
budget to deploy evidence relating to planning, landscape,
noise and ecology. Within two weeks the list of witnesses had
grown to 5 with the need for highway engineering evidence.
Notwithstanding Easter and two case conferences with a
barrister, detailed proofs of evidence were presented and
finalised in about 2 weeks by Gareth Jones (Planning), Russ
Canning (Landscape), Dave Rawlinson (Noise), Rob Morris
(Ecology) and John Orchard (Highway Design). Eventually
this evidence was presented to the Inquiry during Whit week.
This stage attracted an additional £20K in fees.
The client and his solicitors (Bond Pearce, Exeter) have
expressed that they were very impressed with:
a) the quality of the team, in terms of both personal and
professional skills
continued overleaf...

b) the rapid deployment of effort and the speed at which the
client’s objectives and the Inquiry programme were
satisfied
c) the contribution made to the Inquiry proceedings generally
d) and last, but not least, the individual performance of each
witness, particularly given the very adversarial approach by
Devon County Council’s barrister.
The client, well known to André Evans at Plymouth, is so
pleased that he has promised not only to pay his bill quickly
(about £45K) but also to instruct us in more planning and
environmental work.
In addition to all these good things, I was also delighted by
the way in which our new skills and personalities integrated
with the long-established SWK skills.
From Harold Insley [SWK(HK)]:
From 10th June a team of engineers, planners and other
specialists have been assembling in Manila in the Philippines as
part of a British Government-funded Appraisal Mission to
report on a programme of bridge replacements to be funded by
the Overseas Development Administration. This three-week
mission is truly a global SWK gathering, including staff from 3
different countries and 7 different offices:
Mike D’Aiton, Team Leader from Basingstoke, did all his
note-taking at bridge sites using a dictaphone; we also found
out that he was an expert singer with a karaoke microphone!
Steve Metheringham (Chesterfield, Bridge Engineer) became
an expert in hiring out-rigger canoes for the inspection of the
underside of bridge decks. He remarked that, in Countries like
the Philippines, the underneath of a bridge is a very popular
public convenience, and when carrying out inspections it was
important to watch where you were treading. Steve actually
complained that he was not getting a suntan as he was always
under bridges; we coined a phrase that he was our bridge
bottoms man!
In the second week, David Bovill (Transport Economist
from London) and other specialists joined us. David’s return
trip to the UK and the associated ticketing arrangements were
tackled with the usual fervour that such logistical nightmares
require! Luckily he was only going to the UK and not
Mongolia.
Besides considering the social impacts of bridge
construction, our visitor from Seneque Maughan-Brown in
South Africa Gregg Huggins was able to establish that the
seafood from the South China Sea was not that much different
from that swimming in the waters of the Indian Ocean. Jake
Piper (Environmental Impact Specialist, SWRC, Abingdon)
became an expert in counting the pigs and chickens kept in
pens under bridges in rural areas. Geotechnical Specialist Peter
Ansell from Telford, in the absence of any geotechnical
information, resorted to the famous engineering heel test to
develop an empirical relationship for pile depths and
liquefaction potential in this earthquake-prone area.
As Contracts Specialist, I was given the job of paying all the
hotel bills (my record for settling 7 hotel bills was 40 minutes
with the hotel insisting on checking manually each computerproduced invoice and handwriting a receipt. Also, each
restaurant bill was handled in triplicate!)
The mission has to date involved the inspection of 25
bridges which have been identified by the Philippines
Government for replacement using steel trusses or composite
steel and concrete decks. All steelwork would be sourced from
the UK and funded by the British Government by means of a
-

-

-

concessionary loan. The bridge inspections so far have
included sites within easy driving distance from Manila;
members of the team have also flown to the islands of Leyte,
Panay and Cebu to visit other bridge sites.
On Leyte during the first week we saw where General
McArthur landed in 1944 to take back the Philippines from the
Japanese. Our main task here involved the inspection of 7
bridges which saw 4 of us bumping around in the back of an
open pick-up van and travelling over 200km from the airport
where we had arrived at 5:00am after an hour’s flight from
Manila. There were sore backsides that day! It rained in the
morning as we were leaving the airport, and there was little to
stop it coming in through the open sides of the van! After
seeing the bridges, we returned to the airport our first beer that
day in the hotel lounge near the airport was like nectar!
Another (final) episode in the Filipino extravaganza will be
faxed to the editor next week.
-

c Congratulations!
From Alan Frew [Glasgow]:
Congratulations to Simon Hindshaw, who was elected Vice
Chairman of the Chartered Institute of Transport in Scotland at
its AGM on 18th June.

Moves

Moves

Moves--

Moves

From David Rhodes [Scott Neale]:
Malcolm Watson, Regional Director of Scott Neale & Partners,
is retiring on 28th June. A Cambridge graduate and Chartered
Engineer, he joined Scott Neale in May 1991 following 20
years with major management consultancies Inbucon and PE
International.
Malcolm will be maintaining his contacts with the
Company, however, operating as an Associate Consultant
when he can spare time off from the golf course!
-

From Steve Handsley [Basin gstoke]:
John Andrews’ feet did not actually touch the ground in
Basingstoke after his transfer from Croydon on 17th June (last
week’s issue of Scottlight). Instead he moved direct to
Leavesden, where he is supervising the contaminated land
surveys on the proposed studio site, helped by Jamie Riches.

IftTS & SOCIAL S
From Duncan hamilton [Glasgow]:
On Friday 21st June, SWK (Scotland) held its annual golf
outing, competing for the KWOG ‘s Quaich at Bruston Castle
Golf Club in Ayrshire. A glorious afternoon did not produce
the low scoring expected and the modest total of 35 Stableford
points was good enough for first place.
Congratulations to Malky Gordon (SWIDG) the winner;
David Leith (SWIDG) second; and Alastair Napier (SWK)
third. The team prize was wrestled from the Edinburgh office
by SWIDG, with Glasgow trailing a distant third. George
Smith and Stewart Fleming (both SWIDG) took ‘nearest the
pin’ and ‘longest drive’ respectively, with Bruce Lunn (SWK)
and Jim Millar (SWIDG) sharing wooden spoons.
-

-

-
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From Diana Clarke [Basingstoke]:
Could I please have your money for the Measor Mashie (which
takes place on 10th July) by Wednesday 3rd July. The amount
is £21 and cheques should be made payable to SWK & Co Ltd.
Please note the meal is for players oniy this year.
From Bob Wallis [Al Am]:
In response to Richard Cooper’s item in last week’s Issue: yes,
there were other SWK hashers at the Cyprus Interhash. We had
a contingent of 12 from A2H3 (Al Am Hash House Harriers for
the uninitiated), including myself and my wife Sheena.
I wonder where Richard has hashed before, as we found the
Cypriot countryside marvellous hashing country, with trees,
shrubs, flowers and even grass in abundance. His
description of Cyprus is a gross injustice!
If you want hostile, arid, mountainous hashing territory,
come to Al Am, where we run on dune sand, gravel plains and
jebals with hardly a sign of anything remotely green. We found
the temperature perfect for hashing: in the Al Am summer we
regularly hash in temperatures of ±45°C.
To add to the list of countries where SWK staff have
hashed, Sheena and I started running on the KH3 in Botswana
in 1982 and have visited the Oman Hashes several times.
The Al Am hash has been well supported by AAIA Staff
over the years and has now had 640 runs with myself having
done some 520 runs. The average turnout is about 80 these
days, and provides a good chance for newcomers to meet
people. We have recently welcomed Julian Foster to the Hash
(he was posted to the Al Am Town Centre Project). Next year
(the second Eid) A2H3 will be hosting the Interguif Hash (a
three-day event) so come and join us and we’ll show you some
hostile country and long runs, but great hospitality and good
cold beer!
-

-

From Lawrence Reddaway [SWK Vietnam]:
I run regularly with Hanoi’s Hash House Harriers (despite the
puerile drinking games and humiliations). Many earlier SWK
people in Hanoi have done so previously, and SWK sponsored
the Hash on 24th December 1994, when the hares were Alec
and Jean Patterson.
From Cohn Baker [A50 Site Office, Meirj:
The A50 site celebrates another milestone birthday event! This
time, Norman Dixon reached his half century (yes, he really
does have another 15 years to go before he can draw his
pension!) As usual, there are no secrets in the Potteries, and
Friday 14th June saw Norman’s office well and truly decorated
with streamers and balloons. The remainder of the site office
carried posters with encouraging slogans such as ‘It’s downhill
to 60 now’ and ‘Don’t forget the man with the red flag: 50year-old bangers go slowly’.
Having suffered these indignities, we managed to persuade
Norman that life was still worth living: after all, there is always
his 60th birthday to look forward to! As for the rest of us at
Meir, we are anticipating another major birthday occurring very
soon...
Ode to Norman Dixon
There was a young man from Matlock,
Who got older with each tick of the clock.
He tried sailing and walking,
Writing minutes and talking,
But still reached 50 the old crock!
-

J

D

There is a vacancy in the Basingstoke office for a Trainee
Technician required to support our Transportation Planning
team. Your role will include extensive use of PCs with a
particular emphasis on graphic applications such as Harvard
Graphics, Autocad and Freehand. You will also assist in the
preparation of detailed designs and documents, as well as other
routine office duties.
Probably aged around 20, you should be studying for, or
already hold, a Civil Engineering BTEC NC/ND with the aim
of progressing to HNCIHND level and Incorporated Engineer
status. You will need to be computer literate and a knowledge
of Excel is desirable. You should be flexible in your approach
to work and be quick at taking on new challenges.
Those interested in this position should contact Sally Mason
in Basingstoke, ext 210, having first spoken to your Section
Head.

Idea of tfe WeeI

From Alan Morton [Basingsioke]:
Probably the most important employee benefit to all staff (apart
from salary) is the provision of pensions. Unfortunately for
most employees this is often the least understood benefit,
although there is the Employee Guide giving basic details of
the rules.
My Idea of the Week is to suggest that the RDB&S Trustees
consider doing an ‘Occasional Paper’ in the form of a short
report on some topic, items of news, or specific information,
say 3 or 4 times a year, to keep members better informed. It
could be circulated via Scouhight.
Suggested areas to cover might include membership spread
across the group (by business, age, length of membership,
employee/deferred member/pensioner percentages etc);
highlights of latest legislation; trustees’ views/future plans on
such things as investment strategy and inclusion of employeenominated trustees; financial status of fund and how it
compares to minimum funding levels: brief comments from
actuarial reports, and so on.
As the Government moves ever more towards a climate
where individuals are expected to become more and more self
sufficient in funding their old age, I believe that pensions will
become increasingly important to us all over the coming years.
Therefore we all need to take a greater interest, and what better
way than the employer/Trustee Board providing necessary and
(hopefully) interesting facts, figures and their views on
pensions-related issues now and then?
From Lawrence Reddaway [SWK Vietnam]:
Being on the receiving end of a number of SWK faxes, I think I
am in an excellent position to suggest the following
improvements to the header sheet:
• Enlarge the address, telephone and fax numbers (currently
so small they are frequently illegible after the traumatic
faxing process)
• Delete ‘facsimile transmission’ obvious, and a waste of
space
• Delete ‘if you do not receive complete message please
telephone 01256 461161’ it’s obvious!
-

-
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From Tanya Ball [BasingstokeJ:
I don’t believe in statistics, but it is generally accepted that
fitter people are healthier people, and consequently spend less
time off work as a result of sickness. I know informally of a
number of colleagues at Scott House who, without being
irremediably-fanatically-but-blissfully-obsessed athletes like
myself, would indulge in some regular exercise fitted around
their working day (eg, cycling to and from work, or going for a
jog at lunchtime), if it weren’t for the fact that there are no
generally available shower facilities available at the office. My
suggestion, therefore, would be for the Directors to consider
converting one of the cubicles in the ground floor ladies’ and
gents’ toilets into showers, together with a slight rearrangement
of the adjoining space to accommodate a changing area. The
Firm would therefore be seen to actively support and promote a
greater health awareness among its own people.

anti t/ie Rcp(y of tli.e Week

From John Bean [Basingstoke]:
Roy Burley’s question (‘What’s On Your Mind?’, Issue 48) on
the update of the Actuarial Assumptions underlying the AVC
calculations are timely in that we are in the throes of preparing
a special Scottlight article dealing with changes to the
administration of the Pension Fund, which we believe will
bring benefits both to members and the Company.
As part of this overall exercise, these numbers will be
reviewed. However, it is worthwhile pointing out that:
a) Actuarial Assumptions are based very firmly on long term
expectations (as is pointed out in the notes to the AVC
arrangements), and
b) that it is not so much the absolute levels of the percentages
to which Roy refers but rather the relationship between them
which is actuarially significant.
Finally, I would mention that the percentages used are, as
explained in the notes, within the current Inland Revenue’s
guidelines.

Date

To Anna Evans (Basingstoke)
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From Phil Green [SWK Iloldings Lid]:
The Directors are pleased to announce the promotion to
Associate status of Chris White (Basingstoke), Corporate
Human Resources Manager, with effect from 1st July.
Chris joined SWK in October 1991 from another firm of
consultants, where he had been Group Training Manager.
Before entering the Human Resources field he enjoyed
engineering with contractors and consultants, both in the UK
and overseas.
On incorporation last year, Chris transferred to SWK
Holdings Ltd to work on various longer term human resource
issues of strategic significance both in Europe and the Group
generally.
Though Chris no longer has a day-to-day role in staff
training and development, he remains available to help and
advise all staff with their career development, particularly
graduates and technicians pursuing their professional
qualifications.
From Peter Innes [Basingstoke]:
The Directors of Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd are
pleased to announce the following promotions, with effect from
1st July:
To Principal Engineer:
David Dales, Peterborough
Mike D’Alton, Basingstoke
Andrew Friedrich, Basingstoke
Roger Hogben, Telford
Steve Hutchinson, Reigate
Peter Simpson, Sheffield
To Principal Engineering Geologist:
Barry Gore, Chesterfield
To Asst Principal Engineer: Martin Austin, Manchester Airport
Roger Dixon, Telford
Cohn Dutton, Telford
David Sharples, London
Graham Thompson, Peterhorough
To Assistant Principal Environmental Systems Analyst:
Richard Metcalfe, Basingstoke
To Senior flydrogeologist: Mike Jones, Basingstoke
To Snr Chartered Engineer: Steve Hodgetts, Chesterfield
To Senior Ecologist:
Mick Hall, Abingdun
To Senior Environmental Systems Analyst:
Kevin McPherson, Basingstoke
Doric Tong, Basingstoke
To Senior Technician:
Stuart Williams, Telford
To Technician:
Joanne Radley, Sheffield
To Snr Personnel Assistant: Caz Spencer, Basingstoke
To External Training Asst: Debra Power, Basingstoke
To Librarian:
Alison Knowles, Basingstoke
To Secretary:
Debbie Fenton, Chcsterlield
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From Salaries Dept [Basingstoke]:
After the recent issue of copies of the PT ID expenses returns to
eligible members of staff, it has been discovered that due to
printing errors (double sided copier) the reverse side of the
form does not necessarily marry up.
In view of this a new issue will be macic in due course.
From Peter Frankham /London/:
There will he a Business Culture Training Seminar/Workshop
at Scott House on Wednesday 17th July. Located in conference
room 2A/2B, it will run from 12:00 2:(X)pm and will concern
business in Russia. It will focus on how business counterparts
behave and function in Russia and will be conducted by Dr J
Kettle-Williams of Polyglot Solutions. I have heard him speak,
and it promises to he quite entertaining.
Places at the Seminar/Workshop are limited, so please let
me (or Janet in London) know if you want to attend.
-

From Anna Evans /Basingstoke/:
• The deadline for the British Consultants of the Year Awards
is fast approaching, as entries need to he submitted by Friday
19th July. Please let me know on ext 297 if you would like an
entry form.
• The John Barrett Prize, which is administered by the
Institution of Structural Engineers Educational Trust, was
established to encourage young engineers at the beginning of
their careers. Four prizes will be awarded in 1996, with a
maximum value of £200, of which £50 will be in book tokens.
The deadline for entries is Saturday 31st August. Please
contact me if you would like further details.
Also from Anna:
Would all recipients of the New Commissions list for May
1996 please note that the Aktau Port Reconstruction project in
Kazakhstan (Job number DAEERZ) should not have appeared
on the promotional jobs list. This number has now been
allocated to another, unrelated, promotional job.
The fax number br SWK Thailand is now:
+( 2 254 4205.
‘I R\Vli. \RR\\(W>IENFS

Traveller
Date
Ralph Cobham
29th July-l6th August
I-long Kong
Russ Canning I7th-25th July
Malaysia
Russ Canning9th July
Mongolia
Lindsay Thomas
7th-3 1st July
Pakistan (Karachi) Don Wootion 8th- 13th July*
provisional hooking
Country

Egypt
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From Bob Ballard fBa,ving.vtoke/:
The Project Management division has been appointed by the
Ministry of Defence to manage the replacement of the entire
water distribution system at Bassinghourn Barracks, near
Cambridge, with a new supply. Whilst most of the construction
work will be underground, one aspect to tax the ingenuity of
project manager David South will be how to organise the
demolition of a 35m high water tower, without damaging anr
of the offices located immediately around it! The fee scale is B.
From Graeme Thompson /PlymoI1lh/:
The Plymouth office has recently been involved in a detailed
condition survey of number 10 dry dock facility in Devonport
Royal Dockyard. The work consisted of a visual inspection and
photographic defect survey of the 16m deep x 45m wide x
235m long dock, which was built around 1905.
Among the survey work required was a vertical alignment
check on the two 16m high x 30m long granite entrance walls.
More specialised work was required to carry out inspections of
the two flooding culverts used to fill the dock, one of which had
not been entered since 1906. Both of the culverLs were
Category A confined spaces, which required a strict permit to
enter system, and only fully-trained personnel were allowed to
go in. The larger of the two culverts was a 6’ diameter cast iron
cylinder at the bottom of a 2Cm deep shaft. It could only he
entered with the use of full breathing apparatus. This was due
to high levels of hydrogen sulphide being present in the shaft
and cylinder. I was the one who carried out most of the
condition survey, including all the confined space work!
If anr’ other office has a need for staff trained in working in
confined spaces and the use of full breathing apparatus, then
Plymouth would be pleased to help.
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\orrhainpton. enti tied: Monitoring of Performance”. Two
dur s later at the ICE mr presentation on “Pavement EvaluatIon
Procedures” formed part of i one day course jointly organised
by Professor Stephen Brown (a Director of SW K(PIi) and
Consultant to SWK ) and myself.
Four weeks later and 6.000 miles away in Kuala Lumpur
the topic of my paper was “The Importance of Performance
Related Material Testing in Pavement Engineering” at the
Second Malaysian Roads Conference. Co-authors were
Richard Elliott of SWK PE) and John Read from the University
of Nottingham.
At the same time Francis Chan was talking about
“Evaluation of Concrete Pavements” at the British Cement
Association course on Assessment, Maintenance and Repair of
Concrete Road and Airfield Pavements.
Richard Elliott also presented a paper on ‘‘The Use of
Performance Related Materials Testing to Control Rutting on
Poland’s Roads” in Kielce at the 2nd International Conference,
Durable and Sale Road Pavements, May I 9%,
The next hew months will be quieter, hut SWK PEt will
continue ‘.‘. oh its regular programme of one—day courses in
autumn and winter. Those interested should contact Isobel
Belton on 1(115 022 (1) )9s
() tiara / CIa’. cowl:
The restoration of the Glasgow offices marches on, and this
month sa’.’. the completion of the two principal ground floor
rooms of 0 Park Circus. Under the watchful eye of JH11
McCaff’ert and myself, these rxms have been completely
refurbished and restored to their original Victorian splendour,
while incorporating the needs of the 21st century. During the
‘. orks several remarkable discoveries were made:
The two rooms in question were connected by an open
arch’.’. ar which the ‘old timers’ in the Company remember as
having a glass mull panel with a door. However, a few tell—tale
signs and curiosity led to the removal of timber side facing
panels, revealing two sliding doors each about I 3m x 3m. One
side of each door ‘.‘.as intricately painted up in gold, depicting
flowers, urns and lined artwork. These have been restored,
brass runners replaced and are now fully operational. It is
thought that the doors remained hidden for some 40-50 years.
• The Oracle A listed ceiling of the front room was
painstakinclr restored using craftsmen with skills from a
hr gone age. The same style 01 art’.’. ork as depicted on the
cci line was discovered as a f’riete covered h paint. Part of this
as restored and remains on permanent displar
• To facilitate the installation of service cahles, a door facing
‘.‘. as remo’. ed and ilus revealed fragments ol newspaper which
had ohviouslr been used as packmn between the timber and the
\‘. all
This suggests that time changes nothing and on
Wednesday 2th July I X5 some disgruntled painter cursed the
workmanship of his hello’., tradesmen and rammed his
nc.’. spapcr into the caps. The tragmenLs reveal the paper to be
/ be /)jj/ Bu//in and i/mi (1a,’.cow \‘.‘ws which, following
encjil I ru’’. appears to he the onlr cops in existence (This paper
,is oil B puhi ishcif between I X55 and I 0 I
RL’acf nc through the te \ t a letter ‘.‘. ri tten to the editor stands
Out as test niionr to the C las’.’. egians ahi Ii ty to enjoy the
traditional (ilasco’.’. Fair holiday. It is entitled The Police
Again! awl concerns a puhl can ‘.‘. ho had been fined £5 for
:)a1iIting t’.’. o men “to the eli usion of blood and inpu”, The
:uithor i:nl oh’. iouslv interacted ‘.. ith the local constabulary in
From ‘iinv

‘.‘.

From Robert 4rmitae /.S B K PE,/:
The last couple of months have been a busy time for S\\ K PL
staff, v. ho have presented a number of papers at a range of
conferences and workshops. etc.

(

‘

-

On Wednesday 15th Mar I presented a paper at the Intiiute
of Asphalt Technology’s Asphalt Paving C’onl erence in

the past and claimed he was the subject of police harassment.
He describes the events leading up to his involvement thus:
“On the 19th current, being Glasgow Fair time, nine young
men, evidently on the ‘spree’, paid a visit to my premises,
situated in Saitmarket, adjacent to the Green. They called for
and drunk four quarts of ale, being about a pint each. Having
done so they began breaking the glasses and measures and
creating uproar. The waiter went into the room where they
were and demanded payment for what they had broken and
bidding them to depart withoutfitrther noise. They replied by
assaulting him violently. Another waiter, hearing the noise
came in to assist and he was also immediately attacked...”
Not a lot changes in 130 years.

‘f congratulations!
Congratulations are due to the following people who have been
successful in the Spring Professional Reviews of the ICE:
Chartered Engineers (Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Lid):
Shani Flint, Basingstoke
Martin Love, Southampton
Janet Nelson, Basildon
Incorporated Engineer (Scott Wilson IDG Lid):
David Rollo, Glasgow.
Well done to all!

Moves-*-* Moves-i
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LEAVERS:

Helen Baker, currently on maternity leave from the Abingdon
office, will not he returning to work and officially leaves on 7th
July.

SOftTS & SOCIALS
From Tom Brvson [Scott Wilson IDGJ:
The banks of Loch Lomond were the scene of a pioneering new
joint venture on 22nd June, when Scott Wilson IDG joined
forces with their colleagues from SWK Scotland to enjoy a
family barbecue in glorious summer weather.
Risking all manner of organisational complications, Ritchie
Adam of IDG broke with the tradition of ten previous IDG
summer barbecues and invited, en masse, the troops from
across the city; and what a fine time was had by all.
Under Ritchie’s strict control of operations, a grand
selection of barbecue fayre was dished up to the 22 SWK and
IDG staff, their partners, children and friends.
General relaxation, sunbathing and other leisurely pursuits
were only temporarily interrupted by the introduction of a game
of rounders on the shore. Probably through weight of numbers,
namely grown-up kids versus normal kids, SWK claimed
victory in this particular escapade, but then perhaps IDG could
afford to be magnanimous following events on the golf course
the previous afternoon...!

Moves-A.- Moves

©

NEW STAFF:

Gillian Freemantle, Senior Secretary/PA with Scott Neale,
started in Basingstoke on 1st July.
M&E in London welcomes Kerry Bugg, who joins them as a
Secretary/Office Administrator.
Michael Metheringham (younger brother of Steve based in
Chesterfield), joined the team working on the Al Am Town
Centre project as Resident Engineer.
TRANSFERS:

Nick Motiram transferred on 1st July from SWRC in
Manchester to Ahingdon.
Chris Ford moved from Croydon back to Basingstoke, also on
1st July.
Oliver Greenwood and Peter Newman have swapped locations
as of 1st July: Oliver is now at Derby Southern Bypass and
Peter is taking his place in the Airports section in Basingstoke.
From Peter Newman [BasingsiokeJ:
I would like to say goodbye and thanks for an enjoyable year to
everybody at Derby Souihern Bypass. Sorry I couldn’t see you
all personally.
My rapid transfer to the Airports section in Basingstoke
came as a surprise to everybody last Wednesday! Thanks to
Sally Mason and Jill Postlethwaite for all their efforts in
finalising the transfer, a direct swap with Oliver Greenwood.
I am currently seeking a room to rent in the Basingstoke or
Reading areas. If you can help, please contact me on ext 296.

An experienced MOSS Design Engineer is required URGENTLY
for an 8 month assignment in Viewam, with visits to
Cambodia, to work on the Ho Chi Minh City to Phnom Penh
Highway. Experience with ProMOSS and PaveMOSS would
be an advantage, and some previous overseas experience is
desirable. The earliest start date is 25th July and the candidate
would he based in Ho Chi Minh City. This position was
previously held by Alec Patterson, who is moving to
Mozambique as Team Leader for another project.
Please contact Eddie Foster in Basingstoke, ext 308, if you
are interested.
An opportunity exists for a Graduate to join the Project
Management section in Basingstoke. Working as an assistant
to a senior project manager, the position provides the
opportunity to gain experience in basic project management
skills and techniques as well as participating in marketing
activities. Candidates should possess a wide-ranging interest in
management and an enthusiasm to learn from their experiences.
The position also demands a degree of flexibility, both in terms
of the work to be undertaken and the working location.
Those interested should contact Steve Brundle
(Basinizsloke. ext 53t.
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From Mike Broi’n [SWK(M& E)J:
John Tubman in Issue 50 complains about the problems caused
by the plethora of JT initials. He has no problem by
comparison. Spare a thought br SWK(M&E): we occupy a
continued overleaf...

quarter of the second floor at Scott House and in that area are
two Michael J Browns who are continually receiving each
other’s telephone calls. The ultimate mistake happened this
month when we received the wrong pay advice slips due to the
Salaries Department having incorrectly attached the Inland
Revenue benefits form. It is surprising that there are only two
Browns in Scott House, but why did they both have to be in the
same department with the same initials??!

From Martin Wheeler [Basin gstokeJ:
John Tubman’s problems with initials (Scoulight Issue 50) was
a good example of the reasons why I suggested adding initials
to the telephone list (Sco alight Issue 36). This is done in Hong
Kong and allows each newcomer to choose initials that don’t
clash. Everybody can then ensure distribution and circulation
works efficiently without having to write full names.
From Terry Rhoads [Basin gstokeJ:
I second Tanya Ball’s suggestion last week that the Firm
provide showers for the staff so that we can go jogging in the
lunch hours. This is probably the only company in Basing
View which does not provide sports facilities for its staff.

As promised, Scottlight presents a round-up of opinion
concerning Steve Vincent’s suggestions regarding (a) the use of
Berk House office space for workshops and seminars, and (b)
the extension of working hours and contributions towards
training.
a) There was not a huge response to Steve’s suggested uses for
Berk House, although one person commented: “Following my
eviction from pre-booked office facilities on two separate
occasions this week, perhaps spare office space at Berk House
could be used to supplement the considerably overstretched
meeting facilities at Scott house.”
b) The response to extending working hours and giving up half
a pay rise towards training costs, however, was fairly heated!
Steve’s suggestions were met with a distinct lack of
enthusiasm. The general consensus was that people have
responsibilities outside of work, and like to make the most of
their own time. Also, staff feel they earn any rise they receive,
and would prefer to use it to cope with the ever-rising cost of
living.

Dart.

To Anna Evans (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue

(You do not have to fill in this part

Following axe a few comments from those of you who put
down your thoughLs in writing:
“I wonder if Steve Vincent has really thougut through his
idea to increase the working week to 40 hours and halve each
future pay rise that we tnight he given in the year.s ahead? Is
his suggestion aimed only at technical staff, or are admin and
other S14’K service personnel to be included? If so, what
benefits would they expect to see from this scheme? If they are
not to be included, are we to become a two tier finn?
“Many of us already work more than our standard number
of hours for no additional pay, as well a.c increasing our
professional knowledge in our own time... Apparently fatnilies
today are suffering far more than ever before as a result of the
pressure put on breadwinners to work harder, for a greater
number of hours.
“Time lost by companies through staff taking sick leave due
to stress-related illnesses has risen by 500% over the last 40
years. Do we really want to continue this upward spiral?”
“...sorne of us have homes to run and families to look after...
those of us at the lower end of the pay scale have enough fun
balancing our budgets as it is without volunteering to give
portions of our salary away!”
“I do not feel that a correlation can be proved between time
recorded as doing nothing and level of coinmiunent and
morale. There are parts ofthefirm where morale is low
because there is too much work and the working process is one
of continuous panic management. Many people with low
commitment are pretty adept at making their work expand to
meet the time available.
“I know a l,etter method of measuring morale and
commitment. It is known as talking... I know it only gives a
subjective view, involves using time ‘unproducuvely’ and
doesn’t u,re a computer, but it is worth a try. Of course, the
extra 2’/2 hours could he usedfor operating the same procedure
with your nearest and dearest.”
And lastly, also received was a ditty to be sung to the tune
of ‘Good King Wenceslas’:
The time sheet policeman last looked out
On the Vincent Stephen.
Brightly shone his forty hours,
Neat and crisp and even.
But there’s something far amiss,
Where’s his other twenty?
Come to Glasgow for ideas,
We’ve got more than plenty!
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ALL STAFF!”

From Jim McCafferty [Glasgow]:
The Directors of Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co (Scotland) Ltd
are pleased to announce the following promotions, with effect
from 1st July:
To Principal Engineer: Andrew Aikman
Susan Briggs
Robert Clegg
Alan Frew
Kenny O’Hara
To Assistant Principal Engineer: Duncan MacKillop
To Senior Chartered Engineer: Stephen Bradley
Norrie Kitson
To Senior Technician: Bruce Johnston
From John Bickerdike [Basingstoke]:
The decision has been made to wind up the subsidiary firm of
Scott Wilson CDM. As most people will know the firm has
been a cooperation in the environmental sector between SWK
and the American firm of Camp Dresser & McKee (CDM).
CDM has recently taken equity in Associated Consulting
Engineers (ACE) of Jordan, who in turn own the UK practice
of Sir Frederick Snow & Partners. It is therefore not feasible
for CDM to continue to be involved with Scott Wilson CDM.
Over the last three to four years Scott Wilson CDM has
carried out 45 jobs ranging in value from £300 to £160,000.
Although most projects have been in the UK, some have also
been located as far afield as Bangkok, Lithuania, France and
South Korea. The association has introduced SWK to a much
wider range of projects and clients, and the experience gained
has strengthened, very significantly, SWK’s track record in
many areas.
All current contracts are being assigned to SWK and all
marketing on behalf of Scott Wilson CDM should cease with
immediate effect. If staff have any queries they should contact
Peter Guthrie (Basingstoke, ext 313) or myself (ext 220).
From Dave Rawlinson [Basingstoke]:
Having joined SWK several months ago, one of my
responsibilities is to expand the acoustics work in the company.
It has become apparent that there are quite a few people in the
SWK ‘empire’ who have been involved in acoustics, noise and
vibration work to varying degrees. Their experience may have
been only very brief and involved one or two projects; in the
case of the Telford office, Paul Kingston and Jeremy Hurlstone
have been expanding their work into other areas. We need to
draw the existing experience together, to make people more
aware of the existing skills within the company and to provide
more guidance on where there is scope to expand the range of
work. Many of our competitors have self-supporting acoustics
groups drawn from consultants located in different offices.

-
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There is no reason why SWK cannot support a similar
organisation.
Over the last 6 weeks I have been contacting people in
Basingstoke and other offices to introduce myself, identify
those in the company with existing acoustics skills and to
explore areas where there might be an overlap of interest. It is
likely that I have missed out some useful contacts. If you are
one of those people I have missed, either in the UK or other
countries, would you please contact me for a chat (ext 307).
From Richard Levett [Basingstoke]:
HRD in Basingstoke has begun establishing a library of SWK
prepared training presentation material. A lot of staff time is
involved in preparing this material and I would request that one
copy in either hard copy or disk form be passed to HRD. A list
of presentation material will then be made available to staff on
request.
Our present stock includes material prepared for ongoing
courses with Crown Agents, which covers management,
technical design and environmental issues, conferences in the
former Soviet Union and Vietnam training courses. The library
also includes limited maritime presentation material. Some
material is available in Russian and English.
From Alan Morton [Basingstoke]:
When an employee joins the SWK Pension Scheme it is usual
practice to complete and send in a ‘Nomination Form’
indicating to which of their dependants they wish the Trustees
to distribute benefits and in what proportion, in the event of the
employee’s untimely death.
However, all permanent staff employed by SWK UK who
are not a member of the SWK Pension Scheme or the Railways
Pension Scheme are covered (at the employer’s cost) for life
assurance. Hence, these individuals may also complete a
Nomination Form to express their wishes so that, in the
unfortunate event of it arising, the Trustees can take these
views into account when decisions have to be made as to whom
death benefit would be paid. Blank forms can be obtained from
Personnel, as required.
From Alec Patterson [CambodiaJ:
There are regular couriers to both the SWK office in Cambodia
and SWK’s Project Office in Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC):
please contact Eddie Foster in Basingstoke (ext 308) for
information. The fax numbers for these offices are as follows:Cambodia project office: ÷85523 724113
HCMC project office:
+848 841 3547
From Isobel Belton [SWK(PE)]:
SWK Pavement Engineering Ltd (UK) now has its own
confidential, for internal use only, e-mail address:
INTERNET: 106 147.25@compuserve.com

continued overleaf...

This is different from SWK Pavement Engineering Inc (USA),
which is still:
73051 .3552@compuserve.com
We are currently looking into other service providers and expect to
have a ‘common’ address for general use which will be added
to our letterhead and marketing material in the near future.
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

Country
Malaysia (KLfKota
Kinabalu
Malaysia
Turkey

Traveller

Date

Stuart Coventry
John Bashforth
Richard Cooper

7th-23rd July
14th July (8 mths)
14th-l9th July

From fake Piper [SWRC Abingdon]:
During the past 2 weeks, Andy McNab, Martin Birt and I have
been accompanying a party of 22 Chinese planners on a study
tour looking at British environmental management practice.
The group has visited ABA Technology, the Environment
Agency, a landfill site, a drinking water monitoring laboratory
and a waste water treatment plant, amongst other facilities.
They have stayed some nights in an Oxford ladies’ college (St
Hilda’s) and also in Cardiff, Liverpool and Bradford.
We have learned quite a lot about the dietary and
accommodation preferences of our visitors and have been
pleased by their attentiveness and satisfaction with the range of
seminars and visits provided. We were fortunate in finding
Lujan Liu to act as interpreter for the visits he has done a
wonderful job translating such concepts as ‘void ratio’ and
‘layer benchmark’ without blinking. This tour has taken place
as part of the ODA-financed Coastal Zones environmental
enhancement (COZEE) project; more study tours are planned
over the next 2 years.
-
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From David Cragg [Chesterfield]:
SWK, working as Scott Wilson CDM, has recently provided
expert witnesses for the Environment Agency, in the successful
prosecution of a civils contractor who caused diesel pollution of
a river in Derbyshire after he damaged a buried fuel pipe.
Although I managed the project, the key expertise was provided
by Stephen Booth (Basingstoke) on hydrogeology and John
DeVine (University of Sheffield) who is a metallurgist. After
the successful court hearing, which required both Stephen and
John to give evidence, the client was unstinting in his praise of
their expert witness reports and their ‘brilliant’ performances
under cross-examination. Stephen says he found the court
hearing ‘an ordeal’ but he can expect further invitations to such
proceedings after this!
From Jerome Munro-Lafon [Basin gstoke]:
Last August, SWK (Engineering, Environment and Traffic), in
association with MVA (Passenger Forecasting), Prideaux &
Associates (Railway Operations) and Babcock & Brown
(Finance), was commissioned to investigate proposals to study
the public transport access to the major (and some of the minor)
airports around London. The study group reported bimonthly
to a Steering Group representing 14 of the interested parties,
which was actively chaired by the transport minister, Stephen
Norris.
The study team established several innovative schemes in a
highly political atmosphere, made especially volatile by the
impending Terminal 5 inquiry. Several of our schemes have
been picked up by third parties already: Virgin (as reported in
the Sunday papers) has expressed an interest in the concept of a
direct link between Heathrow, the City and Gatwick Airport.
Thanks to some excellent work by the Railways Group in
Basingstoke (Ajay Gundecha, Simon White and Amanda
Hutson), led by John Gibbon who also coordinated the input
from several sub-consultants including MainLine the draft
final report has been submitted to the Steering Committee for
its comments all within the original tiinescale, despite the
inclusion of significant extra work.
The Final Report is due to be issued by the end of July and
is likely to be one of the more important documents to be used
during the public inquiry into the surface access to Heathrow
Terminal 5.
-

-
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From Mick Hall [SWRC Abingdon]:
Following the code of best practice for the construction of a
golf course recently produced by SWRC to ensure that mating
glow worms are undisturbed by the construction activity,
SWRC finds itself once more at the cutting edge of ecology!
The very first construction works for the Channel Tunnel Rail
Link have now been completed by SWRC, and London and
Continental Railways are now the proud owners of an artificial
badger sett.
Under the Protection of Badgers Act 1992 it is an offence to
kill or injure a badger, or to obstruct, damage or destroy a
badger sett. Four years’ of surveys along the 108km rail link
have been completed to identify setts and to assess the effects
of the CTRL on badgers. A total of 121 setts have been
located. Licences will need to be obtained before these setts
can be destroyed to make way for the rail link, and a condition
for removing a ‘main’ or ‘breeding’ sett is often to provide an
artificial sett. A total of 5 artificial sells will need to be
provided prior to the construction of the rail link, all of which
should be completed at least a year before the original setts are
closed.
Artificial badger setts consist of chambers (0.36m
2 by
450mm high) made from wooden half-round posts arranged
along a backbone of single-skin flexible pipes (360mm
diameter), which also form the entrances to the sett. The roof
of the chambers is made from exterior grade plyboard and the
floor from bark chippings mixed with soil. The whole structure
is partially sunk into the ground and mounded with earth to
blend with the local land form. Care has to be taken to ensure
that the artificial setts do not become flooded, since pool
attendants are not provided for the badgers!
Should anybody want to know more about badgers or other
protected species, please contact me.
From David Dawson [MainLine]:
MainLine has been awarded major contracts by Terry Farrell &
Partners for topographical and services surveys at London
Bridge Station. The surveys are required for use by the design
teams (including MainLine) participating in the London Bridge
Station Development, to accommodate Thameslink 2000.
The work will be carried out by our surveyors and M&E
staff. The project leader is Dave Faulkner and the value of the
work is scale B.
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From Alan Brookes [Mascoit]:
We have reached an important stage in our work on the Master
Plan Study for the Omo Gibe River Basin in Ethiopia, and I
would like to tell Scoulight readers about ii
The US$7 million study is led by main consultant Richard
Woodroofe & Associates of Ripon, Yorkshire, and has taken
some 350 months of expert input over 3 years. Mascott has
supplied ‘/ of the input, mainly in hydrogeology, engineering
and GIS but also in anthropology, fisheries, institutional
development and minerals. Procurement services were
provided by SWK Ltd.
2 in area and
The Omo Gibe River Basin is about 79,000 km
situated
in the south-west of Ethiopia. It is approximately
is
550km long and encompasses parts of two National Regional
States (NRSs): Oromiya and the Southern People’s NRS and
has a population of 6.5 million. The Master Plan is required to
give direction to the development process in the Basin over the
next 30 years, optimising the use of the natural resources for
the benefit of the people as a whole.
Over the last 5 days, the 70-strong Steering Committee has
been examining our draft final report and declared on Monday
night that the report was broadly acceptable, and that we could
proceed to produce the Final Report. The member of our team
who were still in Addis Ababa were understandably pleased
with the news and celebrated in fine style. Unfortunately
SWK’s Project Manager Jim Baldwin, who has borne the brunt
of the management for Mascott, was unable to be present, but
we were thinking of him as we celebrated!
It now remains for the two companies to make the
modifications to the Final Report which were requested by the
Steering Committee, produce the maps required and present the
client with a Master Plan which will be used extensively by
many organisations, individuals and companies over the years
to come.
From Richard Heard [Te(ford]:
SWK has been appointed by Birmingham International Airport
to design and project manage a series of proposed
improvements to the Airport’s main runway. The works will
include the resurfacing of the southern half of the runway with
a Marshall Asphalt overlay, the paving of the currently grassed
runway shoulders and the construction of a new Rapid Exit
Taxiway. The works will be carried out during a series of night
time possessions in the 1997/98 off peak winter season.
Volunteer insomniacs will be sought for the site supervision
later next year!
SWK will be responsible for the preliminary and detail
design of the works and will also advise as to procurement
options and contract forms. A cost benefit analysis will be
carried out at an early stage to determine the optimum duration
of nightly closures of the runway. We will also assist with the
liaison and approvals process with the Safety Regulation Group
of the Civil Aviation Authority. Fees (excluding the site
supervision) are scale B.
This latest appointment for SWK follows long-running
commissions to provide engineering, traffic and environmental
advice to Birmingham International Airport regarding the
proposals for expansion of the Main Terminal, and Eurohub
recently granted planning permission.
From Harold Insley [Hong Kong]:
Here is a follow-up to my report two weeks ago on bridges
inspections in the Philippines...

Our last week in Manila saw us break all records by looking
at 20 bridges in one morning, including one of the worst
bridges we came across (we cheated a bit here because we had
seen this bridge before). It is fair to say that there were holes in
the deck of this particular bridge which a person could have
fallen through (Steve Metheringham excepted): beams were
cracked and displaced, and abutments were in a perilous state.
The hole in the deck was ‘protected’ by an oil drum and some
banana leaves! On the same road we also saw some bridges
which got a clean bill of health, other than a coat of paint being
recommended for the steelwork. Perhaps the fact that this road
runs inside the crater of an old volcano may have affected the
speed of our journey!
Talking of health, we perhaps should have brought a
medical doctor with us (Dr Ansell’s skills are in other areas) I
needed a course of antibiotics because of a sore throat; and I
think everybody else suffered ‘Manila Belly’ at one time or
another, except David Bovill who is made of tougher stuff!
One member of our team (and my lips are sealed as to this
person’s name) was constipated for nearly a week! The
newspapers recorded an earthquake in the northern part of the
Philippines towards the end of this period!
I left Manila for Hong Kong last Sunday morning and got
an excellent view of another volcanic crater, that of Mount
Pinatubo, which caused so much destruction in the Philippines
when it erupted in 1991. It is estimated that some 7 million
2 of volcanic ash were thrown up by the eruption; and even
km
in 1996, ash is still being washed down the mountain side and
causing devastation to the communities that line the rivers
leading to the sea. Massive dykes have been constructed
recently to direct the flow of this semi-liquid ash safely away
from populated areas.
Whilst in Manila, the consultancy agreement for the Baguio
Banawe
Road Rehabilitation was signed by the group of four
to
firms (led by BCEOM including SWK) who have been
successful in winning this job (well done Tim Hunt and Gareth
Hearn). We are now waiting for the Department of Public
Works and Highways to sign on behalf of the Philippines
Government. Once the consultancy becomes effective, we
expect the first staff to be mobilised in late July or early
August, with the majority of staff coming from SWK UK.
-

Congratulations! * *
From Bruce Johnston [Glasgow]:
Congratulations to Lyn Clark, Technician, who recently passed
her HNC in Civil Engineering at Stow College, Glasgow. Lyn
is now progressing towards her TPR with her submission to
completed before the end of August. The boys from Room 6
No 6 Park Circus wish her well.
Well done to Peter (Paddy) Adams, Grant Findlay and Denise
Ritchie. who have all passed their ICE CPR examinations to
become MICE.
From David Dawson [MainLine]:
Congratulations to Dick Watts and Phil Shepherd at MainLine
on the presentation of their paper about Heathrow Express to
the seminar held in Hong Kong as part of the ICE International
Conference Exporail (Asia) 1996 on 6th June. The very
interesting paper was well received. It is hoped to present a

continued overleaf...

similar paper to the ICE seminar at Infrarail in Manchester on
1st October.
Also from David:
The cool-headedness of Fred Tye and Andy Wilson, both
MainLine, is to be congratulated they helped in the rescue of
an injured man who was working for Triton Welding at
Sudbrook. It appears that there was a failure of the access
equipment, which resulted in the man carrying basket falling
into the water, and against an obstruction at the bottom of the
shaft. The severely injured man was rescued by the emergency
services.
Railtrack MPD record that Fred and Andy “helped
enormously to ensure the entire operation was conducted in a
professional manner.”
-

From Caz Spencer [Basingstoke]:
There will be a theatre trip to see Grease on Wednesday 9th
October. The cost is £17.50. For all SWK employees there
will be a discount of £5, and one other guest of the employee
will also qualify for the same discount. The usual coach from
Scott House will be organised (cost: £4).
Tickets are expected to sell out quickly, so to avoid
disappointment, please call me on ext 209 to reserve your seat
(a £5 deposit will be required).

For Sale & Wanted
£EE
From Ellen Peck [SWRC Manchester]:
Wanted
Does anybody have a Nissan Prairie Ml0 1989 model which
has done approximately 65,000 miles, which they would part
with for £4,000? Please contact me in Manchester (tel: 0161236 8655) if you can help.
-

Move s-

-

Moves-

-*

Move s-

-*

Moves

-

NEW STAFF

Melanie Hayes, who has been working in Basingstoke HRD as
an Admin Assistant on a temporary basis, has been made
permanent with effect from 8th July.
John Beaumont joined the Plymouth office as an Office Junior
on 8th July.

SpOftTS & SOCIALS
From Mavis Johnson [formerly Basingstoke, ret’ dl:
Thank you all very much indeed for the most generous cheque
you gave me on my retirement. As you already know this is
earmarked for a larder fridge which I badly need, and I am
presently having a good look round the shops to find the best
model available.
It was so nice to see everyone again and I must thank you
for the lovely surprise party. The ‘chauffeur’ driven SWK1
(thanks to Bob McGowan and Don), the lovely food (thanks to
Nina) and friends past and present were simply terrific and
helped to make the day such a memorable one and one I shall
treasure for the rest of my life.
Again, my sincere thanks to you all for your generosity and
kindness. I shall miss you all at SWK and hope that perhaps
we shall have the opportunity to meet up again sometime in the
future.
...

From David Dawson [MainLine]:
Mike Thome recently organised a team of 16 to take part in the
London-Brighton cycle ride on Saturday 16th June. The team
left Clapham Common at 10:00am and reached Brighton in
good shape by 6:15pm, in spite of clear blue skies and hot
sunshine all the way! Well done to all who took part: Julian
Hawks, Dominic Howgego, Rob Lewis, Mike Palmer, Mario
Pavan, John Sharpe, Kevin Anderson, Mick Fry, Graham Hill,
Mark Hillyard, Aemonn McNally, Phil Shepherd, Mike Thorne,
Trevor Webb, Andy Wilson and former M&E colleague
Richard Sperring from Railtrack.
The team was supported by drivers Neil Pankhurst and
Richard Bryen (a family friend of Mike Thome).
All funds raised by the 26,000 riders taking part went to the
British Heart Foundation.

©zCA
We are currently seeking to identify suitable Bridge Engineers
to work on a major highway project in the Telford and
Chesterfield offices.
Details of the (currently confidential) project and the work
be
carried out can be obtained from David Johns in the
to
Telford office (ext 262) and Ken Weir (ext 301) or Steve
Hurman (ext 303) in the Chesterfield office.
There are 5 posts to be filled at SCE, CE and GE level.
Expertise in steel design is essential for one of the SCE posts.
Experience in assessing the extent of damage in chloridecontaminated structures and formulating repair strategies is
required, plus experience in investigating post-tensioned
bridges. Basic experience in designing bridge substructures
and their foundations is also required.
The work commences in August with a gradual build-up of
the core design teams in Telford and Chesterfield to match the
construction programme. Subsequently it may be possible to
package work to Basingstoke.
Please advise either Ken Weir or Steve Hurman of your
availability and willingness to work in the Chesterfield or
Telford offices.

(OXcrr’6 cfrq

Yoft Mii?

From David Cragg and Ian Campbell [Chesterfield]:
We think Tanya Bail’s idea of providing shower facilities
(Issue 50) is an excellent one and should be followed up in
other offices. We have people cycling 15 miles to and from
work, jogging, even running the odd 10 miles between Matlock
and Chesterfield (have a look at the local OS map you’ll see
this is no mean feat!) We also have to contend with a more
frequent problem: of visiting land reclamation sites, many of
which are contaminated, and then having to return to complete
the day’s work in the office without having access to adequate
washing facilities. Installing showers in the office would not
only promote greater health awareness, it would also allow full
compliance with health and safety regulations!
-

continued overleaf...

Idea of t1e Wee1

From Richard Leveti [Basingstoke]:
Could we develop Berk House so that SWK can present

commercial courses? We would need to look at the market,
advertise, and, if there was sufficient interest, activate the
course. The main cost is in marketing if we have staff prepared
to present.
From John Campbell [Glasgow]:
Why not commission an SWK calendar (or even produce one
in-house I’m sure the Marketing Department has the
technology).
We must be able to scrape together twelve presentable
photos of aesthetically pleasing SWK projects (any bridge
designed in the Glasgow office would obviously fall into this
category!)
The calendar would be distributed to clients and SWK staff
(perhaps in lieu of a Christmas bonus!) and would undoubtedly
raise the company profile as well as brightening up a few dark
corners in offices across the SWK empire.

• In Issue 43, Oliver Greenwood suggested mounting
Scotilight on the network. Scottlight has been very successful
because it can be read anywhere at any time, and can be taken
home to keep the family in touch with SWK. These advantages
would be lost if it were on the network. Also, I can envisage a
lot of time being spent by all staff logging in to read Scottlight
on a weekly basis. For these reasons it has been decided to
leave Scottlight in its present format.
• Oliver also suggested that an Internet Web page be
introduced for SWK. This is certainly being considered, but is
not at the top of the priority list.

-

Believe it or not, Scottlight is a year old today!
As promised, an index of the first 52 issues is attached. This
will be followed up by smaller indices at the end of each
month.

atieRcp(yoft1ieWeek

From Bob McKiurick [Chesterfield]:
A few replies to some Ideas of the Week:
Comments from Lawrence Reddaway (Issue 50) will be
considered when next printing facsimile forms, particularly in
relation to the very small typeface on the address, phone
number, etc.

To Anna Evans (Basingstoke)
My

Date

\\ //

V

Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

(You do not have to fill in this part fyou do not want to)

Name

LocationS

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoiwd throtiIi to Anna Evans in Basingstoke
by 5pm Monday
This is an SWK Holdings pubcation distruted to all staff in the operating, associated and subsioiary can-panes in the UK and Europe. It is riot for outside circulation.
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Reference: issue number in brackets is followed by issue date
Acoustics expertise
Acquisitions IDG
MainLine
Addresses Bihar Plateau
India
Leipzig
MainLine
Malaysia
Manchester Airport
Mongolia office
Pietermarit2burg
SWK(PE), USA
Tax office
Thailand
Turkey site office
Uniscott
Adjudication
Advances for overseas travel
Air travel bookings
Aqua-Sentry
Asia-Pacific projects
Associates, new
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Award winners Chris Rigby-Jones
SWK Foundation
-

-

(52) 11.07.96
(7a) 21.08.95
(7a) 21.08.95
(23) 07.12.95
(19) 09.11.95
(29) 01.02.96
(9) 31.08.95
(40) 18.04.96
(2) 13.07.95
(11) 14.09.95
(39) 11.04.96
(20) 16.11.95
(44) 16.05.96
(41) 25.04.96
(5) 03.08.95
(27) 18.01.96
(49) 20.06.96
(48) 13.06.96
(25) 04.01.96
(48) 13.06.96
(30) 08.02.96
(50) 27.06.96
(51) 04.07.96
(46) 30.05.96
(45) 23.05.96

Countries overseas
Courier procedure
CRC information unit
CRC/SWK merger
Croydon organisation chart
post
CVs EU-funded projects format
-Hong Kong staff

(27)
(29)
(46)
(Sly)
(38)
(3)
(27)
(30)

18.01.96
01.02.96
30.05.96
09.04.96
04.05.96
20.07.95
18.01.96
08.02.96

Darwin e-mail
Database, MORECS
Dawson, David, telephone
Demolition services
Dept of Transport base contract document
Directors, new, 1996
Directors, visiting office bookings
Document identification

(24)
(7)
(28)
(42)
(37)
(40)
(47)
(25)
(26)
(8)
(20)

14.12.95
17.08.95
25.01.96
02.05.96
28.03.96
18.04.96
06.06.96
04.0 1.96
11.01.96
24.08.95
16.11.95

(39)
(40)
(4)
(24)
(28)
(8)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(18)
(23)
(20)
(30)
(28)
(20)
(43)
(52)
(24)
(21)
(22)
(20)
(20)
(28)
(21)
(10)
(27)
(39)
(27)
(27)
(27)

11.04.96
18.04.96
27.07.95
14.12.95
25.01.96
24.08.95
16.11.95
16.11.95
16.11.95
16.11.95
02.11.95
07.12.95
16.11.95
08.02.96
25.01.96
16.11.95
09.05.96
11.07.96
14.12.95
23.11.95
30.11.95
16.11.95
16.11.95
25.01.95
23.11.95
07.09.95
18.01.96
11.04.96
18.01.96
18.01.96
18.01.96

-

-

-

-

Dubal e-mail
Durban e-mail
EC1 /EC7
Economics group organisation chart
Economics & planning group
E-mail numbers Darwin
Dawson, David
Dubai
Durban
Hong Kong
Johannesburg
Malaysia
Mascott
Melbourne
Mozambique
-

-

Badger protection
Bank holidays
Barrett Byrd Associates
Base contract document (MCHW)
Bihar Plateau address
Billing control
British Airways timesaver tickets
BR offices acquisition

(52)
(29)
(47)
(37)
(23)
(30)
(31)

Cambodia fax
Camera, video availability
Cape Town conference

(52) 11.07.96

-

Cardfile, SWK addresses
Career development
Chris Rigby-Jones award winner
Client references

Coastal engineering organisation chart
Colour photocopying costs
time
Communications
-

-

Computing support

Conference room bookings (Scott House)
Consultants register, European
Coordinators, regional marketing
Countries in Europe
-

11.07.96
01.02.96
06.06.96
28.03.96
07.12.95
08.02.96
15.02.96
(7a) 21.08.95

(30) 08.02.96
(19) 09.11.95
(Sli) 19.12.95
(36) 21.03.96
(Slvii) 14.06.96
(46) 30.05.96
(9) 31.08.95
(30) 08.02.96
(28) 25.01.96
(27) 18.01.96
(Shy) 01.04.96
(25) 04.01.96
(47) 06.06.96
(27) 18.01.96
(2) 13.07.95
(27) 18.01.96

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Nielsen, Martin
Sw1J
SWK Holdings
SWK (PE)
Sydney
usage

Vietnam
Zimbabwe
Employment Agencies Act 1974
Engineering Council registrations
Equipment, health & safety
EU -format CVs
Eurocodes 1 & 7
European Board members
European consultants register
-

-

European countries
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‘Factors Influencing Organisational Risk
Perception’ research paper
Fax numbers Cambodia
Green, Phil
Ho Chi Minh City
India
Leipzig
MainLine
Malaysia
Mongolia office
Pietermaritzburg
SwIJ
SWK(PE), USA
Thailand
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(45)
(52)
(7)
(52)
(19)
(29)
(9)
(42)
(11)
(39)

23.05.96
11.07.96
17.08.95
11.07.96
09.11.95
0 1.02.96
31.08.95
02.05.96
14.09.95
11.04.96

Vietnam
Foundation award winners 96/97
Foundation, SWK

(5) 03.08.95
(20) 16.11.95
(41) 25.04.96
(51) 04.07.96
(24) 14.12.95
(45) 23.05.96
(SIii) 16.02.96

Green, Phil direct telephone

(7)

17.08.95

Health & safety equipment
Highways pollution control
Ho Chi Minh City fax
Holdings e-mail
Holidays, public/bank
Hong Kong e-mail
-staff CVs
Housing Grants, Construction &
Regeneration Bill
NRD training material

(10)
(48)
(52)
(43)
(29)
(20)
(30)

07.09.95
13.06.96
11.07.96
09.05.96
01.02.96
16.11.95
08.02.96

-

-

-

-

MORECS information database
MOSS use

(7)
(27)
(30)
(20)
(30)

17.08.95
18.01.96
08.02.96
16.11.95
08.02.96

(50)
(51)
(40)
(28)
(35)

27.06.96
04.07.96
18.04.96
25.01.96
14.03.96

Orange card holders
(19)
Organisation charts Coastal Engineering
(30)
Croydon
(38)
International Transport Economics Group (40)
Marketing
(34)
Pavement Engineering
(31)
Personnel Dept
(44)
(47)
Overseas countries
(27)
Overseas travel advances
(48)
Overtime
(39)

09.11.95
08.02.96
04.05.96
18.04.96
07.03.96
15.02.96
16.05.96
06.06.96
18.01.96
13.06.96
11.04.96

Mozambique e-mail

New Associates 1996
New Directors 1996
Nielsen, Martin phone
Notice board regulations
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

IDG acquisition
Income tax assessment
office details
India office address
Information Unit (CRC)
Information Unit form
International Transport Economics Group
organisation chart
Internet
-

-

(49) 20.06.96
(52) 11.07.96
(7a)
(21)
(44)
(19)
(46)
(49)

21.08.95
23.11.95
16.05.96
09.11.95
30.05.96
20.06.96

(40) 18.04.96
(21) 23.11.95
(22) 30.11.95

Job numbers, PSL ‘A’
Johannesburg e-mail

(37) 28.03.96
(20) 16.11.95

Leipzig address
Life assurance

(29) 01.02.96
(52) 11.07.96

Malaysia address
e-mail
Manchester Airport address
MainLine acquisition
address
principal contacts
Marketing organisation chart
regional coordinators
Mascott e-mail
MCHW (DoT) base contract document
Media coverage
Melbourne e-mail
Membership Directory of Survey Assoc
Mongolia office address & contact numbers

(40)
(20)
(2)
(7a)
(9)
(9)
(34)
(2)
(18)
(37)
(47)
(23)
(49)
(11)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

18.04.96
16.11.95
13.07.95
21.08.95
31.08.95
31.08.95
07.03.96
13.07.95
02.11.95
28.03.96
06.06.96
07.12.95
20.06.96
14.09.9 5

Pathways for Progress
Pavement Engineering organisation chart
UK e-mail
USA address & numbers
Paving, slip form
PDS’s
Personal Track Safety, trained staff
Personnel Dept organisation chart
Photocopying, colour costs
time
Pietermaritzburg address
Planning & economics group
Post to Croydon
Press relations
Press releases
Printing forms
Project description sheets
Projects in Asia-Pacific
Promotions 1996
PSL ‘A’ job numbers
PTS, trained staff
Public holidays
Purchase Order (External Printing) forms

(Slvii)14.06.96
(31) 15.02.96
(52) 11.07.96
(20) 16.11.95
(44) 16.05.96
(40) 18.04.96
(19) 09.11.95
(44) 16.05.96
(47) 06.06.96
(28) 25.01.96
(27) 18.01.96
(39) 11.04.96
(4) 27.07.95
(3) 20.07.95
(47) 06.06.96
(14) 05.10.95
(6) 10.08.95
(40) 18.04.96
(30) 08.02.96
(51) 04.07.96
(37) 28.03.96
(19) 09.11.95
(29) 01.02.96
(6) 10.08.95

Qatar visas
Questionnaire results

(39) 11.04.96
(28) 25.01.96

Readers’ Survey results
Reduction of wordperfect text
References, client
Regional marketing coordinators
Reinforcement, T40, problems
Research paper ‘Factors Influencing
Organisational Risk Perception’
@RISK programme

(28)
(3)
(9)
(2)
(45)

(45) 23.05.96
(44) 16.05.96

Scottlighi questionnaire results
terms of reference

(28) 25.01.96
(33) 29.02.96

-

-

-

-

-

25.01.96
20.07.95
31.08.95
13.07.95
23.05.96

-

-

-
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Scrap paper collection
Self assessment (income tax)
Sick leave procedure

Slip form paving
Special Issues BR acquisitions
Cape Town
Communications
Pathways for Progress
Rigby-Jones, Chris
SWK Foundation
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SWRC

Vietnamese visitors
Special Projects Group
Sports & Remedial Massage therapy
SPSS software
SWIJ contact numbers
e-mail
SWK/CRC merger
SWK Foundation
SWK Foundation award winners 96/97
SWK Holdings e-mail
SWK (India) office address
SWK(PE) USA address
organisation chart
SWRC infomiation unit
SWRC Information Unit form
Sydney e-mail
-

-

-

-

-

T40 reinforcement pmblems
Tax assessment
Tax office details
Telephone numbers PA Green
India office
Leipzig
MainLine
Malaysia
-Mongolia
Pietermaritzburg
SWIJ
SWK(PE), USA
Tax office
Thailand
Vietnam
Terms of Reference, Scottlight
Text reducing on Wordperfect
Thailand address

(11) 14.09.95
(21) 23.11.95
(28) 25.01.96
(30) 08.02.96
(31) 15.02.96
(44) 16.05.96
(7a) 2 1.08.95
(Sli) 19.12.95
(SIiv)01.04.96
(Slvii)14.06.96
(16a)20.10.95
(SIii)16.02.96
(Sly) 09.04.96
(SIvi)28.05.96
(50) 27.06.96
(49) 20.06.96
(44) 16.05.96
(5) 03.08.95
(20) 16.11.95
(Sly) 09.04.96
(SIii) 16.02.96
(45) 23.05.96
(43) 09.05.96
(19) 09.11.95
(20) 16.11.95
(31) 15.02.96
(46) 30.05.96
(49) 20.06.96
(24) 14.12.95

Turkey site office address

23 .05.96
23.11.95
16.05.96
17.08.95
09.11.95
01.02.96
3 1.08.95
02.05.96
14.09.95
11.04.96
03 .08.95
16.11.95
16.05.96
25.04.96
14.12.95
(33) 29.02.96
(3) 20.07.95
(41) 25.04.96
(51) 04.07.96
(31) 15.02.96
(52) 11.07.96
(9) 3 1.08.95
(31) 15.02.96
(12) 2 1.09.95
(25) 04.01.96
(5) 03.08.95

Uniscott address

(27) 18.01.96

Video camera availability
Vietnam address
-e-mail
Visas Qatar

(30)
(24)
(20)
(39)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Timesaver tickets
Training material, HRI)
Translators
Travel timesaver tickets
Travel bookings
-

-

-

Visiting Directors’ office bookings

(47) 06.06.96

Water pollution control on highways
Windows Cardfile SWK addresses
Wordperfect text reducing
World wide web (www)

(48)
(36)
(3)
(21)

Zimbabwe e-mail

(20) 16.11.95

-

-

13.06.96
21.03.96
20.07.95
23.11.95

(45)
(21)
(44)
(7)
(19)
(29)
(9)
(42)
(11)
(39)
(5)
(20)
(44)
(41)
(24)

08.02.96
14.12.95
16.11.95
11.04.96
Index/i
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“ATTENTION

ALL STAFF!”

From John Bean [Basin gstoke]:
In my recent reply to Roy Burley I indicated that changes were
afoot in the administration of the Pension Scheme and this
article outlines those changes.
For many years, the scheme’s Actuaries and Consultants
have been William M. Mercer who are one of the largest firms
of Consulting Actuaries, Pensions Consultants and
Administrators in the country. The Trustees decided to review
that appointment not because they were in any way
dissatisfied but as part of a commitment to the optimisation of
the costs and benefits obtained from external advisers.
Following presentations from several firms of Actuaries,
William M. Mercer have been reappointed.
In addition, with effect from 1st July 1996, William M.
Mercer have also become responsible not only for the Actuarial
and Consultancy aspects of the Pension Scheme, but also for
the Administration. This means that they are now responsible
inter alia for the record-keeping, accounting and flow of
information to the members.
Initially, WMM will be spending some time ensuring that
all the records are transferred efficiently to their systems and
that they have the correct data. The issue of Benefit Statements
is, therefore, likely to be delayed until September and at this
time WMM will also ask you to contact them if your personal
details are incorrect.
Henceforth, if a member of the Scheme has a query the
member is fully entitled to contact William M. Mercer for an
answer and the initial contact should be addressed to Richard
Hine at WMM’s Chichester office
Westgate House
52 Westgate
Chichester
Sussex P019 3HF
Tel: 01243 522218
The majority of queries which arise are simply satisfied, eg,
the issue of a new Nomination Form, where members believe
their question is simply answered they are asked to contact their
respective Personnel departments in the first instance. The
staff, by company, who have agreed to act as the initial
intermediaries are:
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd,
SWK (Pavement Engineering) Ltd,
Scott Neale & Partners Ltd,
& Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick (Mechanical & Electrical) Ltd
Alan Morton (Basingstoke)
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co (Scotland) Ltd,
& Scott Wilson IDG Ltd
Eleanor Crozier (Glasgow)
MainLine Swindon Ltd
Diane Goddard (Swindon)
SWK Holdings Ltd
Chris White (Basingsioke)
-
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I would draw your attention to the Employees’ Guide, from
which most general queries can he answered. Though all
members should have a copy, further copies are available from
your designated contact listed above.
In future any mail, internal or external, addressed to the
Trustees or to the Pensions Administrators will be delivered to
the contacts listed above and they will deal with it, or pass it to
WMM as appropriate.
Pension Scheme members may well be aware that there is
now a new Pensions Act which will become law in April 1997
and is intended to avoid another Maxwell Affair. As a result of
the Act, more information will become available to members
and it is the intention of the Trustees and the Directors to
provide regular information to members starting in advance of
any requirement under the Act. Additionally, the constitution
of the Board of Trustees of the Scheme has changed with effect
from 1st July 1996. (Phil Green remains Chairman see his
“Reply of the Week”. Of particular note in his item is the
appointment of Susan Briggs and Geoff Leatham as Employee
Trustees. Their powers and responsibilities are no less and no
greater than any of the other Trustees, all of whom are equal
both in the eves of the Law and of the Firm).
-

From Kevin McPherson [lb Chi Minh City]:
The Vietnam office is now equipped with e-mail; the address
is: swkvncc@netnam.org.vn. It must be emphasised,
however, that this is the address for the SWK VNCC project,
not the SWK representative office in Hanoi, which should be
on-line itself within the next two weeks under a separate
account.

-

From John Prosser [Basingstoke]:
The Abu Dhahi office in UAE is temporarily out of
commission pending relocation. All correspondence, couriers
and telephone calls should be directed either to Dubai or Al Am
Airport Office as appropriate until further notice.
From Anna Evans [Basingstoke]:
As some people know I will shortly be off on maternity leave,
so this is my last issue for a while. I’m leaving Scottlight in the
capable hands of Amanda Hawkins, so please ensure you keep
her informed of all your news.
From Amanda Hawkins [Basingstoke]:
Information has been received concerning The Young
Consulting Engineer Award Scheme 1997 Awards. Now in its
tenth year, the scheme was established in 1988 to mark the 75th
anniversary of the Association’s incorporation and to affirm the
ACE’s support for The Worshipful Company of Engineers. A
medal and a premium of £500 are awarded each year to a
professional engineer employed by a Member of the
Association who is under 30 at the time of nomination. The
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deadline for entries is Monday 6th January 1997.
Please contact Amanda Hawkins on Ext. 297 at Basingstoke for
further details.
The deadline for the Rowen Travel Award, previously
mentioned in Scottlight, is imminent as entries need to be
submitted by 31st July 1996. Please let me know if you would
like an entry form.
TRAVEL ARRANGEMEN9S

Country

Traveller

Kazakhstan
Russia

23rd 27th July
Richard Cooper
Sergei Turceninoff 29th July 1st August

Date
-

-
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From Cohn Baker [A50, Meir site]:
The SWK team, supervising the building of phase II of the A50
dual carriageway at Stoke on Trent, has been on site since April
1995 dealing with all the problems associated with an “on line”
road construction through a heavily populated and built up area.
During the last 15 months, all major service diversions have
been completed and construction work on the dual carriageway
and four over-bridges is now well under way.
An important stage of this work was reached last Sunday
when, under the watchful eye of Paul S wales, the Roads
Engineer, traffic was switched from the Centre of Meir onto a
kilometre long temporary road diversion, freeing the existing
A50/A520 Crossroads and giving the Contractor, Amey
Construction, access to start building the Meir Tunnel.
This 280 metre long construction (under the care of Bridges
Engineer, Steve Black) is flanked on either side by shops and
offices and will take at least another 18 months to complete,
including the installation of sophisticated lighting
arrangements, air quality monitoring systems, traffic detectors
and closed circuit TV surveillance. Following on from this, the
whole scheme should be open to traffic in Spring 1998.
The SWK site team in Stoke does not do things by halves,
and last Sunday also saw the first night time closure of the A50
to allow the erection of falsework for the first of four bridges
on the scheme. Motorists in the area must have wondered what
had hit them on that night, having to face a further closure of
the A50 at the same time on the adjacent lB contract, being
built under the control of Staffordshire County Council where
SWK staff are also helping out on site. But all this work went
smoothly, heralding the start of the next challenging phase of
construction.
From Russell Bissland [Glasgow]:
In July 1996, the Scottish Office appointed SWK to assess
conditions on the new trunk road network as part of the
Scotland’s Trunk Roads-Economic development, Environment
and Traffic (STREET) Review study. The project will involve
the definition of traffic flow characteristics and trends
throughout the network, the identification of current and future
stress points, a review of the current trunk road programme and
an assessment of the potential for value engineering. The
project builds on the success of the recently reported A9(T)
Perth to Inverness Route Strategy Study. I am the Project
Manager and Ronnie Hunter is the Project Director.

From Ronnie hunter [Glasgow]:
SWK (Scotland) recently took a nostalgic step back in time
when we won a design-build contract for the widening of the
MX Westbound carriageway at Townhead, Glasgow. It was the
highway planning of the Glasgow motorway system that first
brought SWK to Glasgow, way back in 1960. The subsequent
detailed design of the M8 motorway at Townhead in the mid
1960s was one of several major commissions for SWK that
followed on from agreement of the Highway Plan.
This most recent commission involves the widening and
realignment of a 1km stretch of the motorway to cope with the
ever-increasing traffic volumes, which perhaps is in itself a
testament to the success of the city’s heralded motorway
system. The scheme included intricate “stitching” of an
additional lane onto an existing motorway bridge. Mike
Hackney is managing the process, including continual reference
to as-built records dated 1965 and prepared by some of the
older hands at Park Circus. The current Project Director, Jim
McCaffcrty, claims to have been too young to have worked on
the original design, but suggested that Peter Innes probably did!
The MX widening scheme has been taken on in conjunction
with Balfour Beatty, and continues SWK’s long and successful
relationship with this firm in Design Build contracts on
Scotland’s trunk road network. The relationship started in 1989
with the award-winning MX St James Interchange and
continued on through the AX Gogar interchange and the MX
Extension. We are now forging ahead with current tenders and
expressions of interest for 3 further major schemes.

-‘

congratu1ations!

Congratulations to Alan Baker who was recently elected to the
Scotland Region Committee of the Concrete Society.
Congratulations must also go to John Beaumont (Plymouth
Office) on passing his GNVQ with distinction well done
John!
-

Moves-b

Moves-’

‘

Moves--- Moves

The Plymouth office welcome John Tooley, who joined the
team as an Industrial Trainee on 8th July.
MainLine would like to welcome Beverley Macfarlane as
Marketing Assistant, Mark Williams to the M&E department
and Phillip Berkin, who will be with the company for the
summer working in the IT department. Similarly, Geoff Baxter
is welcomed back for the summer duration.
All at MainLine would also like to wish the best of luck to
John Bashforth, who flew to Malaysia for approximately 8
months on 14th July.
Anna Evans

goes on

maternity leave on Friday 19th July.

Arnanda Hawkins joined on 11th July to cover Anna’s leave.
And Hehhercl (Basingstoke) left on 31st May.
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From Peter Ansell [TefordJ:
Telford office is pleased to report the return of the Measor
Mashie and the Pontifact Putter to their former resting place in
the Conference Room at Pemberton House after an all too long
absence of 3 years. Roger Hogben (Handicap 10) scored 38
Stableford points on the new ‘Mashie’ venue at Dummer Golf
Club to win this year’s event. His score was the highest out of
the other SWK competitions held worldwide this year resulting
in Roger also collecting the Pontifact Putter. The slow greens
at Durnmer apparently suited Roger’s new ‘Zebra lookalike’
putter and he is alleged to have commented that if the greens
had been any slower he might have got to the hole before the
ball did!
Whilst on the subject of Telford’s renewed collection of
venerable alliterative golf clubs, are the Glasgow golfers
willing to host a defence of the Williams Wood yet? How
about it Glasgow?
From Jane Smith [Basingstoke]:
Friday 28th June found a group of “intrepid executives”
gathered on a heathland in Dorset, exchanging suits, ties and
high heels for boiler suits and baseball caps. Our mission for
the weekend, “Operation Executive Stretch”, was to locate,
retrieve and assemble a number of components of a device to
disarm a nuclear weapons system installed by an invading,
enemy force. The device had been captured by local partisans
and scattered around the Dorset countryside amid minefields,
contaminated zones or booby traps. However, the real aim of
the weekend, organised by the Territorial Army, was to test our
leadership and team building skills particularly while fatigued
and under stress, while at the same time as future employees,
gaining an appreciation of the work and skills of the Territorial
Army.
After lessons in navigation and instructions on how to cook
our 24 army ration pack, we were allowed 4 hours sleep beibre
setting off on our first mission. My team of 9 “assorted
executives” quickly became adept at using planks of wood,
ropes and scaffold poles to cross seemingly impossible wide
gaps and heights, hauling trailers into army lorries and building
a raft. Investigation of screaming from hedges and ditches
found several seriously injured casualties who we had to deal
with. Their make-up was extremely realistic with horrific
burns, broken bones and head injuries.
Nightfall found us night navigating through forest, heath
and fields to our secret rendezvous on the beach (no torches
allowed), with memory tests and general knowledge tests at
surprise checkpoints along the way. We had survived 22 hours
without sleep to successfully accomplish our mission. Four
hours later found us racing a 1.5 tonne artillery gun up a hill
followed by a clay pigeon shooting competition.
The weekend was fun and a great challenge. I would
particularly like to thank Peter hines for coming down on the
Sunday to cheer on the gun race and count the number of clays
I managed to miss!

ForSale&Wanted
£E
Fancy a mid-week holiday without travelling too far? How
about a caravan in the New Forest, near New Milton, only one

hour’s drive from Basingstoke. Large lounge (seating converts
to double bed), kitchen/diner, two bedrooms plus shower room.
Hot water, electricity and gas included.
The site has indoor and outdoor fun pools, a sauna and
jacuzzi and for a small extra charge there is a 9-hole golf
course, tennis courts, table tennis and darts etc.
Similarly, there is a lounge bar, restaurant and takeaway
facilities plus entertainment in high season.
There arc several beaches within a short drive and, of
course, there is plenty to do in the New Forest.
Please let Pat Lock, Ext 339 know if you are interested
(non-smokers preferred).

WXa’r’ dn Yo MLTIA?
From Chris Tolley [BasingstokeJ:
Having spoken to colleagues on a few overseas sites, it seems
that Scottlight is not getting through to the extremities of the
Firm. Considering its growing importance in inter-firm
communication, can we not find a way of ensuring everybody
in SWK gets to see a copy, perhaps by enclosing a month’s
worth with individual’s salary slips.

Idea of tite Week

From Amanda Blanksby [hong Kong]:
How about producing an information pack for those of us who
arc sent on short term contracts abroad, providing essential
information on the country, the role of SWK there and the local
office conditions, type of accommodation to be provided and a
checklist of essential items to remember. For Hong Kong, one
recommendation would be to bring a jumper, not for the
outdoors though, but for in the office during the day as the air
conditioning can get a bit cool at times.
I am sure there are many people within the company who
would be willing to note down a few lines of essential
information for would be future first timers on contracts
abroad.
From Anal! Alias [Basingsioke]:
We have a specialist register for non SWK staff mounted on an
Overseas Roads PC and using the Cardbox database (anyone
heard of Cardbox?). It would be better to use a more standard
software such as MS Access that is more user friendly, can be
loaded on the network and thus be accessible to everyone, and
is more sophisticated in its capacity for multiple queries etc.. I
think it is also about time to have a specialist database for SWK
employees so one is aware of staff skills, especially given that
communication and globalisation have become the order of the
day. There must be something missing in the system if a
Director has to resort to advertising in Scottlight to find out
which SWK staff have skills in a particular discipline.
Also from Anan:
Early billing is essential for cash flow and overall financial
health. With term consultancies one would like to bill at the
beginning of the month. This has proved impossible as job cost
reports do not appear before (roughly) mid-month. People
continued overleaf...

sometimes have to devise their own project accounting systems
to overcome this, which is quite inefficient. Could we not have
the job cost report any earlier? Furthermore, it is not possible
to have current billing in the reports. It would give the Project
Manager a continuous idea (however rough or nagging) of the
profitability of the job and can act simultaneously as a reminder
for billing.

anétFieRptyoftfi.eWee

John Taylor:
Of course there is a very simple way to distinguish
individuals, which is to use people’s names; this would also be
somewhat more personal than the use of initials. However, I
must admit that I do find myself lapsing into the use of initials
from time to time.
I would be grateful for views as to whether we should
perpetuate the use of initials or encourage the use of names
instead.
Editor’s note: Please use the return slip below for your
comments and I will report your views next month.

From Phil Green [Chairman RDBS Trustees].•
Alan Morton’s Idea of the week in Issue 50 concerning
pensions raises many interesting points.
Firstly, whilst a regular “Occasional Paper” may be
possible, I am not convinced of the effectiveness of this
approach because:
(i) Those employees who are not members have presumably’
chosen not to join and do not therefore need much of the
information proposed.
(ii) Those employees who are members will be getting much of
the information proposed as a requirement of the new Pensions
Act which will come into force in early 1997.
Secondly, I agree that individuals will be expected to
become more self-sufficient and membership of a firm ‘s
pension fund is often the best way of achieving this.
Anyone wishing to know more about the RDBS should, in
the first instance, talk to me or to one of the other Trustees who
are as follows:
John Bean
(Basingstoke)
Peter Innes
(Basingstoke)
Geoff Leatham
(Sheffield/Chesterfield)
Susan Briggs
(Glasgow)
(Kuala Lumpur)
Richard Denton-Cox
Finally, the Trustees have decided to change the
administration of the scheme (See John Bean’s item in
‘Attention All Staff’).
From Geoff French [Basingstoke]:
A reply to Martin Wheeler’s suggestion in Issue 36 concerning
the inclusion of people’s initials on the telephone list, most
recently to help people distinguish between John Tubman and
-

To Amanda Hawkins (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week/response to Geoff FrenJi is (continue on

(You do not have to fill in this part

Date:
a separate page if nthsIr\)

f you do not want to)

All items for inclusion should be mailed, I.ixed or phoned IIin’iith to Amanda hawkins in Basingstoke
by 5pm Nlonda3
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From Phil Green [SWK Holdings Lid]:
It is now over a year since the Partnership(s) reorganised on
corporate lines. The Directors of SWKHL and of the other
regional companies (SWKAP in Asia-Pacific and SWKAL in
Africa), as well as the International Directors, are starting to
assess trading in the financial year ending 30th April 1996.
More information will be available to all staff later in the year
but in the meantime I felt you would wish to know the general
situation.
1) In the UK and some other areas (e.g. South Africa) there has
been fierce competition for work which has resulted in reduced
margins.
2) Work-loads in Hong Kong have been good but have also
faced stiff competition.
3) In Europe, some of the operating companies have traded
profitably but others have not.
4) Work from outside the UK has helped fill this domestic
shortfall. Indeed 1995/96 was the most successful year ever for
new work won outside the UK.
5) It is expected that markets for our services will continue to
be tight in FY 1996/97. Recognising this, the operating
companies have all prepared business plans for the current FY
which, with the staff’s continuing support, aim to return the
Europe region to a modest level of profit.
The Directors are very aware that staff are working
extremely hard, some exceptionally so, to help the Company
through the continuing depression in the construction industry
and are very grateful for their support and loyalty.

N

AT1TNTION

-

ALL STAFF!”

From Geoff French /BasingstokeJ.’
Over the past few months considerable progress has been made
on the implementation of the Conquest Professional Financial
Management System.
1) The DEC Alpha Unix server has been installed, as has the
new PC server for Accounts.
2) New PC work stations have been installed and the Accounts
area in Basingstoke re-wired.
3) Several members of staff have attended training seminars in
Cardiff and Richmond run by Conquest and Oracle.
Furthermore, we have expanded the group overseeing the
implementation of Conquest and it now consists of myself,
David Lambert, John Tubman, Shammy Pun, Peter Lumley and
Stephen Leach.
It is intended that parallel running of the Conquest and
FAMIS systems will commence on 1st November 1996. All
use of FAMIS will cease as soon as confidence has been
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established in the new system,
There will he changes to our procedures brought about by
Conquest, not the least of which will be a change to weekly
timesheets.
Once the Conquest system has been agreed and finalised,
demonstrations and training sessions will be arranged
throughout Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd.
From Eve McDonald [MainLine, Swindon]:
Please would all SWK employees look up the individual name
and extension number of the person they are contacting at the
Swindon MainLine office. At the present time, those dialling
499001 are actually accessing the direct extension of David
Dawson, the Operations Director at MainLine. Many of the
Swindon office’s numbers are in the process of being changed,
therefore, a fully updated list will appear in Scottlight in the
very near future.
Fro,’n Nick Mouram /SWRC Abingdon]:
A recent enquiry from another office of SWK with regard to a
tree on a construction site has prompted this note.
Trees arc a key element of our natural environment.
Retaining trees as part of new developments is often a
requirement oi’ planning consent. Sometimes, however, there
can be conflicts between retaining trees and the practicalities of
designing and constructing new developments. Damage to tree
crowns and roots can lead to problems in the long-term and
increased liabilities for future owners.
Staff of SWRC have considerable experience in the survey
and condition assessment of trees, their integration into new
developments, long-term management and the specification of
remedial works. If you require specialist inputs these are
generally more effective early on in the design process. We
can also help where you are experiencing difficulties with trees
on active sites and in your negotiations with local authority tree
officers.
For further information, contact Russel Matthews or Nick
Mottram SWRC’ Ahingdon, Tel: 01235 555535
-

From iso/,el Be/ion /SWK Pavement Engineering,
Nottinghainj:
Details of the 1996/97 series of one day courses run by SWK
Pavement Engineering in Nottingham are given below.
17th September I 996
Pavement Options for DBFO:
Materials, Design & Evaluation.
th October l99(,
Network Surveys: High Speed
Road Monitoring.
12th November 1996
Detailed Pavement Evaluation:
Falling Weight Deflectometer
(FWD) and Associated
Techniques.
3rd December 1996
Introduction to Pavement
Engineering
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14th January 1997
11th February 1997

Design of Bituminous Materials
Developments in Bituminous
Materials
Attendance on courses can be credited as CPD training, but
please be aware that the spaces are generally limited and that
there is usually a good take up from the industry. The charge is
£120 per day + VAT (with 10% discount for SWK). For
further information, please contact me on Tel: 0115 922 9098.
From Louise Curme IBasingstoke]:
A plastic ruler with a steel edge has gone missing from the
Marketing Department. If anybody knows of its whereabouts,
could you please return it to me as soon as possible as it is used
daily and is greatly missed!
From Amanda Hutson IBasingszokeJ:
A complete set of Microsoft Office Professional Manuals and a
4 hole punch are missing from the Railways Section in
Basingstoke. If anyone has borrowed these could they please
contact me on Ext. 354.
From Amanda Hawkins [Basingstoke]:
The Dissertation Awards 1996, in conjunction with The
Association of Project Managers, concerns the active
encouragement of young people to involve themselves in the
development of Project Management. A database will also he
set up serving as an archive of material from submitted
dissertations. The closing date for the submission of relevant
dissertations is 31st August 1996.
Similarly, I have just received information concerning the
Queen’s Awards for Technological Achievement, Export
Achievement and Environmental Achievement. The closing
date for applications is 31st October 1996.
Please contact me for further details and an entry form on
Ext. 297.
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

Country
India

Traveller
Date
Chris Tolley 5th 10th August
-
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infrastructure planning will also be carried out in the UK at
Telford and Basingstoke.
From Ronnie hunter [GlasgmeJ:
SWK (Scotland) is remaining at the forefront of recent
developments in the Scottish Office’s procurement procedures
for trunk road schemes. These developments have included the
introduction of aesthetic review procedures (particularly for
bridges), and risk assessments as part of studies into value for
money.
In terms of aesthetic reviews, SWK has assisted the Scottish
Office in reviewing the aesthetic submissions from the
tenderers for the M6 DBFO scheme and also worked closely
with Professor McMillan (the Scottish Office’s aesthetic
adviser) in developing the aesthetic requirements for the A8
Eurocentral Interchange.
“Value for Money” (VFM) has rapidly become a buzz-word
in the corridors of power at the Scottish Office, and SWK has
taken a lead in carrying out several VFM studies on their
behalf. These studies have generally involved workshops
amongst the various “stalceholders” to a scheme, aimed at
identifying the risks associated with the works. The resulting
quantified risks are then subjected to Monte Carlo analyses on
the HARM or @ RISK suites to provide more robust estimates
of the costs with associated probability distributions.
From Ronnie hunter [&1asw]:
SWK Contracts Adviser in Scotland, Gordon Bathgate,
becomes the first in the Group of SWK Companies and the first
Engineer in Scotland to join the ICE list of Adjudicators.
Adjudication is a feature of the New Engineering Contract
and features in the Housing Grants Construction and
Regeneration Bill.
Major Clients in Scotland have set the pace in the UK in
new forms of capital procurement. Gordon continues the SWK
tradition of offering Clients a premier service in this new age of
contracts. “Adjudication has been identified as the way
forward in the disposal of contractual disputes. Our Clients
expect the best advice possible at all stages of contracts and our
policy of continuing training fulfils that role. However,
adjudication will never totally supersede arbitration”.
Gordon recently became Vice-Chairman of the Scottish
Branch of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators and is the
Scottish representative on the ICE Arbitration Advisory Panel.

-

From Richard Heard [TefordJ.’
Supported by SWK UK, SWK Malaysia has won a major
commission (Fee Scale A) to prepare a masterplan for the
redevelopment of Subang Airport in Kuala Lumpur. A new
international airport to serve Kuala Lumpur is programmed to
open at Sepang in 1998 in time for the Commonwealth Games
and, at this time, the majority of commercial operations will
transfer from Subang. This will provide major economic and
commercial opportunities at the 1,500 acre Subang site, which
is only 30km from the City Centre. SWK’s six month study
will investigate options including an Aerospace Park, Aviation
Maintenance facility, Charter Centre, Military Base, retail
opportunities and an International Exhibition Centre.
Helen Dell leads a team in London carrying out the
economic demand forecasting and Stuart Coventry in
Basingstoke, the Environmental Assessment. Airport and

From Bahruin:

A BDI 1.875 million contract was signed on 17th July 1996
between the National Bank of Bahrain BSC and Jalal Costain
WLL for the construction of the Bank’s new headquarters.
SWK are the Design Consultants for this project (Fee Scale A).
The new NBB headquarters, to he located on Government
Avenue, Manama, will comprise a 25 storey tower with two
basements, making it the tallest building in Bahrain, with a total
floor area of 27, 000 square metres. Construction work on the
building is scheduled to start during September 1996 and
completion should take two years.
The contract was signed by Mr Ha.ssa A Juma, Chief
Executive Officer of National Bank of Bahrain and Mr Jalal,
Managing Director of Jalal Costain WLL. Present at the
signing ceremony were senior officials from both the
organisations in addition to Mr John MacDonald, the local
repreenhahive of SWK.

From Simon Thomas [Hong Kong].
Here’s a tale to gladden the hearts of some colleagues working
in other parts of the globe:
At the end of a recent meeting with our client, during which
all matters but one had been discussed and agreed upon, the
client’s Managing Director rose to leave. I politely pointed out
that there was just one item we were just a little concerned
Jj
about we had not yet received our mobilisation fee and time
was marching on. He, equally politely, gestured towards the
two packages on the table one a large brown envelope
our joint fees up to date (about £30, 000 in the
containing
local equivalent of used £20 notes), the other, a plastic carrier
bag with the balance of our fees which are now (hopefully)
waiting in his hank for the appropriate moment!
-

Cath Hudson (Telford Structures) returned from maternity
absence on 17th June.
LEAvnRs

Gale Allen (Chesterfield Computing) left the company in June
to join the Derbyshire Police Force.
Paul Bagnall (Sheffield Structures) left the Company at the end
of June.

-

Andy Naylor (Chesterfield Geotechnics) left the Company at
the end of June to oin a family business.
Dave Jackson (Sheffield Transportation Planning) completes

his contract with us at the end of July and is leaving to pursue a
career in teaching.

congratulations! ‘c
Congratulations must go to Julie Wheatcroft (Chesterfield
office) who was promoted on 1st July to Secretary to Dr
Mehmet Yilmaz.

Moves—*-* Moves-

-

Moves* Moves

NEW STAH

Three new Trainee Technicians have started in the Chesterfield
office over the last few weeks. Michael Ashby in Civils, David
Buckley in Geotechnics and Simon Edwards in Roads.
Michelle Bannon (Environmental Scientist) started in the
Chesterfield office on 17th June. She also became Chartered in
the same month.
Dave Hubie (Chesterfield Bridges) formally joined MainLine
(Swindon) on 10th June.
Thomas Astin joined the Planning, Leisure & Tourism section
of the Abingdon office on 15th July as an Industrial Trainee for
a year’s placement.
Jill Rowley joined the Leeds office on 16th July as a Part Time
Office Administrator/Secretary.
TNsmRs

A warm welcome to Natalia Eremeyeva who has joined the
Basingstoke office from SWK Samara. Natalia is helping
many people with Russian translation work and adopted the
role of interpretor during a recent Trade Facilitation
Conference, held at the Freight Transport Association offices
near Tunbridge Wells. Natalia will be with us for at least two
months.
Rob Hills and Mark Shaw returned from Hong Kong on 1st
July 1996. Both returned to Chesterfield Geotechnics.
Linda Edge (Croydon) transferred to the London office on 22nd
July.
swapping locations
Sarra Pinnell nd Peter Sherwood will
with effect from 29th July. Sarra will now be in the
Basingstoke Roads section and Peter is taking her place at
DSBP.

Jonathan Elmer left the SWRC Manchester office on 16th July.

SpOftT5 & SOCIAL S
From John Black,nur [MainLine, Swindon]:
MainLine (Swindon) will be hosting their inaugural golf
competition at Marlborough Golf Club in the afternoon of 29th
August. Marlborough, which is readily accessible from the A4
and M4, is a downiand course suitable for golfers of all
abilities. For further details, including cost, please contact John
Blackmur (01793 515914) or Christine Clark (01793 515906)
as soon as possible.
From Janet Nelson [Basildon]:
Chris Hounsell recently organised a team of 5 to take part in the
London to Southend charity cycle event on Sunday 21st July.
The team left Victoria Park at 830am and reached Southend by
2.3Oprn aided by good weather and marmalade sandwiches.
The “Sprocketeers” comprised Ken Webster, Alan Gibbs,
Tracey Neal, Stuart Byrne and Chris Hounsell. Funds raised
from their generous sponsors will go to the Notting Hill
Housing Trust for the homeless.
From Peter Willeu lBusingstokel.
On 19th July, myself and Sean Holmes of M&E took part in the
annual Shell Motor Mileage Marathon at Mallory Park racing
circuit.
We achieved a creditable 1155 miles per gallon (yes, one
thousand, one hundred and fifty five!) which was sufficient to
achieve 19th place from a starting field of 98.
We are expecting to improve on this mileage next year as
we arc building a new car, however, we require a replacement
for our existing driver, who now weighs 1072 stone. The ideal
height and eight is up to 58’ tall, but 9 stone maximum
weight.
If there are any interested, budding drivers, or indeed team
engineers, please contact me on Ext. 289.
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Fr(m Jo/zn Do w.von [Chesterfield].
I am interested in the news item last week about the
appointment of Employee Trustees to the Trustees of the

continued overleaf...

Pension Scheme. Presumably they are not employee
representatives as such or there would have been some form of
consultation before they were appointed. What is their exact
function? Are they there just to prevent skulduggery (alias
another Maxwell scenario) or can they act as a channel for
information and opinion between the employees and the Board
of Trustees?
From Richard Field [Southampton]:
As a member of the Stall Pension Scheme, I was interested to
read about the changes announced in Scottlight on 18th July.
However, I would also be interested to know how the two
Employee Trustees have been chosen, and a little about them to
be comfortable that they have a real understanding of pension
matters, and are able to represent our interests properly.
Under the 1995 Pensions Act, which comes into effect in
April 1997, the scheme members (as against an Employer) have
the right to choose at least one third of the scheme Trustees.
By law, we should therefore have a say in these important
appointments, which carry a significant degree of responsibility
with them.
It would also be interesting to know how long the
appointments are made for, and whether there are any
mechanisms in the new law for scheme members re-affirming
their choice of Trustees at intervals. (If anybody wants to know
a little more about the changes in the 1995 Pension’s Act, a free
leaflet is available by phoning DSS on 0345 3132 33 ask for
Leaflet PEC 3).
-

From Jancis Smith fAbingdonJ:
While agreeing that Scottlight should be circulated weekly in
hardcopy, if back issues were available on the network, the
Windows Edit/Find would provide an easy index approach for
everyone and save the editor work’?!

Proper briefing and preparation is essential for all staff
going overseas. The problem of pre-printed packs is that they
become out-of-date, conditions change with time and may vary
from one posting to the next. Caz Spencer (Personnel) keeps a
folder of information on each location. She also debriefs many
staff on their return to keep the folders up-to-date. Also, she
can refer those about to depart to the best sources of personal
experience.
It is intended that debriefing will be formalised. In each
case a form will he filled in and kept in the reference folder. If
you are about to travel overseas, please do speak to Caz and ask
as many questions as possible. For those not in Basingstoke,
the available information will be faxed to you. The message
for returning travellers is: please bring back any information
which may’ be useful and give Caz a debriefing on your
experiences, both the good and the had.
From the Editor:
In Issue 46 of Scottlight, Stephen Vincent wrote a piece that
sparked considerable and often emotive reaction. However, it
did not provoke a debate therefore a summary of the views
received was published in issue 51 and there, it was thought,
the matter would rest. Not SO it seems!
Over the page, a belated but considered response is published in
full. In general, items of 100-200 words are preferred for
Scottlight as it is intended as a Newsletter rather than a
magazine, so please consider the publication of Tanya’s item as
exceptional and keep your responses shorter if possible. If
Tanya’s and Steve Vincent’s original items lead to further
responses, a Special edition could be published to air your
views this time in full, not just unattrihuted summaries.
-

andt1ie R,cp(y of the Wee,Q

From Peter Innes [Basingstoke]:
A reply to Amanda Blanksby’s idea of the week featured in
Issue 53 regarding information packs for short-icon contracts
abroad:

To Amanda Hawkins (Basingstoke):
DatL
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a

(You do not have to fill in this part

Name:

separate page

ii

necessary):

ff you do not want to)
Location:

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned lhFoii2h 1 Amanda Hawkins in Basingstoke
by 5pm Monday
This is an SWK Holdings pubcation distributed to all stall in the ooerating, assocatea aria

o’-oaneu in ne UK and Europe. Ills riot or outside circularion.

From Tanya Ball [Basin gstoke]:
The publication in Scottlight Issue N°5 1 of 4th July ‘96 of some of the responses to Steve Vincent’s proposals in connection with a
40-hour week reminded me... that I had intended to put a few comments forward on the matter myself. Given that the opportunity
for some good old-fashioned, healthy controversial debate is somethingfar too good to miss, I will belatedly ‘stick my neck out’ at
the risk of facing the ‘firing squad’, and add a little flavour to the discussion.
The 40-hour week as suggested by Steve
Preliminary comment: I would have to admit that the concept of a 7.5-hour working day, or 37.5-hour working week, still appears
as a bit of a joke to the ‘Swiss half in me to this very day, since a standard ‘white collar week’ back home would range from 40 to
42 hours. I therefore see a 37.5 hour week as a ‘bonus’.
1. Negative implications of the proposed 40-hour week
(a) Very obviously, more hours spent at the office means there is less time available, for personal/family/other commitments, with
the potential additional ‘stress’ that might ensue.
(b) TIME consistently appears to be what we, the so-called-educated-modern-Westerners-of-the-Developed-world, believe to be
desperately lacking in. I myself am extremely well placed to appreciate what it is like to spend the week trying to catch up with
what wasn’t finished during the weekend, and spending the weekend scrambling to complete whatever didn’t get done during
the week... So who wants to add to that pressure?
(c) For those going through a ‘Lull’ period in their workload, this might even mean an additional 2.5 hours per week of ‘sitting
around doing nothing’, whilst thinking of all the productive things that person ‘(mid he doing at home instead a guaranteed
source of frustration.
-

(d) For those working under the ‘continuous panic management’ system [congratulations to whoever worded that what a
wonderful expression and it sounds somewhat familiar!!1, an official 40-hour week would probably make little difference,
given that in all likelihood their working hours considerably exceed this anyway, BUT, no doubt, mostly, if not all, as ‘Y’ time;
some of them presumably therefore already feel somewhat aggrieved at the thought of not being paid for their time ‘given’ to
cay out work that needs doing.
-

Summary comment to 1.: In a nutshell, the above points can be swnmari.sed In the reaction that says, ‘Why should I work longer
for the same pay, when things are already difficult enough as it is’
2.

Positive implications of Steve’s 40-hour week

(a) This would afford each employee the opportunity to be creative in their use of this additional time. Panic periods would,
needless to say, remain panic periods, but most (I hope all) of us do occasionally experience a lull between two storms, during
which something constructive could be achieved.
(b) A Company-wide application of a 40-hour week would undeniably greatly assist a highly reputable Firm of Consultants which,
like numerous others, has been battling and continues to battle through unprecedentedly difficult times for business, and for the
Construction Industry in particular.
(c) Following on (b) above, because the scheme. would he beneficial to the Firm, it would also indirectly he beneficial to each one
of its employees: possibly, a little extra effort, a little extra ‘giving’ trom afl W?W night secure
jobs that might potentially be
at risk within the Company in the future.
(d)As suggested under 1(d) above, many of us in practice already work close to, or in excess of a 40-hour week, whether through
choice or not. The generalisation of this into a statutory requirement for all employees might generate a twofold fteling of
solidarity, which could only be beneficial for morale throughout the Firm: those belonging to the ‘permanent panic
management’ (PPM) faction might appreciate the availability and support of colleagues and the knowledge that there might be
spare pairs of hands to delegate certain tasks to; those short of work within their own sphere of activity could learn to ‘diversify’
their skills in the knowledge that they are relieving over-burdened colleagues. whether from their own Section or any other one.
Summary comment to 2.: Seen from a different perspective, the scheme cu/d afr advantages, both corporately and individually,
in the short term as well as the long term.
3.

(My) Conclusion to Steve’s suggestion

While each of us can, or could, readily come up with countless good, valid reasons for rejecting the idea, because of our numerous
other pressures, commitments, interests, lack of time, etc., as well as, perhaps, a notion that there would be no obvious, direct,
personal gain’ from it, that we’re all under plenty enough stress already, and ‘why should we give more for nothing?’, I firmly

Continued overlea

believe that such a response is both severely short-sighted in its approach, and misguided in the attitude it portrays a statement
that I would support is as follows:
-

(a) It is not exactly a state secret that as a Firm, ‘Scotts’ has been for some time and remains under severe financial pressure. Bid
prices are having to be ever more competitive, Clients and Funding Agencies are becoming ever more inventive in finding
‘reasons’ to delay payments, ‘Government policy’ (or lack of it’?) is resulting in numerous major UK projects being indefinitely
put on hold, SWK’s incorporation wasn’t precisely a ‘cheap and cheerful’ enterprise... In this context, one doesn’t need a PhD in
Business Studies to realise that greater productivity (in this instance, through longer working hours) at rio additional cost would
be bound to be of significant assistance to the Firm. So how about it? Are we not prepared to support our Firm, now that the
‘tables have turned’? Nobody complained when, in the mid to late eighties, the ‘giving’ and ‘receiving’ were the other way round,
and we were individually made to benefit generously from the Company’s thriving success. Whatever happened to loyalty’?
Whatever happened to commitment? Whatever happened to pride in what S11’K stands lbr’?
(b) Such a (modest) contribution on the part of us all to easing the Firm’s l’inancial pressure would not, however, solely be of
‘corporate’ benefit: with time, greater productivity would result in a stronger, more competitive Firm, with a greater success
ratio in winning jobs, a higher corporate income, which in turn would significantly enhance individual job security. We would
therefore each indirectly be contributing to our own medium and long term security as employees. Putting it bluntly, if it were a
matter of weighing the moderate additional stress that a statutory 40-hour week might impose ‘now’ against the remotest
possibility of even one of us going through the trauma of redundancy at some time in the future’... I know which option I would
choose. Which brings me to the final argument:
(c) One of the key ingredients that makes ‘Scotts’ what it is, is... its people. There is a warmth, a friendliness, a feeling of
‘belonging’ that permeates the entire Firm from top to bottom and right across its various sections. That SWK are a ‘great bunch
of people’ is one of the commonest comments heard, whether from OuLsiders, newcomers, and leavers alike (as well as from
many existing employees!). If we do genuinely consider ourselves as part of a (cain; if we do genuinely care about those we call
colleagues, maybe even friends; if we can broaden and extend our outlook just that little bit.., perhaps the concept of a 40-hour
week would be a practical way of demonstrating our ‘solidarity’, for those who already spend many extra hours in the office
each week, and those whose positions might at some point, unbeknown to us. become at risk if the present competitive trend
continues relentlessly.
My conclusion therefore ends with a question addressed to each one of those I regard as toy colleagues,
of) a 40-hour week in the present circumstances really asking too much?

my

friends: is (the concept
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ALL STAFF!”

From Eddie Foster [Basin gstokeJ.
In Issue 53, the new e-mail address was given for the Vietnam
office. However, there were some confusing elements to the
message! To clarify the issue for all concerned, the following
offices in Vietnam and their correct e-mail addresses are listed
below;
SWK Representative office, Hanoi
This office is headed by regional representative, Lawrence
Reddaway. The e-mail address for this office is to be
announced shortly.
SWK VNCC Project Office, Hanoi
The local Project Manager is Alan Stanbury. The e-mail
address is SWKVNCC@netnam.org.vn
SWK/BCEOM Project Office, Ho Chi Minh City
The local Project manager is Achille Caizetti. The e-mail
address is SWKBCE0M@netnam2.org.vn
SWK/BCEOM Project Office. Cambodia
The local Project Manager is Jean Salles. The e-mail address is
SWKBCEOMPP@cm 17-rma.com.sg
From Amanda Hutson [Basin gstoke]:
As from Friday 26th July I have stopped forwarding post to the
Country Task Force at Croydon. Please refer any queries on
staff locations to Personnel.
From Annabelle Banham [SWRC Leeds]:
As from 31st July, the Leeds office of SWRC has moved to:
SWRC
46 The Calls
LEEDS
LS2 7EY
The telephone and fax numbers have not chanced and are;
Tel: 01132461844
Fax:01132 461796
From Margaret Eaton IDoveridge, Derby]:
The new Doveridge Site address and telephone number is as
follows;
SWK
Derby Road
Doveridge
Ashbourne
Derbyshire
DE6 5JU
Tel: 018 8956 9670
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From Mavis Dedman [Basingstokej:
There is a large amount of completed printing material that has
not been collected, as yet, from the print room. I am unsure
who it belongs to as I did not print it. If you think that it may

•

1st August 1996

be yours could you please come to the print room to check if it
belongs to your department.
From Amanda hawkins [Basin gstoke]:
A large index was provided in Issue 52 of Scottlight giving
easy reference to certain articles that may be useful in the
future. It was promised that such indexes would be provided
thereafter in the last issue of each month. The flaw with such a
procedure, however, is that there is not enough references to
warrant such a regular update. Consequently, such indexes will
be updated as and when there is enough material to make them
useful.
Tavu. .\RR\\GOMON.iS
Country
Traveller
Shainmy Pun
Brazil
Jim
Baldwin
Johanneshure/
Tanzania

Date
3rd 13th August
5th 13th August
-

-

ii: What’s Going On?
Scale: A: £l(X),000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999; C: £10,000 £49,999;
D: £5,000 £9,99): Ii: £1000 £4,999; F: less thais £999
-

-

-

Fro,n Mike Shalders fSWK India]:
SWK India has recently won its first project (fee scale B) in
open competition. The Project entails a Feasibility Study for
the Ahmedahad Mehsana and Kadi Kalol roads (76kms) in
Gujarat State. The Client is Infrastructure Leasing & Financial
Services Ltd (IL&FS).
The work involves a 5 month study to determine the
viability of the roads for BOT projects. Engineering work will
be undertaken under the jurisdiction of Jack Gahir whilst the
traffic, economic, commercial and financial analysis as well as
risk management will be carried out by Tony King, David
Bovill and Helen Dell in both Delhi and the UK.
-

-

From Annabelle Banham [SWRC Leeds]:
SWRC Leeds has recently completed another two Drought
Order assessments for Yorkshire Water on the Rivers Wharfe
and Calder. Since the onset of the Great Drought last year,
similar assessments have been undertaken on virtually all the
major rivers in Yorkshire, namely the Ure, Ouse, Hull, Worth,
Wharfe, Calder. Derwent md Don. The Drought Orders are
required to boost drinking water supplies and maintain
reservoir levels in West Yorkshire while rainfall continues to be
below average. Last year. the work by CRC played a crucial
role in the drought crisis in the county. Each Drought Order
requires a full review of impacts on hydrology, water quality,
ecology and river users and in several cases this has been
supplemented with environmental surveys.

continued overleaf..

The water resource situation necessitated environmental
reports to be produced to high standards and in progressively
shorter time periods. Environmental assessments have had to
be compressed into weeks or in extrems, days (or hours!). In
these latest Drought Orders, the Leeds team have received
valuable support from staff in Basingstoke and Chesterfield and
would like to thank all those involved. We met the
deadlines... .despite taking on extra work from Yorkshire Water
and the deadline for the Calder moving forward two weeks!
(We’ve burnt all our supplies of midnight oil does anyone
have any spare we could borrow?!)
-

T&xsreRs
Grant Findlay (Glasgow) will start a 12 month assignment in
Vietnam in early August, joining the growing team involved in
the design of the Cambodia to Vietnam Highway.
LEAvnRS

MainLine would like to say a fond farewell and wish the best of
luck to;
Sharon Henson who has decided not to return following the
arrival of baby Jack.
Jane Austin who is off to explore pastures new and,
Sarah Wilson who is off to Hong Kong for two years do not
forget to keep in touch Sarah!
-

From Diane Clark [Basingstoke]:
I am sorry to announce that Loddon School did not manage to
collect enough tickets for a computer despite a great effort from
SWK. However, they have enough tickets to receive several
software packages which will be of great use to them. The
school already has a computer but another would have allowed
the children to have the chance to use it more often.
I would like to thank everyone on behalf of Loddon School
who collected these tickets over the past two years.
Similarly, a further £21 has been collected on a waste paper
run.

ForSale&Wanted
£fE.t’
For sale: Golf Bag containing 5-wood, 4, 7 and 8 irons, putter
and umbrella. Good condition. £45 ono. Tel: Pat Lock,
Basingstoke (ext. 33.

J

c Congratulations!
All the staff working on World Bank Projects in Sri Lanka
would like to congratulate John Alberts, Chief Inspector of
Works (Sn Lanka). In 1994, John was successful in the Spring
Professional Reviews of the ICE, and was registered as Eng
Tech, ICE. After a Council meeting in June of this year, John
was elected MIHIE.
Well done John G Alberts, Eng Tech. ICE. MIHIE. LICW.!
Congratulations to Sam Bennett (Peterborough) on passing his
GNVQ in Surveying Processes and Construction Technology &
Services. Sam will begin his HNC in Civil Engineering in
September.
Congratulations to Andy Wilson and Mandy Greenman from
all at MainLine for their forthcoming marriage on 3rd August.
Congratulations to Sally Hopkinson (‘wild thing’) of the
Chesterfield office who married Dale Brown on Saturday 27th
July. With best wishes from all at the Chesterfield office.
Grant Robert “VISA” Findlay (Glasgow) will marry Denise
Gibson Hazle at a ‘not so secret’ location in Glasgow on Friday
2nd August. Our thoughts will be with them as they enjoy the
warmth of Florida for a short break before their second
honeymoon in Vietnam (see Moves). We trust the effects 01
multiple inoculations will not dull their passion!

Moves-’- Moves-

-

Moves-’ Moves

NEW SrAFF
MainLine would like to welcome Shaun Montague who has
recently joined them as an Office Junior.
Steve Hinton joined the Reigate office on 22nd July as a Senior
Port Engineer.

Central/Eastern European Graduate (London/Basingstoke):
The Company is looking for a Centraliastern European
National, preferably a graduate in Civil Engineering, Business
Studies or a closely related discipline but with a particular
interest in Business Development, to offer a work placement of
3 6 months.
The individual’s pnmary responsibility will be to assist in
the development of consultancy business throughout Central &
Eastern Europe, based in London or Basingstoke, with possible
opportunity to travel within Europe.
Interested applicants should be fluent in both spoken and
written English and an additional linguistic capability such as
Russian or Spanish or other widely used European language
would be an advantage.
Business development training will be provided and there
may be some opportunity to become involved with and receive
training in technical disciplines, in particular, in the fields of
transportation and the environment.
If you are interested in this position please contact Nicola
Gordge Ext. 350, Basingstoke, having first spoken to your
Section Head.
-
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From Bob Weekes [ ietna,n]:
In respect of Arnanda Blanskby’s Idea of the week (Issue 53),
and Peter lnnes’ response. good information in advance of
making a visit overseas is essential, but in order to provide it a
number of prohlem need to be overcome:
[)As Caz Spencer cannot visit the locations concerned she is
dependent on travellers for information.
2) As Peter points mit. information can become out of date very
rapidly.
3) Short term visits abroad and, particularly, the early periods
of long term visits abroad are normally periods of intense

activity during which it is difficult to make time for anything
other than essential tasks.
Nevertheless, it is during the first few weeks of a visit that
most of the different aspects of life in a-new location become
apparent. After, say, two years in a post it becomes quite
difficult to remember what the important lessons were.
It is therefore particularly important that the first visitor to a
new location and/or project should make a particular effort to
supply good information. From experience, the accompanying
partners of site staff are often willing to assist in this respect
and, frankly, usually make a better job of it!
Replies to Geoff French:
In Issue 53, Geoff French invited his colleagues’ opinions
concerning the inclusion of either people’s initials or their full
names on the telephone list. Unfortunately, due to an error in
Scottlight, the gap for individuals to write their names was
mistakenly omitted, resulting in anonymous replies.
Nonetheless, the majority of those who responded believe
that it is much more friendly and less impersonal to use
people’s names, particularly for new members of staff as it is
much easier to identify actual names rather than just initials.
Alan Dray (MainLine) adds “Thank Goodness for common
sense initials are fine for companies (eg SWK!) but in most
instances names are to be preferred for people.”
On the contrary, one employee suggested a simple solution
for the continuing use of initials, that being the insertion of the
person’s middle name initial where two conflict, claiming that
s(he)’s never had to resort to writing 4 initials as yet!
-

From Bob Weekes [Vietnam]:.
On the subject of “the Great 37.5 hour week debate”, from the
point of view of a sometime outsider from the Basingstoke
office, the exchanges seem to be missing a number of pertinent
points;
1)1 am not aware of anyone in the UK who actually works
only 37.5 hours (or even only 40 hours) a week. Would a
change actually make much practical difference to the amount
of work done? (please note that the timesheets cannot be taken
as an accurate guide to the time actually worked many people
who work on non time-related jobs enter only 7.5 hours per day
simply to keep job costs
2) It is actually very useful to have some working time each
week (i.e. over and above the 37.5 hours) which does not have
to be allocated to specific job numbers (e.g. to prepare material
which can later save a lot of time and money, but to which rio
current job number applies).
3) Spare some time to consider how a debate about a 37.5
hour week sounds to those of us (equally concerned Company
people) working abroad, where a 50 hour week, or more, is in
no way unusual.
-

Idth of the Week

It has been noted that the constant stream of innovative ideas
from all of you is steadily drying up. However, it has also been
recognised that from the ideas already received there are many
of you that may have good solutions to certain aspects of the
Company that can only continue to help the business so
please, don’t be shy, keep those ideas flooding in!
Most ideas to date have concentrated on improving the

business internally. Does anybody have any ideas in mind that
have a broader, more external focus, that target the clients?
How can we public ise ourselves more? Put your thinking hats
on, rack your brain cells and please send Amanda Hawkins
your inspired replies!
-

Winner
The winner for the July idea goes to John Campbell (Glasgow)
who suggested (in Issue 52) the commissioning of an SWK
calendar which could be distributed to clients and staff, hence
raising the company profile.
Although. unfortunately, it is not feasible for John’s idea to
be implemented at this moment in time, it wins the prize for its
external focus.
Amanda Hawkins (ext 297) awaits John’s call with his
preferred prize (wine or chocolates)!
—

and the RçpIy of the Week

From Bob McKitirick I Chesterfield]:
John Campbell, in Issue 52, raised the question of the possible
production of an SWK calendar. The idea is good but it would
need to be a high quality product and, unfortunately, there are
many other marketing initiatives which are much higher on our
current priority list.
From John Bean IBa.cingstoke]:
In response to Anan Allos and his suggestion concerning Job
Cost Reports etc. (Issue 53’). I presume that the idea of the Job
Cost Report being produced earlier than the middle of the
following month refers to the hard copy. The Job Cost Report
is, and always has been, available interactively to any Project
Manager who wishes to review it and the Report is up-to-theminute in terms of the entries. As far as the hard copy is
concerned, the Report obviously has to be produced at a
particular date. The middle of the following month is a
reasonable point at which to run the hard copy report because,
by then, most of the invoices from suppliers for the preceding
month will have been received and time sheets will have been
entered. Nevertheless, all Project Managers in offices linked to
FAMIS can review the up-to-date position on their job at any
time.
The possibility of having current hilling in the Job Cost
Reports was first mooted, by the Accounts Department, in 1981
when FAMIS was introduced. It was a good idea then and it
remains a good idea. Unfortunately, the way FAMIS was
written means that the time investment necessary has not been a
practical proposition. 1-lope, however, remains more than just
alive in that the introduction of the CONQUEST System, which
is currently being implemented will mean that Job Profitability
Reports of the sort envisaged by Anan will be available.
Linking hack to the question of the Job Cost Report, it is
also worth noting that Option 6 on the Project Manager’s main
menu for interactive FAMIS has a Job Report which does at
least provide the hilling information (anti Option 7 provides the
same information or Recoverahies).

-

From Peter Inne.c /Bosini.’stokeJ:
A repk to the Idea 01 he week (Issue 53) Irom Anan Allos,
continued overleaf...

concerning the Specialist Register Database stored on Cardbox:
There have been several starts at setting up a comprehensive
staff database which would be usable for staff identification,
presentation of the Company expertise or effective proposal
writing. The most recent was the “STAFF DATABASE
INFORMATION” form returned with appraisals last year.
The current intention is that a new database, based on
ORACLE and, thus, compatible with both CONQUEST and a
new personnel management software will be set up. This will
be done as resources become free from the introduction of
CONQUEST, hopefully in early 1997. The new database will
incorporate the current specialist register (from CARDBOX)
and the other “private” registers now to use in various
divisions. The staff database is intended to be one of a number,
hopefully on the same, but at least on compatible, systems
providing a comprehensive global service to the whole SWK
Group. In the meantime, the Basingstoke Personnel
Department have some data available on COMPEL, although
not as complete as we would like, and will provide assistance
wherever possible.

To Amanth Hawkins (Basingstoke):
‘

Date

\ / “-

My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page necessa’)

(You do not have to fill in this part if you do nor want to)

NameS

Location

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned Iii rough

to Amanda Hawkins in Basingstoke

by 5pm Monday
This is an SWK 1-foldings publication distributed to all stall in the operating, associated and subsidiary cornpanes r i-c UK and Europe. It is not for outside circulation.
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From Amanda Hawkins [Basingstoke].
For all of those staff on the Basingstoke payroll who were
inconvenienced by receiving July’s salary one day late, please
refer to John Bean’s comment and a copy of the apology letter
received from Midland Bank, attached to this issue.
From Mike Sales [Basin gstoke]:
I have been advised by the Corporate QA Manager that Q24
(including derivatives for other offices) forms have been
abandoned. In plain English, A5 facsimile forms will flO longer
be available from the Basingstoke print room.
From Nicola Gordge [Basingstoke]:
Individuals, in or near Basingstoke, interested in pursuing
further studies may like to find out more about The Open
University and their courses during their Open Day on
Thursday 5th September at Basingstoke Forte Posthouse. This
opportunity will allow interested students to meet tutors from
the Open University Business School, look at the course
materials and discuss study needs and course interests. The
invitation extends from 4.OOpm 8.OOpm and will include short
(15 minute) presentations at 5.O5pm and 7.O5pm as well as
light refreshments.
Would anyone wishing to attend please contact myself (ext
350) in the first instance, before Tuesday 20 August.
I will determine if the Open University are conducting
similar Open Days in other areas and advise through Scottlight.
-

From David Smith [Basingsloke]:
Could I bring to the attention of all the UK offices that over the
last 18 months I have produced c’’aur shells covering various
topics, an expertise in which could be the deciding factor on a
variety of projects. The topics presently covered are;
Machine Base Design
.Vibration Studies
Acoustics and Noise (by David Rawlinson)
Experience of Hardened Buildings
..Blast Resistant Glazing
Damage Assessment of Commercial Union Building (by
London office)
Demolition with Explosives
.Earthquake Resistant Design (two versions;Buildings/
Petro-Chemical Industry)
Impact Studies
In the next four weeks I will describe some of them in more
detail.
Information is being collated on the following topics and
recent, interesting or novel material would be welcome from
other offices, together with suitable photographs;
Wind Engineering
Assessment and Repair of Corrosion Damage Structures
-
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Assessment and Rehabilitation of Fire Damaged Structures
Load Testing
Analysis (including time-history, inelastic and thermal)
Long Span Roof Structures, eventually to be subdivided
into Space Frames, Shells and Tension Structures.
Masts, Towers and Chimneys
Code Drafting, Commentaries and Assessments
Publications (hooks, papers and technical reports)
Versions of some of the above topics specific to bridges
From Amanda hawkins [Basingstoke]:
I have just received information on The Civic Trust Awards for
1997. These Awards aim to stimulate improved standards in all
forms of environmental design, including architecture,
planning, landscape and urban design by giving recognition to
outstanding projects in these fields. Entries are welcome for all
projects, regardless of size or type, that make a lasting
contribution to the quality of the environment In addition,
Special Awards will be given for specific categories of
development.
The Awards are run on a two-year cycle. The 1997 Awards
will cover schemes in the non-metropolitan Counties and
Unitary Authorities of England; Wales and Scotland (excluding
Edinburgh and Glasgow); Northern Ireland; The Isle of Man
and the Channel Isles.
To he eligible for the 1997 Awards, Schemes must have
been completed within the period 1st January 1994 to 30th June
1996. The closing date for entries is 23rd September 1996.
For more details and an application form please contact
Amanda Hawkins (Basingstoke) on Ext. 297.
Tnvm.
Country
Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Delhi
Jordan
Mongolia

Traveller
Andy McNab
Russ Canning
David Williams
Jamie Riches
Jane Smith

Date
13th 23rd August
19th 30th August
9th August
19th August
9th 28th August
-

-

-
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Claire Woo Iveridge [Basingstoke]:
SWK and Aspinwall & Company have helped CIRIA produce a
handbook on the topic of Waste Minimisation and recycling in
construclion, to be circulated this summer with open
publication in 1997.
Construction and demolition sites manage to generate
approximately 70 million tonnes of waste a year. SWK and
From

continued overleaf...

Aspinwall & Company, serving as the research team on the
project, have collected data on waste management practices for
a variety of construction and demolition sites, and completed a
series of desk-studies in order to identify good practice.
The proposed handbook aims to provide such good practice
guidance on waste minimisation practices, as well as options
for salvaging, reusing and recycling unavoidable waste.
From Keith Wallace [IDG, Glasgow]:
I am pleased to announce the successful computer linkage of
“ye olde train planning spreadsheet” to a high quality graphics
package for the fully integrated production of train planning
diagrams.
Praise should go to Scott Wilson lOG’s software guru,
Alasdair Mackenzie, who solved in six hours a problem which I
had wrestled with for six years. The model is effectively a
high-tech approach to the ticker-timer experiment graphs of
0-Level Physics.
The model was recently used on a presentation for route
speed improvement on the Far North Line to a multi-party
steering group. It knocked their socks off!!
Whilst Richard Bayly will testify to the sock-knocking
power of the old manual system, no doubt Andrew Blacker and
Sylvana Redler, inter alia, will not mourn the passing of the
painstaking process of manually translating the spreadsheet into
a graphics package.
Meanwhile, the package is being used on a similar study of
the Fife Circle Lines and I am also looking forward to some
serious sock-knocking at a formal presentation in Inverness
later this month!
From Stephen Vincent [Basingstoke]:
Life is full of new challenges I recently contributed to the
Civil Engineers’ Education Channel, a subscription video
education service for Civil Engineers. Being interviewed in
front of a camera with a full film crew around is certainly a
novel experience!
The concept is very interesting. A video tape with half a
dozen topical half hour programmes is distributed to
subscribers every one or two months. Each programme covers
a particular subject and is intended to form the basis of a lunch
time seminar. The video tape is accompanied by papers giving
additional background information and suggestions for
discussion on each subject.
I provided the background paper and content for a
programme on “Information Technology for Civil Engineers”
covering basic knowledge about computers and the Internet,
and the trends and various factors affecting investment in
information technology. If anyone is interested, Nicola Gordge
in Basingstoke has the video and papers. The same video tape
also includes a civils’ news update, and programmes on
construction law, water supply, stress management and other
subjects.
-

From Brian Hyland [Basildon]:
May I respectfully disagree with Mick Hall (Issue 52, 11th
July), that his relocation of badgers is the first actual
construction work for the Channel Tunnel Rail Link. I believe
that accolade belongs to the re-configuring of the Rochester and
Cobham Golf Course.
The CTRL will pass through 5 holes and the middle of the
club house, therefore the new course has required additional
land, purchased by agreement (compulsory powers not

available until after Royal Ascent), new club house and road
access, all requiring planning permission.
Two growing seasons are required to put the new course
into operation, therefore advanced works were initiated, with
earthworks being largely completed in 1995. The new club
house construction is well advanced with an opening ceremony
planned for April 1997. With the exception of the new club
house provision, SWK CTRL project staff have been involved
in all the other aspects of providing the new course before
CTRL construction starts.
I have to confess that the opportunity to inspect the course
using clubs was not resisted, and that I must be one of the very
few people who have been driven around the course for rapid
familiarisation. Yes, driven by car through a number of holes!
The driver was, however, the Club Secretary, and we were
accompanied by the Club Captain so, instead of shouting at us,
golfers on the course showed due deference!
There are no badgers to relocate at the course, but I am
appreciative of Mick’s advance badger moving and staff could
benefit from hearing his expertise in this respect lunchtime
chat needed Mick!
Needless to say that CTRL requires advance works for
several ‘animals’, including great crested newts, bats and
dormice, for all of which SWRC staff offer great skill and
experience.
-

(
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congratulations! c

Congratulations to Alan Lewis (Abingdon) who has just passed
the Identification Qualification (IdQ) in Vascular Plants with a
staggering 96%! IdQ’s are the only nationally acceptable
standards that have been developed to show competence in the
identification of flora and fauna, and have been designed to set
the quality standards for EIA work and site evaluations.
Congratulations to Michelle Kane (Basildon) who was covering
maternity leave and has now been made permanent with effect
from 1st August.
All at Scott Wilson IDG would like to congratulate John
Anderson who has been appointed a Member of the Association
of Planning Supervisors.

Congratulations to Jacqueline Smith (Peterborough) who has
been taken on permanently after working for SWK as an Office
Junior lbr 6 months via a training agency.
To Renia Lopez (see ‘for sale’ section), who has been awarded
The Geoffrey Williams Travelling Scholarship. Renia has
opted to go and work for one year in Hong Kong, commencing
mid-September. C’ongratulations and good luck from all at
SW K

Moves

Moves—i

Moves

Moves
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SWK offer a rather belated welcome to Anna Maria
Giacomello. Based in the Reigate office, Anna is a multi
lingual Italian National with a degree in Economics and
Business from the University of Venice. She has been with
SWK since 1st July and will be with us for a further 8 months.

Lee Hammett joined the Airports section in Basingstoke as a
Technical Clerk on Monday 5th August.
TRANSFERS

David Williams (Basingstoke) will be in Delhi for about one
month before transferring to the Philippines until the end of
October.
Doric Tong (Basingstoke) is off on his travels again, briefly
stopping in India before travelling to Mongolia. He then travels
back to India before returning to Basingstoke around the end of
September.
Mike Jones (Basingstoke) is currently in Korea until the
beginning of September.
Graham Williams (Basingstoke) will be starting a new
assignment in Malawi as Team Leader (Private Sector Training
and Staff Training Components) on the Studies to Support the
RMI project for a period of approximately nine months.
Graham will be accompanied by his wife and two children.
Let’s hope that their time in Malawi is less eventful than their
last assignment in Uganda!!
LEAvERS

David Morkel left the SWRC Abingdon office on 31st July to
take up a position’ith Urbis in Hong Kong.
Steve Hutchinson (Reigate) left on 2nd August.
Pat Selwyn (Abingdon) left on 5th August.

SPOftTS & SOCIALS
From Rhoda Hamer & Jeanneue Barlow [Chesterfield].
To all Central Region staff at the following offices/sites:
Chesterfield, Sheffield, SWKRC Leeds, SWKPE Nottingham,
A50, Black Country Spine Road, Derby Southern Bypass,
Foston-Hatton-I-lilton, Tinsley & Nadins Sites; If you wish to
attend The Annual Dinner/Dance to be held at the Sheffield
Moat House on the evening of Friday 29th November, can you
please return completed forms by Friday 16th August at the
latest.
From John Blackmur [MainLine, Swindon]:
Arrangements have now been finalised for the MainLine Golf
Competition. It will be held on 29th August at Marlborough
Golf Club, at a cost of £15 per head, which includes 18 holes
and a 3 course meal. The first tee off time will be at 2.I5pm.
Would all those who wish to play please send cheques (payable
to MainLine Swindon Ltd) as soon as possible, but no later than
Friday 16th August, to John Blackmur or Christine Clark at
Western House.

For Sale & Wanted
For Sale. Red Peugeot 205 x/d (Diesel). E reg. Good
Condition. £2,200. Sale needed as owner is going abroad.
Please tel: Renia Lopez (Reigate) on 01737 247004.

crr ji

Youi Mi?

From Greg Beicher [Derby Southern Bypass]:
In ‘Idea of the Week’ (Issue 54) you request ideas for more
external publicity. What is the point of ‘racking our brains’ for
ideas when good ideas such as John Campbell’s calendar are
rejected as unfeasible. Virtually every company in Britain
produces a calendar, surely with the resources available to us,
we can too. Bob McKittrick states in the same issue that there
are many other marketing issues with higher priorities. What
are they? Scanning through the ‘trade’ magazines there is
rarely any eye-catchinE publicity for SWK, the recent
advertisement featuring Steve Brundle being the exception that
proves the rule.
Here on Derby Southern Bypass, undoubtedly one of the
most prestigious road contracts SWK has been involved with,
we have less than half a dozen SWK signs on display to the
public. This contract is over twenty kilometres long and
crosses 4 major A roads we ought to be able to generate more
publicity from this than we currently do. If we have to spend
money to generate publicity then so he it. ‘You don’t get owt
for nowi’ as they say in these parts!
-

From Bob Weekes [Vietnam]:
With regard to John Campbell’s ‘Idea of the Week’ and Bob
McKitirick’s response, I have always understood that there are
limitations on what we, as Consultants, can do by way of
“advertising” although, I confess, I do not know what those
restrictions currently are. Would it be possible for someone to
spell out, briefly, what we may legitimately do and whether
these restrictions are in any way different overseas?

Itfea of the Week

From Captain .1. Neil Young [SWK Mozambique]:
I cannot believe that this idea has not already been suggested, but
in relation to greater market exposure, a WEB/HOME page for
SWK on the NET seems a must. Similarly, is anyone looking
into setting up “INTRANET” (not to be confused with the
INTERNET), that could serve as an internal staff communications
netvorl for SWK!
From David S,nith [Basingstoke]:
The ‘colour shells’ presently used for advertising and for
inclusion in proposals are ideal for describing individual
projects. They presently, however, are also used as capability
statements and in this role, whilst they are excellent for
advertising “associated disciplines” in proposals, they are
insufficient for important projects when the main subject of the
proposal is the subject of the shell.
We have full capability statements describing our expertise
in ‘Earthquake Engineering’; ‘Hardened Buildings’ and ‘Repair
and Refurbishment of Structures’ and I propose that there is a
separate document covering the subject of each of the single
sheet capability statements to provide back-up information and
disclosing more details of the projects. These could be
appended to a bound document containing selected colour
shells, (‘V’s and a methods statement, which is now essential
for important investigative contracts.

continued overleaf...

If the more detailed capability statements were in ‘off-the
shelf’ form then the full tender budget could be devoted to the
method statement and, where appropriate, for forming liaisons
with academic or other partners. An intermediate solution is
provided by grouping shells, for example, Vibration Studies,
Design of Machine Bases, Acoustics/Noise Control and, where
appropriate, Ransoms Dock Battersea.
The last shell provides an exceeding, rare example of
vibration causing the collapse of a building. Another group is
Experience of Hardened Buildings, Design of Blast Resistant
Glazing, Damage Assessment of Commercial Union Building,
which might include, as appropriate, Impact Studies and
Demolition with Explosives. In fact, it is my experience, if one
addresses in detail some of the more interesting topics in the
method statements, effectively doing some of the work for free,
one has an excellent chance of being awarded the contract.
-

aiu1tçp(yoftFteWee1
From John Bean [Basingstoke]:
Simon Thomas (Reigate) suggested in Issue 37 that e-mail
addresses should be printed on letterheads and fax forms for
each office. It is not intended to do this since e-mail addresses
will be allocated by person rather than by office. Hence, John
D Smith’s address would be: Jdsmith@swkeurope.com.
However, once e-mail is fully operational, there will be no
reason why members of staff should not add their e-mail
addresses to the valediction at the end of a letter or fax, for
example;
Yours faithfully,
for SCOTT WILSON KIRKPATRICK & CO LTD

JD Smith
(Jdsmith@swkeurope.com)
From Phil Green [London]:
John Dawson, in Issue 54 of Scottlight, raised some queries
concerning Employees/Trustees on the Board. On this matter,
there are a number of things that need to be mentioned:1) With the reorganisarion of the Firm on 1st May 1995, all
Partners became employees, and, in effect, there are indistinct
boundaries between employees, shareholders and the
“management.”

2) All Trustees, including the two “employee trustees”, have
exaciiy the same roles and responsibilities. Certainly they are
all there to stop skulduggery and, hopefully, to provide
information to staff.
3) The previous Board of Trustees were advised in late 1995
by their Advisors (William M Mercer) to start implementing
the spirit of the Pension Act 1995 as soon as practicable and
before its legal implementation in 1997. It was against this
background that the Board was reconstructed and two
employee trustees were invited to join.
4) In due course, the requirement of the 1995 Act will be
fully implemented and the Board of Trustees are meeting in
October to discuss this issue among others.
5) It should he noted that all current Trustees are members
of the pension fund and hence, it is in their interest to act and
ensure that the scheme is properly monitored.
Richard Field also raised points about the scheme and some
of these points are answered in the reply to John Dawson’s
queries. However, I would like to add that the two new
employee trustees (Susan Briggs and Geoff Latham) are long
standing, well respected members of staff who will bring an
independent voice to the Board. In reorganising the Board, due
regard was given to continuity, age, sex, membership and
geographical distribution. I propose that in due course there
will be a profile of Susan and Geoff in Scottlight.
Additionally, it should be noted that although the new
Trustees have not had specific experience in pension matters,
the essence of the role is one of stewardship. It is proposed that
all the Trustees will receive training. Nevertheless, it is to be
recognised that the Trustees cannot be experts in all aspects of
pensions matters and it is for this reason that the Board have
had independent professional advisors (William M Mercer) for
many years.
Finally, on the question of length of appointment to the
Board of Trustees, the new Act is somewhat vague and
indicates that 3-6 years should be the proper period. It is likely
that, in future, the appointment of all Trustees will be for a
fixed period (say 5 years) but there will have to be a
replacement schedule to ensure continuity.

-s-Date

To Amanda Hawkins (Basingstoke):
My Idea of the Week is (conlinue

(You do not have to fill in this part

NameS

on a separase page

if you do not

if necessary):

want to)

Location:

All items for inclusion should be tiiailed, faked or phoned I iniiIi tO :itiiida Hawkins in Basingstoke
by 5pm Monday
This is an SWI< Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and Europe. It is not for outside circulation.

Midland Bank apologises to SWK Staff
From John Bean [BasingstokeJ:
As staff who are paid via the Basingstoke payroll will be aware, the payment of those salaries for July was delayed by one day.
This was the result of an error by Midland Bank, and reproduced below is a self-explanatory letter from the Bank in which they
offer to make restitution to any staff who have suffered as a result of the Bank’s mistake.
Naturally, the Firm regrets that this situation should have occurred, and I have been in discussion with Midland Bank with a
view to ensuring that their systems will preclude any such problem in the future.
If any member of the staff wishes to claim against the Midland, would they please let me have full detail in accordance with the
Bank’s letter.

-

.

MIOLAND
Branch Banking

J Bean Esq
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd
Scott House
Basing View
Bas ingstoke
Hampshire

Micland Bank plc
3 Lower Thanres Street
Lcn son EC3R 6HA
Telephone 0171-2608000
Fax0171-2608671
Extension/Direct line

RG21 2JG
1 August 1996

0171 260 876
Dear John
SALARY PAYNENTS
Further to our telephone discussion this morning, I write to formally
apologise for the delay in processing the monthly salaries.
The salaries, which should have been paid 30 July, were delayed by 24
hours due to administrative problems within Midland Bank. I can only
apologise most sincerely to you and your staff for our error and for
the anxiety and inconvenience caused.
Should any of your staff incur banking charges or interest as a result
of the day’s delay in the payment of their salaries, I confirm that
Midland Bank will compensate those staff.
It would be very helpful if
you could collate the details of any claims and provide me with the
figures on a monthly basis. As you will appreciate, the Bank would
wish to see copy bank statements showing the charges and interest and
the respective charging period.
I am personally very sorry for the Bank’s mistake and I would thank
you and your staff for their understanding.
Yours sincerely

Corporate Banking Manager
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Planning.
Town & Country Planning: Adding
value to iiir service
DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING
.

PLANNING POLICY

The Firm now has a team of planfling professionals based in offices
throughout the UK who advise
landowners, developers and public sec
tor clients on planning policy and pro
ject strategy to achieve planning consent
and maximize development potential.
The town & country planning skills
are currently located in our offices in
Manchester,
Basingstoke,
Exeter,
Leeds, Edinburgh and Abingdon.

Town Planning within the Group
now offers:
•
market awareness;
•
development planning;
•
project feasibility;
•
project management;
•
masterplanning;
•
development negotiation;
•
plan representations;
•
advice on planning law and
policy;
•
presentation and advocacy;
•
considerable overseas exper
ience and
•
extensive client contacts.

The Firm’s Town & Country Planning
service can offer assistance to clients
throughout the UK and abroad

The Town & Country Planning team
provides a detailed understanding of
policy issues

We now provide an integrated inhouse planning service for all forms of
development. We look forward to build
ing upon existing partnerships with col
leagues within the SWK Group by har
nessing opportunities to provide addedvalue to engineering, transportation and
environmentally led projects.
We will also be seeking the assis
tance of these skills in the promotion of
planning led development schemes.

For further Information
Contact...

The expanded in-house Town &
Country Planning team can provide
clients with a comprehensive
consultancy package

“Working together we
can provide an
enhanced and
innovative service to
existing and future
clients which would
be of benefit to us all”

It is crucial that all of us within
SWK maximize the potential of this
enhanced service. If you or your clients
have a planning problem, consider
whether our town & country planners
can help to identify a practical and in
novative solution.
Correspondingly, projects can be
enhanced by the effective co
ordination of our wide-ranging engi
neering, transportation and environ
mental skills providing added value to
all our services.
Working together we can provide
an enhanced and innovative service to
existing and future clients which we
firmly believe would be of benefit to us
all.

Andy McNab SWRC (Abingdon) (01235) 555535
Gareth Jones SWK (Basingstoke) (01256) 461161
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ALL STAFF!”

From David Lyon [Manchester]:
On the evening of Friday 16th August, the Carrington
(Manchester) offices of SWK and Scott Wilson IDG will close.
The good news is, however, that on Monday 19th August
(lottery numbers permitting!) SWK and Scott Wilson IDG will
combine with Scott Wilson Resource Consultants
(Manchester) and they will all operate from the following
address;
St James’s Buildings
Oxford Street
Manchester
Ml 6EF
Tel: 0161 236 8655
Fax: 0161 228 2581
Free food and wine is the reward !hr all those helping with the
Saturday move!
From Ken Goodingham [Basingsiokej:
In order to assist overseas companies to deal with our billings
more efficiently, it has been agreed that we will include more
detail on them. As a result, it will no longer be acceptable to
debit costs to a general job number for an overseas company
without identifying either the local job number or the local job
title. This applies to technical time sheets, DHL couriers, car
hires, air tickets etc.
Thus, for example, bills to the Hong Kong company should
be annotated as a minimum, as follows:
172SB/ADMSB Route 3 Country Park Sector
We have been assured that the inclusion of this information will
speed the processing and payment of our bills.
-

From Brian Hyland [Basitdonj:
With the Government appointment of London & Continental
Railways for the DBFO of the Channel Tunnel Link, and the
consortium’s move to Tottenham Court Road, SWK’s
involvement at the Croydon design offices is virtually complete
and most staff have returned to their base offices. Please,
therefore, ensure that no paperwork is sent to Croydon, but is
re-directed to Brian Hyland, now located at the Basildon
Office. The Croydon project telephone number (0181 666
6385) will not be answered and will be removed from the
Basingstoke speed dial system in due course. Arnanda Hutson
will continue her excellent job of co-ordinating paperwork br
CTRL matters from Basingstoke to Brian.
May I take this opportunity to thank all the staff who have
worked on this project, mainly at Croydon, for the last 6 years
or so. Without checking the records, I believe the order of
approximately 50 staff and sub-consultants have served a
duration of at least three months. Some persuaded to Croydon
for three months have been kept there for 4.5 years! Virtually
all of you have had to endure at least 2.5 hours a day travelling,
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and at times very long working days as well.
I also thank the staff who, in the early years, worked on the
job at Basingstoke and Chesterfield. Our staff have performed
excellently and in the CTRL multi-consultant environment it
has been pleasing that our staff have compared very well with
the best of the other consultants. This has not passed unnoticed
by the Client.
I know that many of you will miss the thrill of working on
the most prestigious project in the UK, and the regular panics
anti milestones which were almost always met. It should not
be forgotten that in 1992 we started off with a virtually blank
map of Kent for route optioneering and at the end of 1996 are
approaching Royal Ascent of the enabling legislation with a
defined and huildable route. SWK have been responsible for
39km (of the 108km route) from St Pancras to the Channel
Tunnel portal at Cheriton, anti have integrated the design into
the very environmentally sensitive countryside. You should be
proud of your achievement and hope that London &
Continental Railways complete the project with the same skill
and respect for the local population and environment.
Will we be there to help L & C finish the job? We continue
to try very hard to gain such an appointment, for the order of
10(X) staff are needed during the next 18 months detailed design
stage. The next month or two will be crucial for the project’s
four design partners, three of whom are insisting they can
resource \vhol I y internally.

From Pauline Coe [Basingstoke/:
The new Ahu Dhahi of ice location and telephone/fax number
is;

Street no. 14
Building no. 3870
Mezzanine Floor, Flat no. 2
Opposite Khal idiva Garden
Ahu Dhabi
Tel: {X) 1)7j2 (6714(
f-:i\: () 7 12 ((XI(3
From lla,ni.ch Go/die—Scot [Basin gstoke]:
The new e-mail address for the SWK office in Malawi is:
svkm al@eo.wn.apc.org
This new address should he used in preference to the less
reliable old address (swkinal@iac.pix.za) which still remains
valid.
From Robert 4 nntlu:e /.S l ‘K Pa cement Engineering,
Nouii c’hain/
SWK Pavement Engineering want to actively market their
expertise in pavement design, maintenance and management to
Manufacturing/Industrial and Commercial/Retail organisations.
I would he grateful to receive contact details of any existing
SWK Clients that own, or need to maintain, areas of pavement;
whether access roads. hardstandings or industrial floors within

continued overleaf...

buildings. Examples might be companies like ICI, Boots,
Sainsbury’s, Slough Estates and NCP.
From Nicola Gordge /BasingstokeJ:
Further to my note in last week’s Scouiight regarding Open
University Business School Open Days, I can actually provide
further information relating to contacts/open days for the Open
University Business School other than the Basingstoke Region.
Unfortunately, some of their regional open days have now
passed, however, the regional offices can be contacted at any
time as listed below:
Open Univ. Office
Manchester

Tel. number
0161 9566 824

Sheffield &
Leeds

0113 2444431

Scheduled Open Day
17th September
Open mornings
every 1st Saturday in
the month.
10.3Oam 2.OOpm at
the Leeds office
—

Reigate

01342 410545

Next one, Spring ‘97

Plymouth!
Exeter!
Swindon

0117 925 6523

10th September at
Cheltenham
12th September at
Cardiff

London

0171 433 6161

Next one, Spring ‘97

Birmingham

0121 428 1550

7th September

Cambridge!
East Anglia

01223 361650

Next one, Spring ‘97

Scotland

0131 225 2889

Next year

I would be interested in hearing from individuals deciding to
embark on any related courses.

What’s Going On?
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From Mike Le Gouais IBasingsioke]:
SWK has been appointed by the DTI to carry out a Market
Prospects Study for water and sewage in South Africa (Fee
Scale C). The study and report will assess the potential market
for UK suppliers (including consultants) in each of the nine
provinces set up following the election of President Mandela.
The study will be carried out with SWK South Africa and
George Klein & Associates, a local market research
organisation. The benefit of being paid to assess a market in
which we are interested is slightly tempered by the foci that we
have to produce a report for our competitors! Jim Baldwin
travelled to Johannesburg on 5th August to start work and the
report is to be published by 30th November 1996.
We have also been appointed by the Monopolies and
Mergers Commission (MMC) to provide specialist advice on
the water resources aspecLs of their investigation into the

possible takeover of Mid Kent Water by a joint venture of
South East Water (owned by the French company, General
Utilities) and Folkestone an(l Dover Water (owned by SAUR,
also French). The project is priced at Fee Scale C. I will be
providing the main inputs, supported by Shammy Pun and Erik
Faithfull.
In addition to signing the Official Secrets Act, I had to
reassure the MMC that I am not an undercover agent for the
French! This commission follows our previous work with the
MMC last year on the South West Water and Portsmouth Water
appeals against the K-factors (prices) set by the regulator.
From Alistair Napier [Edinburgh]:
SWK’s Edinburgh office has recently been appointed as Project
Manager for a £3rn development at Redford Barracks,
Edinburgh for Defence Estate Organisation (Fee Scale A). The
project comprises the construction of rehearsal and practice
facilities and living accommodation for the two Army
Divisional Bands located in Scotland. The Project Manager is
Norrie Kitson.
From .4 lan Baker / Glasgow]:
A few months ago I reported that SWK Scotland had won the
Saltire Society Civil Engineering Design Award for the design
of the A74(M) Cleuchhrae to Ecclefechan.
Anyone who is interested in finding out more about the
project may lind information and colour photographs on the
Internet at the following addresses;
http://www’.civ.hw.ac.uk/saltire/cleu.htm I
http://ww w.civ.hw.ac.uk/saItire/gifYclebri.pg
From Daiid Smith /BasingsiokeJ:
In the 1060s, most vibration checks were concerned with
ensuring exciting and natural frequencies did not coincide and
this still represents the limit of understanding of many
engineers. The shells relating to this subject demonstrate how
out-of -date this approach has become, as design criteria are
nowadays expressed in terms of velocity, acceleration or
displacement and these can all be estimated.
One shell covers the disturbance from ground works and the
Company has acted for the prosecution and defence in cases in
which structural and non-structural damage has been attributed
to vibration. Malor studies in the field have, included the effect
of vibration on the S upreme Court Building in Hong Kong due
to construction of the underground railway and on Ronan Point
type buildings during construction of the Limehouse link
tunnels, a slud which also included vehicular vibration and
noise.
To avoid disturbance to translators in their booths at the
European Investment Banks, Luxembourg (SWK’s most
prestigious structural project of the 1970s), the basement plant
room was isolated from the surrounding structure on a
floating’ slab.
We have overcome the problem of vibration caused by
lootf all in exceeding light ‘Fastrack’ floors and for the Opera
House, Covent Garden. we have designed a floating floor to
take account of synchroniscd ballet movement.
Another shell concerns our experience in machine base
design and we now have a ‘hand’ method based upon the
CP2OI2 hut including damping. This employs, as appropriate,
Mark Sharrock’s version of the pile programme ‘PIGLET’. In
our most recent projects we have turned to the computer for
assisltnce. employing 1-farmonic Analysis of 2 and 3

dimensional soil masses for problems far beyond the scope of
the code methods. The measured response of an enormous
single cylinder engine in ESSO’s Research Centre in Abingdon,
which delivered 780KN blows, 2.8 times a second, reflected
closely that assessed by computer, which was little more than
half that of the “hand methods”.
We have had the opportunity of studying the problems
encountered in workshops in which some machines cause
vibration which other machines cannot tolerate.
Acoustics and Noise Control is the subject of another shell,
and here David Rawlinson brings to the Company a wealth of
useful experience. This includes noise from road and rail
traffic, aircrafts, mineral extraction and machines which
compliments our own in-house experience of the ground
transmitted aspects of these sources of vibration.

C’ongratutations!
Mark Smith, of Scott Neale & Partners Ltd, has been appointed
Business Development Director. He will be focusing on the
UK public sector as well as continuing to manage current
assignments at Merseyside Development Corporation, Ceram
Research, Liverpool City Challenge and the Royal Hull
Hospitals Group. Mark is based at Basingstoke.

SOftTS & S°CIALS
From Andy Davies [MainLine, Swindon].
On Saturday 29th July, seven fearless gladiators namely; Andy
Davies, Shaun Merrifield, Guy Everitt, Mark McMahon, Steve
Brierly, Alex Falvey & Alex Evason (all from MainLine) took
to the field of play in a national 6-A-Side Football Tournament,
consisting of sixty teams, held in Blackpool.
The ‘Magnificent Seven’ soon hit top form by winning two
and drawing two of our matches (one against the eventual
winners) to finish joint top of our qualifying group.
Having ensured our progression to Sunday’s smaller group
stages the team decided that some liquid refreshment was
required. After a couple of non-alcoholic beverages, some
‘Bingo Bongo!’ dancing and approximately 3 hours of
revitalising sleep, we resumed our quest for the ‘Railsport’
trophy.
Losing our first game 1 0 in the last minute to a goal that
should have been disallowed for two fouls did not do much to
help shake off the effects of the previous night’s excesses,
especially as it was so much against the run of play. Despite
this set back, we gathered ourselves br the final two group
matches. After a 0-0 draw against Derby Dazzlers, we then
proceeded to beat Gatwick Express 2-0 in our final game to
finish the tournament on a high. It tuned out that we missed
qualification for the quarter finals on goal difference, and so
beaten but not disgraced we made our way to the nearest
drinking establishment to contemplate where it all went wrong
and to plan next year’s assault on the Railsport trophy.
-

From Neil Armitage [DSBP]:
On Sunday 6th October 1996, I shall be running/attempting the
Chesterfield Half Marathon in aid of the British Heart
Foundation. The Foundation receives no financial support from
the Government and relies on the generosity of the public,

whose voluntary contributions have made possible major
advances such as heart valve replacements and ‘clot-busting’
drugs.
I would therefore like to appeal for sponsors for this event,
for, I am sure you will all agree, a very important and
worthwhile cause.
I can be contacted at the site office, Derby Southern Bypass.
Tel (01332) 691694 Ext. 2218.

For Sale & Wanted
For sale: New Golf Bag plus gents 5 wood, 4,7 & 8 irons,
putter and umbrella. All in good condition. £45 ono. Also,
games for ZX spectrum for sale, £1.25 each. Tel. Pat Lock
(Basingstoke) on Ext. 339.
From Jo White [BasingsiokeJ:
Fully Qualified Mobile Hairdresser Reasonable prices,
available evenings and week-ends. Contact Jo White on Ext.
229.
-

Resident Engineer, Swanage Pier:
Repairs to the Victorian timber pier at Swanage are due to
commence on site in October for a duration of 4 5 months.
Anyone interested in the position of Resident Engineer should
notify Sally Mason in Personnel on Ext. 210 after speaking to
their Section Head. The post would probably suit a graduate
with some Marine Structures experience.
-

Design learn Leader, l-Iighways:
The Transport Engineering section in Basingstoke have an
expanding workload, particularly in the preparation of minor
improvements of trunk roads and implementation of priority
route networks in London. As a result, we are looking to
recruit an additional Design Team Leader who has experience
in preparation of Urban Highway Engineering Schemes. This
ijerson should he an Incorporated or Chartered Engineer, and
will be responsible for liaison with the client’s team and all
relevant external bodies, then subsequently for supervision-inchief duties on their own schemes. If you are interested in this
position please contact John Orchard (Ext. 333), Basingstoke,
havine first spoken to your Section Head.

4 Yop ML’q?
From lain Masterton [SWK hong Kong]:
With reference to the on-going debate on how SWK can
achieve greater external publicity I would like to lend some
support to Greg Belcher’s view (Issue 56) that it would be easy
and relatively inexpensive for SWK to produce a calendar.
All that is required is an approach to one of the many
corn pan mes which produce custom ised corporate products and
our logo could adorn a choice of ready produced, high quality
calendar styles. Why stop at calendars’? How about SWK
umbrellas, mugs, polo shirts, pens, zippo lighters
Bob \Vecke.s also raises the topic of advertising and asks if
-

continued overleaf...

there are any restrictions on what Consultants can aiid can’t do.
Obviously it would be considered unprofessional to cover a
double decker bus with SWK’s logo (or would it Solicitors
do it), but we could, and should, take out many more adverts in
relevant technical and professional publications, for example,
in the latest edition of “Bridge Design and Engineering”, which
is a prestigious International publication, there are eye-catching
adverts by some of our major competitors in the bridge design
field. If they can do it (and enhance their worldwide exposure)
then why can’t SWK?
The production of high quality advertisements would also,
dare I say it, give the Marketing Section an opportunity to put
in a 40 hour week...

From Adrian Martin [MainLine, Swindon]:
In recent issues of Scottlight, the issues of employees working
an extra 2.5 hours per week, amounting to an extra half-an-hour
added to each day, for no additional pay, have been highlighted
by various people within SWK. I feel that I must also respond
as follows;
FAO Steve Vincent and Tanya Ball;
“This is PLANET EARTH calling BASINGSTOKE!”
In Issue 54 of Scottlight, Tanya highlighted what she felt were
positive reasons for increasing each working day by an extra
half hour, without any extra pay for the work completed in the
additional time, claiming that the benefit to the company would
be immense. On the other hand, it was also acknowledged that
the personal benelits for those who worked extra would be
limited due to families having less time to spend together.
MainLine site staff give 110% to the Company every
working day, and in return get paid for all the hours they do.
So, on a personal basis, if both Steve and Tanya wish to
increase their proposed half-an-hour extra every day to an extra
45 minutes each day, that will cover the extra 30 minutes per
day that I will not be doing!
Planet earth signing off!
P.S. This is 1996 not 1896
P.P.S. If this is ajoke then I will admit that I have fallen for it!!

Idth of the Week

From Barry Gore [Chesterfield]:
It would appear that all the information contained on a Job
Database Entry Form is duplicated on other forms (especially
the JIF, but also JAF, Q3 and JFF). Therefore, could the use of
this form be scrapped and the Marketing Department requested
to compile their records from copies of the other forms. This
would relieve Project Managers of filling in yet another piece
of paper.
The issue of whether the job description (given on the JIF)
can be utilized or not for marketing purposes could be
incorporated by the use of a tick box on the JIF (Or JAF or JFF).
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From Peter Innes [Basingstoke):
A further comment on the Idea of the Week (Issue 53) from
Anon Allos:
The subject of staff databases was discussed by the
International Directors during their meetings in the last week of
July. To ensure the maximum relevance of databases
throughout the SWK Group, two separate sets of databases will
be set up. These are as follows:
• SWK staff databases, held in each of the three Regions, but
accessible for reference by all.
• Specialist Register databases, for each discipline, each one
managed internationally by the Discipline Champion, but
accessible for reference by all.
Considering the need for commonality throughout the Group,
the databases will be set up, or in the case of those which exist
already, moved onto MS ACCESS. The use of MS ACCESS,
part 01 the MS OFFIC’E software, will facilitate the use of
material straight, off the database in text and tables in proposals
worldwide.

From Bob McKiiirick [Chesterfield]:
The responses to several items in Issue 56 have taken up a
considerable. amount of my time but I am delighted as it has
given me the opportunity to put straight some
mis-apprehensions.
Greg Belcher asks about “marketing issues with higher
priorities”. Marketing is not simply about advertising; it
inc I ud es:
• Finding out \vllat services clients want and then providing
them
• Retaining existing clients
• Placing appropriate advertisements in appropriate publications
• Writing and presenting papers
• Having articles and press releases placed in appropriate
publications
• Entertaining clients
• Organising client seminars and visits to sites
• Publishing a house magazine
• Producing good quality work
• Answering the telephone efficiently and cheerfully
Yes, we can produce a calendar but do not consider it to be
good value for money at this time.
I am sorely disappointed that Greg rarely sees any
eyecatching publicity for SWK. Has he missed the following
exampIe since the end of last year?
• Article. “Taking the Toll” in November 1995 edition of
Highways, featuring William Kemp
• Article “Passing Interest” in NCE Consultants File 1996,
featuring Geoff French.
• Channel Tunnel Rail Link, NCE Special Supplement on 28th
March 19%, Article “Pairing Down” featuring Martin Nielsen.
• Article “Heathrow Express banks on Environmental Solution”
in (‘onstruction News of 18th April 1996, ftaturing Scott
Wilson, MainLine.
• Short article entitled “Aerial Aspects” on page 33 of NCE on
25th April 1996

• Article “Tolling goes on Trial” in April 1995 edition of
Highways, featuring Jerome Munro-Lafon.
• Article “Derby Southern Bypass” in British Construction
Profile, May 1996.
• Article “Designs on Exports”, NCE special feature on
Privatising the Railways on 6th June 1996, featuring Scott
Wilson MainLine.
• Article entitled “Trail of two Cities” in World Highways May/
June 1996, featuring Eddie Foster.
• Short article “Asian Road Link Upgrade Study” in NCE of
27th June 1996.
• Article “MainLine Link” NCE Airports Supplement on 25th
July 1996, featuring Scott Wilson MainLine.
• Article “Cooking up the World’s Biggest Kitchen” NCE
Airports Supplement on 25th July 1996, featuring Mike
Hayman.
• Short article “Birmingham International” on page xxiii of
NCE Airports supplement on 25th July 1996.
The majority of these articles are procured for us by Barrett
Byrd Associates, the foremost construction journalists in the
UK. We pay them a monthly fee for providing this service.
In addition, there are the “In the News” newspaper clippings
which are on display in all office reception areas.
The full page colour advert featuring Steve Brundle was
good but the asking price for such an advert is about £2,000
excluding the cost of preparing iL
The point about the slight lack of signage on Derby Southern
Bypass is well made but the responsibility for ensuring
adequate signage on sites lies with individual Directors/Project
Managers. One of the best examples of good site signs was on
the recently completed A74/M74 project in Scotland.
Captain J. Neil Young asks about advertising on the Internet.
This is easily established from a computing perspective but
from a marketing viewpoint we have not decided if the Lime is
yet right to use this form of advertising in our type of business.
David Smith has two entries relating to promotional material.
In the first he refers to a number of colour shells which he has
produced and a number which are in the information gathering
phase. It is vital that these sheeLs, and any others, are
interesting and punchy and contain more photographs than text.
Also, they need to be approved by discipline co-ordinators
before being passed to mc for inclusion in our system. The
objective of this is to create material of a consistently high
quality which will assist us in prcquaiifying for, and hopefully
winning, tenders for commissions.
In his second entry, David discusses the wider use of colour
shells. It is worth stating here the strategy behind our
marketing material:
1) The material is generally used for four distinct functions;
i) As an introduction or a “calling card”
ii) As part of a capability statement
iii) As part of a prequalification submission
iv) As part of a proposal/tender submission
2) For i) we have general, six page, printed brochures lör the
UK, Overseas and Africa. We also have general brochures for
some, but by no means all, disciplines. These brochures are
to be bound into documents ii), iii) and iv).

Occasionally, wiro-bound documents are produced for i),
with an appropriate front cover, from standard discipline sheets
and job description sheets. This is not a recommended type of
document as it is better to visit a potential client first, determine
his requirements, and then send to him a document tailored to
meet his specific needs. All too often we iJi a potential client
what we can do rather than ascertaininc what he would like us
to provide. This is not the way to proceed.
3) For ii), iii) and iv) we have six basic types of material:
a) Front and back covers and flysheets, some of which are
available in a standard format but most of which are prepared
on a job-specific basis by the Marketing support Section in
BasingsLoke.
b) General description sheets covering the Firm, UK map,
Worldwide map etc.
c) Discipline description sheets covering most, but not all, of
our existing disciplines.
d) Job description sheets, giving text on specific jobs together
with a minimum of one and a maximum of three photographs
or illustrations which must be of a high quality.
C) “Star Charts” lbr many disciplines which show the types of
service which we have provided against a long list of jobs,
fj Short (80 10 100 words) descriptions of jobs.
A combination of (a) to (f), together with text, methodology,
programmes, organigram, CVs etc. can be selected to fit
virtually any of the documents required by (ii) to (iv). These
sheets are either wiro bound or inserted into a ring hinder.
David Smith also suggests ‘off the shelf’ capability
statements. Past experience has taught us that this system is
non-productive because those documents quickly become outof-date (lue to, ft)r example, constant changes within the
structure of the Firm, updating of project lists/colour shells etc.
resulting in a supply of out-of-date documents ‘on the shelf’
which arc no longer of use. We must always aim to tzive our
existin and potential clients the most up-to-date information
possible; this can only be achieved by producing ‘tailor made’,
‘fresh off the press’ material.
It is important to remember that our submissions are being
compared with many others and the potential client must be
able to grasp our abilities quickly or he/she will become bored
and Otil to read on. I see no reason why the procedure referred
to in point 3 cannot satisfy the vast majority of our needs.
Bob Weekes asks about restrictions on advertising. There are
basically no restrictions other than the fact that we cannot
criticise fellow professionals in adverts or state that we are
better than fellow professionals. The Guidance on Publicity
issued by the Association of Consulting Engineers (of which
SWK is a member) states, inter alia;
‘c very care must be taken to ensure that i/icy do not publish
material which is inaccurate, mis—leading or self-laudatory or
which seeks to denigrate or belittle another member...”
..adi’erii.ements must
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ALL STAFF!”

Issue 58

From Gill Davies [BasingstokeJ:
An urgent reminder to ail Basingstoke and Abingdon staff who
have not, as yet replied, but who would like to attend the SWK
Staff Party on 6th September 1996 at The Anvil Concert Hall:
Could you please let me have your forms requesting tickets by
Friday 23rd August at the very latest.
From Mike Sales [BasingstokeJ:
The windows in Scott House will be cleaned on Sunday 25th
August, so please clear these areas in preparation.
From Nicola Gordge [Basingstoke]:
PROSPECTS CUP 97 is an annual inter-firm business game for
trainees in industrial, commercial, professional and public
sector organisations, sponsored by Nestle in association with
the University of East Anglia (UEA) and the Higher Education
Careers Service Unit. Participation provides players with the
opportunity of gaining hands-on experience in managing a
manufacturing company in competitive trading conditions, as
well as handling a worldwide portfolio of investments. It is
tailored for companies with graduate and professional trainees.
The competition is conducted by fax or mail, with weekly
decisions sent for computer processing at UEA between
October 1996 and January 1997, culminating in a “live” final
on 15th February 1997.
Participation is primarily for graduate and professional staff
in their first two years of employment. (This limitation is
waived for civil engineers participating in the competition for
the award of CET days; and reference may be made to the
Administrator on behalf of others whose training for
professional qualification extends beyond two years). Each
entry or “company” may comprise any number between two
and five individuals.
There is a financial cost for each team to enter and SWK
will support the cost for two teams with consideration of further
entries dependent on interest. If you have a provisional team,
please contact myself (Ext. 350) or in my absence, Lisa
Litchfield (Ext. 358) or Val Barham (Ext. 208) for further
details, which outline experience to be gained.
Notification of proposed teams seeking further learning!
developmental activity must be macic to Personnel by Tuesday
10th September 1996.

22nd August 1996

TRAvEL ARRAGEN1EsiS

•
From Alan Morton [Basingstoke]:
With effect from 1st September, all Personnel administration
relating to the ex-CRC staff based at Leeds, Manchester and
Edinburgh will be carried out from the Personnel Department at
Chesterfield by Jill Postlethwaite (Ext. 216) and June Brown
(Ext. 217). Specific pension issues will continue to be
forwarded to myself at Basingstoke.

•

•
•

i’raveller
Country
Hong Kong!
Gil Thomas
Kuala Lumpur/
Sri Lanka!
India
India
Jim Baldwin
Barry Gore
Mauritius!
Hong Kong

Date
4th - 18th Sept

7th Sept
4th Sept 4th Oct
-

What’s Going On?
Scale: A: £100,000-f; B: £50,000. £99,999; C:l0,000 £49,999;
D: £5,001) £9,999: h: £1 0(X) £4,999; F: less than £999
-

-
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From Martin Wheeler [Basin gsioke]:
SWRC has been appointed to undertake a water quality study at
Newcastle International Airport. This relates, in particular, to
the runoff of de-icants in the winter. The Fee Scale for the
initial phases is C and the study involves input by Geoff Byrns
of the Chesterfield office. This commission follows on from
several successfully carried out or ongoing by Richard Heard’s
Section in Telford, and we are optimistic that further work may
he obtained from this Client.
From David Scrivener [A50, Fenton].’
Phase IA of the A50 Blythe Bridge to Queensway Road was
officially opened by the Minister for Railways and Roads, John
Watts MP, on 18th July 1996. SWK Chesterfield, who
designed the structures for the scheme, were represented on the
day by Ken Weir. The road is presently carrying traffic as far
as Blurton Road; a further section will connect with the
Victoria Place link road (Staffordshire County Council
Scheme) when this opens next month.
From Alan Crawford [Birmingham].’
SWK has been appointed by Land Securitiesi’AMP Consultants
to undertake a feasibility study for a proposed prestigious retail
development in Birmingham City Centre. This involves the
redevelopment of existing retail facilities in Birmingham to
provide a large 750, 000 square foot retail and leisure complex.
The initial appointment is for the feasibility study only. This is
a significant commission ‘or the Birmingham office (Fee Scale
(‘).

From David Smith [Basingsiokej:
A l’ull understanding of Earthquake Engineering is essential
nowadays, both for projects abroad and those in the UK with
long tern implications. Earthquakes are now routinely taken
into account in UK work in the nuclear field, in the design of
important dams and bridges and sometimes in the

continued overleaf,.,

petrochemical industries. For example, in nuclear related work
they have been considered by SWK in projects included in
work at Devonport, Rosyth and Sellafield.
The firm first employed earthquake resistant design
principles for Dhekeiia B Power Station (Cyprus) in the mid
1970’s when a document was produced based on the best
international practice and thus exposing the gulf between the
design accelerations in different countries for similar seismic
risks, which is still not wholly reconciled. The Reigate office
(then Bertlins) also has experience dating from this period,
much of it relating to work in the Indian subcontinent and the
West Indies.
Our most recent structural projects have been a submarine
hanìgar in Pakistan (for the Reigate office) and a Jumbo hangar
in India, which were both the subject of a recent conference
paper on highly irregular industrial structures. Similarly, we
are likely to be awarded the contract to design the retrofitting to
an earthquake damaged hotel in Jordan.
The bridges sections in SWK have independently developed
an expertise on the subject, introducing novel methods of tying
decks and piers together. The main projects are; in Pakistan
(Brian McKenna); Turkey (Anatolian Motorway) and Papua
New Guinea (Cohn McKenna).
We have been involved with the Eurocode devoted to this
subject (EC8) since its inception and conducted the UK’s
National Assessment of EC8, assessing the rules for all the
structural materials used in building. For this, we produced a
500 page document comparing American and European
practice which has placed us in good stead on both sides of the
Atlantic. We were a main contributor of comments on the rules
for bridges having assessed the relationship between bridge
geometry and the damaging movements which occur during
earthquakes.
We drew up the local building regulations for Jazan in
Saudi Arabia, which included seismic design and deemed-tosatisfy seismic provisions for typical Middle Eastern structures.
SWK has also participated in field expeditions after the
Californian and Japanese earthquakes of 1988, 1994 and 1995,
and has been a main author on the chapters of reconnaissance
reports on buildings, and a contributor to those on bridges,
industrial and port facilities.
We have two shells on the subject, one for buildings and the
other for petrochemical works. These outline the range of
industrial, airport, maritime and other structures designated to
resist earthquakes.
There is enough material for a shell on bridges, though for
this we need an SWK project related photograph.

Moves-i

Moves—

Moves-

Moves

Ncw S’UAFF
Victoria Wallace joined the Basingstoke office on Monday 12th
August. Victoria will be working with both the Highways and
Environmental sections as an Admin/Technical Assistant.
TiNs1ERs

‘Bapman returns’! It is confirmed that John ‘Cosmopolitan’
Colley has left Hong Kong to return to his beloved UK (the
Basingstoke office for approximately three months, starting
19th August). Although living in Chinese society, Cosmo still
managed to maintain his Western lifestyle by frequent
“reassuring” visits to Harry Ramsden’s Fish and Chips
restaurant and MacDonalds. He even stated that regular visits
to MacDonalds were essential for a balanced diet!
Au Revoir John. You’ll be missed by us all here in Tsuen
Wan... .and Ronald MacDonald is rumoured to be deeply upset!
John Kinirons has returned to the A50 Phase IA site and will
be staying in ‘Sunny Stoke’ until the end of August, when he is
due to return to Chesterfield. David Scrivener will then be the
sole SWK representative on site (apart from the Resident
Engineer, Gordon Stock, who once worked for SWK in
Basingsioke and on-site at Uttoxeter).

SPOftTS & SOCIALS
From Andy Davies /MainLine, Swindon]:
Following a strong showing in Blackpool at the end of June,
Scott Wilson MainLine’s football team returned home to take
on the local opposition.

A workmanlike performance resulted in a spectacular win
over TRU, final score 19-2, on Tuesday 16th July. This was
quickly’ followed on Wednesday 17th July by a 9-0 thrashing of
our arch rivals (and biggest client!) Railtrack MPD-GW.
We await our Railtrack MPD-GW workload figures for
August!
Any challengers for a 5/6 a-side match are more than
welcome. Please contact either myself (01793 57547) or Shaun
Merri lie Id (01 793 515916).

For Sale & Wanted
From John C’olley /Basingstoke]:

congratulations!
Many Congratulations to Anna Evans [Basingstoke] and her
husband Carl, who are now the proud parents of a baby girl,
Erin Fenella, who was born on Wednesday 14th August,
weighing 6lb 4oz.

Having just arrived at Basingstoke after working in Hong Kong
(see ‘Moves’), I am currently seeking accommodation in the

area br approximately three months.
If anybody knows of any’ available lodgings (or house share
etc.) could you please give me a call on ext. 276.

Congratulations to Kelly Riches, Secretarial Assistant at the
A50 Meir site, who passed her A-level Law exam last week.
Congratulations to John Kinirons who recently married Miss
Trudie Langharn. The couple enjoyed their honeymoon in
Rome and Florence.

Microstanon 1 CAD Technician, MainLine (Swindon):
Scott Wilson MainLine (Swindon) are looking for an
experienced Microstation VS CAD Technician. Work will be
varied within an M & E Department, but with a bias towards
‘signalling’ related projects. Railway experience would be

preferred, although some training will be given. If you are
interested in this position, please contact Alison White or Diane
Goddard, Tel. 01793 515262, having first spoken to your
Section Head.
Engineering Geologist, SWK Basingstoke:
An Engineering Geologist is required, to work within the
Geotechnical Section in Basingstoke, on. planning and
supervising ground investigations and contamination surveys;
undertaking land quality assessments and preparing factual and
interpretative reports for both geotechnical and contaminated
land work.
Qualifications required include a BSc in Geology or a
related discipline, MSc Engineering Geology (preferred) or
related discipline and 2 3 years experience with a G.l.
contractor/geotechnical consultant on ground investigation and
assessment of sites for both geotechnical and contaminated land
purposes.
Anyone who is interested in this position should contact
Sally Mason in Personnel (Ext. 210) after first having spoken to
your Section Head.

since then, and are now working in the ‘receiving’ era? What
motivation can we offer them, other than ‘this is the way the
world is!”
d) Other than the directors’ optimism, what guarantee is
there lbr us that a 40-hour week would only be a holding move
to help SWK through the lean times, and what upturn in the
industry might lead to a future return to the present conditions?

-
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From Tim Dawe [Chest etfield]:
In response to Tanya Ball’s comments on the 40-hour week
proposal, I add the following (with apologies for the delay);
a) SWK’s target is to be competitive financially, since this
is still the bottom line despite the lip service paid to “quality”
by client bodies. Are we going to achieve, via a statutory 40hour week, what we are already (ideally) achieving via the ‘Y
time’ initiative, or is it only going to replace a voluntary gain
with a mandatory one? What other options to improve the
Firm’s efficiency are being followed?
b) If a statutory 40.-hour week were implemented, will the
Y-time practice be ended, or the 10% target reduced, or will it
be maintained on top of the longer hours?
c) It is apparent from the industry’s own research (e.g. NCE
salary survey) that consuliancy is not the best paid business
around. We must be in it for more than the money already,
otherwise we would all have signed up as Accountants or
Lawyers. But since Tanya speaks of the ‘giving’ by the
industry in the 1980’s, what of those who have joined the firm
-

-

To Amanda Hawkins (Basingstoke):
My Idea of the Week is (contmuc
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All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned Ihroiih to
by 5pm Monday

Amanda

Hawkins in Basingstoke
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ALL STAFF!”

From Caz Spencer [Basin gstoke]:
It is with sadness that we have learned of the death of John
Donovan, on 18th August, aged 51.
John worked for SWK (originally with Bertlin and Partners)
for eight years before leaving the company in March this year.
During his employment as Resident Engineer, he worked in
Ethiopia, Abu Dhabi and Dubai.
From Ronnie Thomson [SWK Thailand]:
We are pleased to advise that John Scott has joined SWK
(Thailand) in Bangkok as Associate and Technical Manager.
Apart from heading up the structural discipline in the
general building industry, John will also serve as a resource to
the Asia Pacific Region.
He joins us from the Darwin office of Scott Wilson Irwin
Johnston where he has worked since 1984, eventually as an
Associate Director and in control of the Structural Engineering
section.
John has a wealth of structural design and construction
experience in the general building industry, from carrying Out
traditional projects under an architectural controlled procedure,
to design and construct projects dealing directly with builders
and developers.
In addition to his experience in structural projects, John has
expertise co-ordinating multi-discipline engineering projects,
ensuring that the structural, civil and services engineering
designs are compatible.
From Alan Frew [Glasgow]:
For anyone who is interested (and who is not yet fed up with
me reminiscing about Hong Kong!): I will be presenting a
paper entitled “Route 3, Hong Kong” to the IHT on Monday
2nd September.
The presentation is in Committee Room I at Strathclyde
House, 1 India Street at 5.3Opm for 6.OOpm.
A few friendly faces (or even just familiar faces!) in the
audience would be appreciated.
From David Staniforth [SWK Thailand].
Just a short note to let all friends and colleagues in Basingstoke
and Plymouth etc. know that I have moved to SWK Thailand. I
send my best wishes to all in the UK.
From Amanda Hawkins [BasingstokeJ:
The closing date for entries for The 1997 Civic Trust Awards
(summarised in Issue 56) is 23rd September 1996, a date that is
fast approaching. If you would still like to enter these Awards,
please contact me on Ext. 297 for more details and an
application form.

Issue 59
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29th August 1996

From Chris White [Basin gstoke].
The Scottlight Special announcing the Pathways for Progress
Project (14.6.96 Special Issue no.7) promised that the
programme for further communication with staff would be
published at the end of August 1996. This will not now be
made until the end of September 1996.
-

TRAvEl, ARRA1rrers

Country
Bahrain
Mozambique
Mozambique
Nepal
Nepal
Ma law
Tel Aviv
Maputo/
Tanzania!
Kenya!
Eritrea
*
Not yel confirmed.

Traveller
Alan Coomber
Kevin McPherson
David Geilinger
Mike Thomas
Martin Oaten
Stuart Dungworth
Martin Edge
Adrian Tite

Date
29th Aug 5th Sept
31st Aug
9th Sept
1st Sept
13th Sept
16th Sept
6th Sept 12th Sept
9th Sept 26th Sept*
-

-

-

L What’s Going On?
Scale: A: £l000,000+; H: £50,000 -£99,999; C: £10,000 -£49,999;
D: £5,000 £9,999; F: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999
-

From Alan Frew [Glasgow]:
We have been chosen, as one of twenty Glasgow companies, to
take part in an exhibition entitled “Glasgow Makes It” as part
of Glasgow’s International Festival of Design 1996. The
exhibition panel selected our submission on the St James
Interchange (which won the Saltire Award for Design in 1994)
ahead of an overwheIming” number of entries from areas such
as product engineering, interior, multi-media, fashion, graphic
and jewellery design.
We have been allocated the largest space in the exhibition
and our exhibit will endeavour to explain in simple terms some
of the complex design issues that contributed to the
(leve lopmcnt of the scheme.
The exhibition will take place in the National Gallery of
Scottish Art and Design, in the former Post Office building in
Georve Square, from 31st August to 28th September.
From John henley /SWK Nepal]:
In November 1994, SWK together with local Consultant Iteco
Nepal (P) Ltd as lead firm, submitted a proposal for a road
pavement condition and economic evaluation with
recommendations for periodic maintenance for some 113km
length of roads in the mid-west of Nepal, to be followed by
supervision of the maintenance work. This is part of the
Depariment of Road’s maintenance strategy being jointly

continued overleaf...

funded by ODA, the World Bank and the Swiss Government,
with this particular project being part of the World Bank’s
component.
Nothing happened for a year, so that when this project was
again mentioned late last year, we had almost forgotten its
existence. But, lo and behold, SWK/lteco have been awarded
the work, a consultancy agreement has just been signed, and the
evaluation stage for which SWK are responsible will start in
early September. First on the scene will be Mike Thomas, who
will lead the three man team of himself, Jim Cocksedge and
Martin Oaten. The Fee Scale for the project is B.
From Julian Wilson [SWK Hong Kong]:
SWK has announced that its office in Hanoi, Vietnam has been
granted representative status. The event was celebrated at a
reception attended by Vice Minister of Construction Khue Van
Thanh, Vietnam National Construction Consultants’ (VNCC)
General Director Nguyen Hien, SWK Directors Richard
Denton-Cox, Simon Davies and Adrian Tite and SWK Vietnam
Representative Lawrence Reddaway.
The reception also marked the start of a major project which
will involve SWK providing institutional strengthening to
Vietnam National Construction Consultants (VNCC), one of
Vietnam’s most respected design organisations. Funded by the
UK Overseas Development Administration, the purpose of the
project is to enable VNCC to compete more effectively on both
the national and international levels. The two-year project will
include SWK assisting VNCC to prepare and implement a five
year business strategy and a management information system.
The granting of representative office status, together with
the institutional strengthening project, will enable SWK and
VNCC to provide a comprehensive, one-stop service to clients
undertaking projects in Vietnam.
From David Smith [Basingstoke/:
A capability in blast resistant design provides the Company
with the opportunity to tender both for defence related projects
in which some structure must be hardened, and for civil
projects for building owners worried by terrorist attack.
We have over 30 years experience in military works
covered by a shell on Hardened Structures. Our experience
started in the mid 1970’s with the design of an ammunition
compound in Oman, which replaced brick buildings used
hitherto by the British army which had blown up. A flood of
projects followed in the 1980’s concerning a range of aircraft
and personnel shelters in Iraq and Saudi Arabia, which gave us
experience of labyrinths and blast screens and electro magnetic
shields to protect equipment from radiation. Recently, we have
designed protected telecommunications buildings in the UK
and ammunition stores for terrorist explosives designed to
survive the blast. The latter has taken us into the realm of
impact from shell fragments, the throw of concrele fragments,
the effects on surrounding buildings and the shear and l]exural
resistance of reinforced concrete under biaxial tension.
Buildings can be “retrofitted” to a defined level of
hardening and we have encapsulated a masonry shed in
reinforced concrete to protect it from the effects of a distant
explosion. For this, we employed techniques similar to those
used in retrofitting against the effects of earthquakes.
We assessed the effects on the Commercial Union Building,
an SWK designed building (which was the tallest in London
around 1970), of two car bombs, one just outside and another
down an alley way, which confirmed the assumption of

earthquake resistant design as to the degree of overload a well
designed structure could suffer without damage. In the first
incident, nearly all the glazing (capable of resisting a pressure
of almost 1 tonne/m
) was broken, indicating the high forces
2
the buildings had sustained. For the second incident, we
assessed the effects on a number of other buildings and advised
one client on the damage to granite cladding panels.
In the late 1980’s, we became involved in the design of the
blast resistant cladding to Manchester Airport’s Terminal 2.
Here, the glazing was so strong that the blast could have failed
the structure and the mullions were designed to fail in ductile
manner using special steel hitherto unavailable in Europe.
This year we assessed the effects on the headquarters of the
London Docklands Development Corporation of a bomb quite
close but shielded from the direct blast on the building, which
had thrown the L shaped building into violent torsional
oscillation. Pressures on the glazing were in the order of 1
2 but it had only broken where struck by flying debris.
tonne/m
We are now in discussions with the tenant of the building
responsible for the shielding and we also expect to be consulted
for advice on an overseas project in which terrorist attack is
being included in the design of a new building with a high glass
wall SuSpended from the roof.

_‘(

‘(

congratulations!

Staff at IDG (Glasgow) would like to congratulate their
colleagues for the following achievements;
• Cohn Dodgson has passed his Professional Review and is
now a Chartered Engineer, MICE.
• Willie Burrehl and Walter Ptirdom have both been appointed
as Members of the Association of Planning Supervisors.
• John Boyd has passed the Diploma of Health and Safety
Management and has been accepted into membership of the
Institution of Occupational Safety & Health (MIOSH).
• Alex Davis has passed the Diploma of Health and Safety
Management.
Staff at the Plymouth office send their congratulations to;
• Lee Oliver and Rachel on the arrival of their son, Jack Jeffrey
Alec who was born 8 weeks early on 13th August. Weighing
only 3’/z lbs at birth, Jack is doing well and hoping to be home
with mum and dad in a few weeks.
•James Grant on his engagement to Lucy Drayton. It was kept
quiet until the ring arrived but our suspicions had been aroused
when a local jeweller phoned twice!

Moves

Moves

Moves---’ Moves

Ttxs[:eRs
Jamie Riches has jetted off to sunny Jordan for a period of
approximately four months. His last trip there was due to last
for two weeks and ended lip lasting six months. On that basis,
‘ye I\ n it ee him or the remainder of this millenium!
On 9th September, James Grant is being seconded for a year to
the Plymouth Development Corporation as Assistant Project
Manager on projecLs at Stonehouse, Royal William Yard and
Mount Batten. James was selected for this position following a
recent interview attended by 11 other applicants well done
-

T’imi’
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SpOftT S & SOCIAL S
From Andy Davies [MainLine, Swindon]:
For any challengers interested in playing MainLine’s football
team for a 5/6 a-side match (as featured in Issue 58), the printed
telephone number was incorrect. It should read; 01793 515947
(not 515916). We are eagerly awaiting your calls!

Thisisaproblemofwhichwearefullyawareandhave
grappled with for many months. The mechanics of doing what
was suggested are not straightforward and also lead to a slower
response time than we need, so a few months ago we decided
that the input to the Job Description Database should be on a
stand-alone basis.

For Sale & Wanted
£.fEEL’
For Sale:
• Barbour wax jacket, unused, Northumbria model, sage colour.
40” chest (fits 36” plus jumpers!) £100.
• Exercise Bike Leisurewise 6700p (similar to £90 bikes in
Argos), hardly used. Only £65.
If you are interested in either of these items, please contact
André Gilleard (Ext 255) at Basingstokc.
-

• Renault Clio RL Prima. 1994. M Reg. 12,000 miles. vgc.
£6,000 ono. Please contact Amanda Blanksby (Telford)
Tel: 01952 290326

IufeaoftheWee1c

From Mike Coveney [Chesterfield]:
Would it be possible to show AVCs separately from the
sLardard pension contributions on the pay slip?

aiu1tFp1yoft/e’Week

From Bob McKiurick [Chesterfield]:
Barry Gore (in Issue 57) raises a good point on duplication of
information between the Job Database Entry Form and JIF’s,
JAF’s etc.

To Amanda Hawkins (Basingstoke):
Date:
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page

if

necessary):

(You do not have to fill in this pars f you do not want to)

Name:

LocatloT

All items for inclusion should he mailed, faxed 01. plioiwd Iii roiih o Aiiianda hawkins in Basingstoke
by 5pm Nlofl(laV
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UUf’tIrast
From Phil Green [London].
The preferred Employer
One of the sessions at the Directors’ Conference in Cape Town
now nearly a year ago focused on the SWK Group’s “vision
and mission” for the next millennium Very particularly, one
element of this vision and mission is for Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick to become the employer preferred by staff for the
prestige and the career opportunities it offers.
Clearly there is difficulty in living up to this objective
whilst having to act in ways that may appear to point in the
opposite direction for example, pay restraint and unpaid
overtime but these measures are needed to ensure corporate
survival in a difficult and rapidly changing marketplace. In this
uncertain world it is clear that security of employment cannot
be assured as perhaps it was in the past. However, we believe
that to be the preferred employer we must do whatever we can
to make security of employment for staff our top priorily.
In recent editions of Scottlight, Tanya Ball and others have
referred to the culture of the Firm and this is something which
all the directors wish to maintain. However, it is not always
clear how you view your employment in the Firm and we
would like to hear from you on this, either through Scottlight or
directly. In effect, the question is do you like working for the
firm? If so, why? If not, what can be done to improve the
situation?
-

-

.

-

-

-

“ATTENTION

-

ALL STAFF!”

From Bob McKittrick [Chesterfield]:
Staff in the Chesterfield and Sheffield offices have recently
been informed that the Sheffield office is to close and the staff
transferred to Chesterfield. Arrangements have been made to
lease a new office, Springwell House, situated some five
minutes walk from Bayheath House, which will continue to be
the main Chesterfield office.
The transfer to the new office has been timed to coincide
with the installation of ISDN lines and a new switchboard to
the Chesterfield offices, providing improved communications
and data links, voice mail etc.
Geotech, Environment, Civils and Waler sections will move
from Bayheath House to Springwell House in late September,
followed by Bernie Roome’s Civils team from Sheffield.
Sheffield Structures and Transportation teams will move to
Bayheath House in early October. Ken Weir’s Bridges team
will also return to Bayheath House in October after several
years in nearby Marsden Street, and the lease on the Marsden
Street office will be relinquished at the end of the year.

•

5th September 1996

The re-integration of the Sheffield and Chesterfield offices
is being carried out as part of a planned rationalisation of SWK
Central Region’s activities and, despite closing Sheffield, SWK
will retain a presence in Yorkshire through the SWRC office in
Leeds. The current plans are to introduce additional disciplines
into Leeds over the next six to nine months.
From Martin Duris [Staines site]:
As use of electronic mail (e-mail) is becoming more common
throughout the company, I have a message for all e-mail and
modem users:
Please be aware of an e-mail called “Good Times”, if you
receive this c-mail from any source, delete it immediately DO
NOT READ IT! If you read this e-mail, it will execute a
programme which will destroy your hard drive, it will also put
the computer’s processor into a nth-complexity infinite binary
loop which if left lbr some time will damage the processor.
Please also be aware of a file called “PKZIP300”. This is a
trojan horse type virus and as such should be deleted
immediately. The PKZIP300 virus will erase the local hard
drive and will also destroy any modems connected to the PC.
-

From Mike Sales [Basingstoke]:
It is the intention to have a full fire drill during the week
commencing Monday 9th September. The drill should he
observed as ‘the real thing’ and the building evacuated
accordingly. It is not intended that the fire drill will coincide
with the 1 O.OOam five second fire alarm test on Monday.
From Jenny Low [Kuala Lumpur]:
As from 1st September, SWK (Asia Pacific) Sdn Bhd has a
new e-mail address: swkap@mol.net.my.
SWK (Malaysia) will continue to use their existing e-mail
address, i.e. swkm@mol.net.my. Please note that “SWKM”
has now been changed to “swkm”. We have been advised that
we will continue to receive mail regardless of whether you use
capitals or lower case for the address. We would, however,
prefer that you switch to using lower case for the e-mail address
with immediate effect
From Val Barham [BasingstokeJ:
A Lunchtime Seminar is to be held by Mr Herve Hotile of
ORIGNY on Wednesday 11th September, room 2a-2b, from
12.3Opm 200pm. The topic of the Seminar will be; TFIE
PERMEATION GROUTING TECHNIQUE WITH THE USE
OF SPINOR A 12 and will include discussion on:
-

•
•
•
•

Production of ultrafine cement technology
Rheological properties for permeation grouting
Growing of low permeability area in special foundation works
Case histories
-

For anyone who is interested, please contact Nicola Gordge in

continued overleaf...

Personnel (Ext. 350) as soon as possible.
From Stephen Leach [BasingstokeJ:
There have been a couple of incidents recently where it has
become apparent that staff are not aware of the shortcomings of
sending and receiving e-mail over the Internet. I would
therefore like to remind people of the points that I have made in
past Scottlights concerning the inherent shortcomings of the
Internet;
I) The Internet is not reliable. There are many incidents of
mail being sent but never received.
2) The Internet can be slow. Depending on the country of
origin it can take up to two days to transfer a message.
3) The Internet is not designed for large files. Although
large files can be sent they normally take several attempts. The
maximum for easy transmission is around 100,000 bytes.
4) The Internet cannot send binary files (word processed
documents, AutoCAD drawings etc.) without turning them into
text by a process called “encoding”. Several encoding methods
exist and you must be sure that the sender and recipient use the
same method.
5) The Internet is not confidential. Messages pass through
computers belonging to third parties.
Notwithstanding these problems, the Internet is a cheap and
comparatively fast way of moving messages and data around
the world provided that its foibles are appreciated.

More ambitious applications for DML have been in
designing protection to a buried subway subject to impact from
a disintegrating cofferdam, our first project simulating aerial
dynamics by computer. The next involved the movement of a
container of nuclear waste material over on the roof of a multi
storey structure and lowering it onto the road in a specially
designed “break-fall” tower, with specially designed crushable
mats and horizontal barriers to prevent toppling of the container
should the crane fail. The structure itself was checked for the
effects of dropping roof beams from a height of 20m and of
heavier objects from lesser heights. This was a “high profile”
project necessitating a re-appraisal of the subject of impact
which is generally in a state of disarray, with an inelegant
mixture of empirical formulae of somewhat restricted
application and some cumbersome computing procedures
requiring very expensive programmes.
Our approach has been to model the impact as an impulse,
which is ideally suited to representation in an analysis, but in
basic form it is irreconcilable with the traditional energy
approach to such problems. Our achievement on this project
has been to reconcile the energy and impulse approaches for
damaging and non-damaging impact, and such that proper
account can be taken of multiple protection systems and
residual damage. We have further devised equations describing
eccentric impact from rotating bodies (which are not in text
books), taking into account the coefficients of friction and
restitution.

From Diana Clarke [BasingstokeJ:
A total of £24.00 was made on Saturday from my last
collection of paper for recycling. Many thanks.
Tiv ARRANGEMENTS
Country
Traveller
Date
Hong Kong
B. Foulkes
31st Aug. 18th Sept.
Hong Kong
31st Aug. 18th Sept.
C. Harpur
Hong Kong
M. Wheeler 9th 21st Sept.
-

For a mineral extraction company in South Africa we have
designed breaker beams for 20 tonne ‘teapots’ of iron slag, on

the premise that no more than 10% of the impact energy was
absorbed by the beams. These were mounted on special high
damping rubber bearings to reduce the effects of fatigue due to
vibration following impact. The premise has been substantially
verified after the smashing of 1500 ‘teapots’.

-

-

II What’s Going On?
A: £100,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999; C: £10,000 £49,999;
D: £5,000 -£9,999; E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999
Scale:

-

From Alistair Napier [Edinburgh]:
The Edinburgh office has been appointed to provide Project
Management and multi-disciplinary design services on Ministry
of Defence projects under a two year Term Commission for
Scotland and North East England (Fee Scale A). Alistair
Napier will manage the commission and be supported by
Andrew Aikman and Norrie Kitson.
From David Smith fBasingstokeJ.
Our last foray has been in the field of impact resistant design,
with a series of projects from Devonport Management Limited
and one from South Africa.
At Devonport, projects have included assessing the impact
resistance of various types of cast iron manhole covers,
protecting brick subways containing services with precast
planks and greenheart timbers, and services in trenches with
mass concrete and bitumen. With Andy Fnedrich’s assistance,
we conducted tests on the impact resistance of paved and
unpaved surfaces and geotextile reinforced soils at Poole Power
Station, with a 2cwt demolition ball dropped from various
heights.

From SWK hong Kong:
SWK (Kong Kong) has been appointed by Caulfield Grammar
School, an Australian secondary school of over 2000 students,
to provide technical appreciation and design management
services for its educational facility in Nanjing, China. The
project involves establishing a residential facility on the
campus of Nanjing Middle School to accommodate up to 40
Caulfield Grammar School students for five weeks throughout
the year.
The facility will comprise administration offices, work
rooms and common rooms for students, accommodation and
dining areas Fr students and staff and other services and
utilities.
The initial technical appreciation commenced in March
1996, followed by a visit to the site in Nanjing at the end of
May. The conceptual and preliminary design stages are in
progress and are scheduled for completion at the end of August.
A project budget covering the detailed design, tendering and
construction will be prepared for submission to the school.
Substantial completion is targeted for the end of August 1997
and occupation should be possible by the end of October 1997.
Tony Chan is the Project Director and CW Leung is the
Project Manager. SWK’s sub-consultant on building services is
Daniel Chan & Associates and JSSWK will assist in liaison and
co-ordination wi lb the local design institute and authorities.

missed by all at MainLine, QS in particular!

Congratu[ations! c
Congratulations must go to both Mark Judd (Basingstoke) and
Neil Valentine (London) for having their papers accepted for
publication at the PTRC conference at Brunel University in
September. Mark’s paper discusses the transport modelling
work he carried out, and which is currently being used in the T5
Inquiry. Neil’s paper is on the Bulgaria Toll Road Study.
The PTRC is a high profile international technical annual
conference attended by some 700 delegates world-wide.
Giving papers in such forums, attended by local, central and
foreign Government officials is ideal promotion for the
Company’s technical prowess.
Congratulations and best wishes to Debbie Fenton
(Chesterfield) and Trevor on the arrival of their son, Jonathan
Gary, who was born on Monday 26th August weighing 81b
l2oz. All are doing well.
Congratulations and best wishes to Phil Deaves and his new
wife Mary, who were married on 24th August, from all at
MainLine.
Neil Stockbridge (Basildon) was made permanent on 1st
September after working at the office on a temporary basis for
the last two years

Moves-

-

Moves-

Moves-

-

Stuart Logan is leaving the Glasgow office to undertake a
course in teacher training. His 6 years there has obviously
taught him how to deal with children! Staff at Glasgow wish
Stuart all the. ‘erv best.
Peter Rodd left the Basingstoke office on Friday 30th August.
Lee Parry left the Croydon office on Friday 30th August.
Liz Wisernan left the Ahingdon office on 30th August

SPORTS & SOCIALS
From helen Ratokia [Basingstoke]:
The Badminton Club will be starting up again in Basingstoke
after the summer break. As in previous years the venue
remains at the Sports Centre, 600pm to 7.2Opm, but please
note the change in day to Monday. All abilities welcome.
With enough interest we hope to resurrect the annual leagues
and the odd social. Contact Helen on Ext. 297 for further
information, or show up for the first game of the season on
Monday Qth September.

For Sale & Wanted

Moves

NEW STARTERS

MainLine would like to welcome John Clayton who joined the
Company on 28th August as a Draughtsman in the Civil
Engineering Section.
James Geeson joined the Computing Department at the
Basingstoke office on 27th August, for a year’s placement as an
Industrial Trainee.
Suzanne Hallowes joined the Transportation Planning team in
Basingstoke on 2nd September as a Graduate Engineer.

-

From Stuart Logan fGlasgow/:
For rule: I noted with interest André Gilleard’s attempt to flog
his site issue Barhour jacket and immediately thought of
another method by which I could fund my forthcoming year as
a student. The following items are available to the highest
bidders:
• Gortex jacket Olive green with attractive lilac piping
• Matching trousers
• Praktika 105 camera
• Spirit level as new
• 50m steel tape
• 6m tape retractable
• 1 set of navy oilskins soiled
• Reflective kckct conforming to BSEN 471:Class 1
• Reflective WaiStCoat
• Calculator
• Wooden dipstick 2m with brass ends
• Landrover 5,000 miles, complete with flashing light
• Leica TCI(10 instructions included
• Hardhat passed discard date, hut worth a try
• Docior Marlin Simndanee Safety BooLs really groovy, can be
WOrli soL aIR
-

-

-

David Judge joined the Overseas Roads section as Principal
Engineer on 2nd September.

-

-

TNSrRs

SWK (Glasgow) welcomes Allen Green back into the fold
following his 2 years service on the M74 site.

-

-

-

On 2nd September, Mike Thomas celebrated 15 years with
SWK but to avoid the customary drink with colleagues he has
travelled “onward and upward” to the Himalayan Kingdom of
Nepal for 3 months no doubt SWK-Kathmandu staff will
ensure a suitable celebration?!

-

-

-

WXcT’
Keith Wallace has (not so) recently transferred from the SWK
Glasgow office to Scott Wilson IDG as the Works Design
Manager.

fq
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Mur?

From Stephen 1’ince,u [Planet BasingstokeJ:
In response to Adrian Martin’s recent item on space travel in
Issue 57:

LEAvERs

Goodbye and good luck to Andy Hamilton and family who are
off to very different pastures, namely Brunei! He will be

Calling inter-planetary travellers!
I am sure that there were plenty of coal miners who gave

continued overleaf...

110% in their efforts at work. And car makers replaced by
robots... .factory workers replaced by cheaper imports from the
Far East....shop keepers put out of business by
superstores guess which industry is now under orders (from
the government via Latham) to cut its costs by 30%? (Us!!)
It is always reassuring to imagine that life will go on for
ever as it did in the past, but unfortunately the real world is a
little too aggressive and competitive for that. Think about the
future, or you may just become part of the past.
An interesting barometer of living in the real world and our
ability to change at SWK is the fax number on our (quality
assured) fax form. Still almost unreadable when faxed, after
how many years? Hardly touched by incorporation, it must be
part of our (indecipherable) image.
History will later reveal who was standing in the real world,
with their feet firmly on the ground. (Do you ever get that
uncanny feeling that you are sitting in a cabin with no idea
where the ship is flying to?)
PS: Only healthy organisations can withstand the soul
searching of internal debate perhaps there is hope yet!
-

Mea of tite Week

6) CV’s are, of course, a critical feature of proposals and
they are usually prepared specifically for a proposal. However,
it is felt that they can be better targeted (as an example, the CV
of one of our most experienced overseas staff members who, as
an adjunct to his main functions, has trained hundreds of
people, mentions the word “training” just three times!). It is
suggested that, for each job a list of “key terms” should be
produced and that each staff member should be asked to re
write his CV including, whenever applicable, each key term.
7) It was also evident from the marked similarities between
some of the presentations that some of the leading proponents
are getting regular sight of each others proposals. That being
so, any advantage we may gain from the suggested
improvements in presentation will only be of limited duration.
We should therefore start work on the next generation of
developrnentc before the current ones are overtaken.
From Martin Duris [Staines site]:
As a continuation of my warning regarding the current
computer viruses in circulation, I believe that everybody using
the e-mail or Internet access is taking appropriate precautions
when downloading files from unknown sources. However, I
think we should be getting-regular updates on new viruses,
especially because the Firm is now switching to network linked
PCs Scotilight seems to he an ideal vehicle for this.
.

From Bob Weekes [Vietnam]:
Following Bob McKittrick’s instructive response (Issue 57) in
Scottlight to various comments on advertising, widening the
scope of the subject, as he did, to include proposals, it is
perhaps appropriate to relate the following;
Not long ago I was invited, by an overseas client, to assist him
in assessing a number of technical consultancy proposals which
led to a number of useful object lessons which could be applied
to the preparation of future proposals of our own. These being;
1) The individuals given the task of assessing proposals are
often comparatively inexperienced and yet they are faced with a
number of very voluminous, technically complex proposals to
evaluate.
2) This frequently leads to a highly mechanistic approach to
the assessment, at times amounting to a search, amongst all the
verbiage, for a subject, expression or even for a single word!
Our objective, therefore, should be to make this search as easy
as possible.
3) Unfortunately, this cannot include reducing the size of
our submissions, as some clients appear to be unimpressed by
slim proposals! It therefore becomes a matter of deciding what
key information the marker is seeking and making that
information readily accessible.
4) Most terms of reference give broad guidelines on the
information sought. In addition, clients can sometimes be
persuaded to divulge more detail (or even, on at least one
occasion, to adopt a marking system suggested by a
consultant!). In any event it is necessary, by the most reliable
means possible, to predict what the crucial items of information
will be.
5) This information should then be presented in such a way
that it stands out from the bulk of the text e.g. as tables, bullet
point lists and charts. Bob McKitirick mentioned the “star
charts” which are excellent examples of this, although more
information needs to be presented in similarly palatable form.
Further, this “key information” can be repeated, for even easier
access, in the form of an executive summary.
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